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Isa. 40. And I came to this conclusion. That Chapter 40 is best understood as

on o overture or as a preamble (?). That is to say, k your development of thought

n the passage as whole starts with Chapter 41. In 41 you deal with a specific

situation. You notice it begins .... IIt is a specific historical situation in chapter

41, and you go on from that specific historical situation, developing your thought

from there right on up to chapters 56, but chapter 40 doesn't quite fit into that.

A person can come to this with the idea that this book is simply a picture of -G4i-rst.,

Christ, nothing else. Think of the coming of G+wt- Christ, and you can interpret

everything in chapter 40 as if the author simpl' started out to give you a marvelous

picture of tie coming of the Messiah. Most of chapter 40, I believe is .... It can

simply be interpreted from that viewpoint. Now, I don't think that God led Isaiah

to start talking to people of his day in that way. 41 and etc. relates specific problems

/ but I do feel that chapter 40 is an introduction to the whole section in which the

primary emotions ci the whole subject are given without the specific situation ill.

being directly dealt with. In other words , the problem of the section as a whole,

of dealing with deliverance from exile can be taken as the background of k chapter

40 and chapter 40 and 46to. . . The conclusion of the section as a whole , deliverance

from something far more important than any earthly exile is ....to the death of Gh±r-et

Christ, can be taken as the theme of chapter 40 and a certain amount of figuratisie//..

Chapter 40 can be en-i-te- entirely related to that. Chapter 40 is a presentation of the

emotions which are characteristic of lx the h e*-e r-e- entire at section, it is pre

paring you for the detailed ... And so I would first approach to chapter 40. .1 think

it is good to put yourself back in the position of someone in Isaiah's day. In his

day one of the godly who knows ... and in his imagination already ... -ea or oneof

the godly people at the time of the exile, living then. Put yourself in tbeir situation,

.their tremenduous need of deliverance from exile, and then look at chapter 40



and vic see what is the used. And I believe you can interpret the whole chapter

40 so it is satisfactory from our viewpoint and encouragement from the development

of 41 on and then when you get the thought so developed that you reach the great

climax N in 53 and 55 then you go back and read it over again. You read chapter

40 , you find it fits exactly with the conclusion as it did with your starting point.

YOu see how it is an overture . ..And so now we look at k chapter 40, and we

see how it starts with the theme of comfort. "Comfort ye, comfort ye, my people."

This is --the Old English here doesn't quite fit with our modern usage of comfort.

I think today there has developed a sit usage in modern English whereby the direct

ef object must always immediately, or almost immediately follow the verb. As

you read this in English, you might say that people is a vocative, he is addressing

them. He is saying, My people, My people, eetv- comfort ye. That is not what

he is saying. He is saying , Comfort my people. Comfort my people. So in modern

English it would be much better o to -say- repeat My people. It is just the idea

It is o Comfort my people, comfort my people, says your God . . . .but for accuracy

it is helpful to have. Speak ye comfortably to Jerusalem. You see the theme is

-cef- comfort. "Speak ye comfortably to Jerusalem, and cry unto her, that her

warfare is accomplished, that her initjuity is çardoned: for she hath received of the

Lord's hand double for all her sins." The -&ayt- satisfaction for all her sins, las

been given from the Lord's hand. "The voice of him that crieth in the wilderness, Pre

pare ye the way of the Le1- Lord, make striaght in the desert a highway for our God."

W-y- Way over in Babylon, in exile. How are we ever going to get home. These

great mountains are in the way. How are we ever going to get back there. "Prepare

ye the way of the Lord, make straight in the desert a highway for our God." All the

QbtJk._
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obstacles are going to be ironed out. They will able to get home. There is nothing

to stop them." Every valley shall be exalted, and every mounta n and hill shall be

made low: and the crooked shall be made straight, and the rough places plain.

And the glory of the Lord shall be revealed, and all flesh shall see it together."

Now, just as- a t.i.n a 4.-ie-- tiny ____on the of prophecy. How do we know

this is going to happen. "For the mouth of the Lord hath spoken it." Declaration

of what God said is bound to come true. Then, in contrast x to God's power, we

have man's reason. "The voice said, Cry, And he said, What shall I cry? All

flesh is grass, and all the goodliness t ereofis as the flower of the field: the

grass withereth, the flower fadeth: because the -s-p spirit of the Lord bloweth

upon it: surely the people is grass. The grass wthereth, the flower fadeth: but"

whatever God does is e-l-&s-t4ofeve1- surely going to be dole . Well, yes-,

again, you don't get quite what you are expecting. He doesn't simply say what

God does, but the "Word of the the Lord (the stress again on God's prediction)

shall stand forever." Man can.... the mighty emperor of Babylon can hold the

p4e- people in subjection, but he is just grass. He seems mighty powerful today,

but tomorrow he will be dead. TheBe-1ona -B-j4ef1ai- Babylonian Empire seems

powerful today. What can these little group of -Jes- Jews do about it. God-s

predicted that the Word of our God will stand forever. So in verse nine, we have

the theme again of comfort to deliverance. So verses 10, and 11 God's marvelous

care of His people as He delivered them . . ..And you read g verse 11, and suddehly

jump to 12, what a contrast. But the contrast is ... of one theme to another. How

do you know he has been delivered. Who else can create the universe . Who

else can control all the forces of nature. That is the theme from verses 12-14, and

15 and 16 he says in compariston that compared to God, all the nations are nothing.
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It's the -ga greatness of God.
All nations before Him are nothing./And then the theme ci idolatry in verses 18-20.

And then the theme of the greatness of God is in a 22. "4 It is He that sitteth

upon the circle of the earth, and the inhabitants thereof are as grasshopers; &x

that stretcheth out the heavens as k a curtain, and spreadeth them out asa tent

to dwell in;" The tremenduous power of God. There is the weaker weakness of

the idols. And there is the tremenduous power of God in verse 26 again and then

in verse 27 he jumps right back to comfort. Why ded- do you say,'!O Israel, My way

is hid from the Lord." Don't you know that God is the creator. God's power is

His- And you think of them going back from exile. They will walk and not RI.i-t faint.

The long, long trip ahead. They are going to succeed to saeeed- succeed because

"wait upon the Lord . and they mount up the4 with wings as eagles;" Later you

can interpret it all in view of the end of this whole section. Those that trust in

Christ , how God will el- bless them, how they will mount up with wings as eagles.

And it is a ooi- correct interpretation, but is not the immediate interpretation, -beca-sig

because this is not a -ehp- chapter of pr- specific prophecy dealing with specific

things as possibly everything else in the whole 16 chapters is, but this is a chapter

dealing with the general overture of the whole section, preparing for the specific

things that cone after . Now, I've gone through this very faithfully. If you went

to study it more in detail, but I think it would be best to g-ve- give careful study after

i-t- we get to the development of . You might just review what I have given you

today and see i-f-- the structure which is very clear in this section, and

that would be very important -fFem- in -srtady- studying of the chapters that immediately

follow. Now in chapter 41 we sa start the actual development of the motion of activity

of the whole section, and chapter 41 begins very vividly. God is calling some

people to stand for Him, and who is it He calls. He says Islands, or used

of the islands of the sea, used of the different lands. It is a figure here for calli g
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all of the Gentiles te- before Him. He is ea-llg- calling them to come before Him

/
to answer this problem. There is a picture here of a BEtween God and

the Gentiles, to call all the non-believers before Him and summons them to give

an answer-to-the. in a certain situation. And the situation is described in verses

two to six. Here is the situation, "Who raised up the righteous man from the east,

called him to his foot, gave the nations before hilm, and made th- him rule over

kings?
" Now, who is that talking about, that is a specific reference to sane

par4ea1- particular king. Who is it that he is talking about. Well, if you look
so

ahead in subsequent chapters. You find passages that are/parallel to it that I

don't think there is any difficulty in knowing who it is that c He is talking about.

You, I believe, 1 lx gave you 41:4 and 6 was it, de- d today. In 44 you have a

specific reference ....
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!j. .. And the question that is asked is a very specific one. Who raised up this

man from the east, made him to rule over them.. Verse 3,4 are very clearly the

description of a great conqueror. A great conqueror of whom the people are aware,

of whom Isaiah speaks. The critics say this section was written at the time ci the

exile. It does not tc say there shall come a great conqueror, but that there is one

who is right there. And 1k feel that the people in Isaiah's tire .... say, well, we

see the situation. There could have been many in history who could have c fit

with this conquest, but , as we .. . ahead last time, we noticed in 44 and5

The first of 45 very specificlly mentions Cyrus, and Cyrus lived about 150 years

'7
after Isaiah. Here he is mentioned specifically, and God says this about him,

and what is said about him back in 41 describes ... Now there are various others

in history whom it might fit. I know of no one in this particular period who it

would fit very apprbpriately, but it certainly fits Cyrus exactly. As we go we notice

a few other passage that seem very definitely to fit Cyrus, and I don't think there

can be any question that it was Cyrus. (Yes, Mr. Gregory). When the time came

and Gyus--(peel-- people saw Cyrus--how he left Persia and conquered the countries

north of t&t Babylonia, and then he went further westand he went into Asia Minor

and conquered one after another, just rapidly course of conquest, new areas, into

which no conqueror had ever conquered before... You might say it is like today. o

YOu might say it is like today. You see Lenin who went into Russia ... in 1917 when

Russia was just about... and there was Lenin with a few friends and they .. from

that t4e time on. until 45 years of fighting (2) the Bolsheviks got control of Russia.

All of China was in .... now Cuba...He is calling all these areas which are con

fronted with the rise of this tremenduous world force. What is your attitude toward

,1iS fors
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this force. And then he brings it directly into relation to himself. He wa says

Who raised up this force. Is there some cause back of it. And He says, I am the

cause back of it. That is the n implication. He says you will have to deal with

me. Let us come here together here at judgment. Give me the eeM- conclusion,

Are you going to submit yourself to God, who has accomplished all this, or

are you going to continue in de-RR defiance of Him and here he says is visible

evidence of the Lord's power in the world. He ways says , I have raised up this

mighty conqueror. And so he describes Cyrus in verses one and two . And the

question is, Who raised him up. You don't know who raised him up but I am going

to tell you. I am the ev one. And then He says in verse four. Who hath

wrought and done it, calling the generations form the beginning. Who has

not only done this but predicted it in advance,. i-ng-tefates-fre-the

Now , I don't see any particular sense to this verse, if this verse is written at

the time of Cyrus is already there. But if it is written 150 years before, so that

people who are imagining the situation and the outcome and then the exile comes

and they read it and the words take on real meaning. Who hath declared this in

advance, calling the generations from the beginning. Who, 150 years before, through

the motgh- mouth of Isaiah, -pr described the situation w4t-h- which you now face and

told you that Cyrus was to &i be an irrestible conqueror and taking nation after nation

te in t is area and bringing them to this _. So he says, who has done,it,and

he says I the Lord, the first, and w th the last; I am He. So, verses 1-4 is a challenge

~g/-~which
is addressed to the heathen nations, which is addressed to the people who

ae are seeing this great world change, and God is declaring to them, I am not just

a God of a little country which has been conquered by the Ba-y Babylonians and which

has been in exile for years. I am the great important force in the world today.
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But I would say this is a specific manifestation which He has predicted long in

7 advance . I don't t-h think the beginning here is the creation. Yes, it means

something ... He might say I am the great creator of the universe, but unless

it is more specific or full... it wouldn't mean anything to these heathen who have

never even heard of Him. No, -t4is- let these nations renew their strength . Let

theim renew their forces against God--we'll see what we can do lx with it. Let

them build themselves... 1 think that the whole purpose in the whoe .... is to deal

with Israel. But He deals with Israel by starting in, talking with the great nations,
God

saying that He is th/e of the universe, not the . . . .t It's Israel that we are trying

to ... and God is showing Israel how te- they can be comforted ix IN His powerby

showing them that He can be comforted in His power by showing that He can

So I starts with the heathen, and now He ea-e-n ea- ch allenges the heathen,

and the challenge in it is related to Cyrus. "Who brought Cyrus into the picture (?)

Who predicted Hhirn well in advance. Well, the Lord says He is the one who did

all this. But then He turns aside from this challenge to give to- a picture of what

the heathen hath done in view of this situation. We have a shart.. between verse

four and verse five , dealing with the same subject, the eo coming of Cyrus.

But first you challenge to explain, then you discuss what the heathen are doing

aett- about.it. "The isles saw it, and feared;" the distant lands, the Greeks

were tei-e- terrified when they say- saw this tremenduous force coming in their

direction. And they were just these little city states. New--one-- 0 No one of the

could stand up to this great empire like this. They see a great emergency approaching

The king of Lydia ... he held the western section of Asia Minor. He faced Cyrus

and Cyrus defeated them. All the distant al- lands are now facing a real eg-- problem.

And the isle of God feared, and all the d stant lands are now facing a f real problem.
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What are they going to do about it. "the ends of the earth were afraid, drew near,

and came." They said, We 'ye got to do something about this, so what did they

do. "They helped everyone his neighbour; and every one said to hs his Ir-oi brother,

"Be of tc good courage." That's what happens in a .... People who have no use for

each other, x struggling over their petty conflicts, when k they a-f-- are faced with

a real crisis, will get g together and so they get together in order to defend them

selves aains Cyrus. They say be of good courage, "So the ear-m- carpenter en

couraged the goldsmith, and 41 he that smootheth with the hammer him that

smote the- with tie anvil." Well, whe why do on earth did they do that. Why

didn't they build tanks and bomb it, some planes, and sre- some rifles...

But they were even more interested in working for a greater source of help. The

weapons would do the best they could, but they-knw- knew it wasn't much, lit

hadn't . . People vh o are utter atheists, don't believe in any supreme power,

when they are faced with crisis, are nok longer athists. They know there is

need of help from something beyond them. I heard a man talking just k-ke- last

week about alcoholics, and he said the worst thing you can do is to tell an

alcoholic , Exert yourself, over come iat. They can't do it, they have to recognize

that there is nothing that they can do . They need a higher power. By themselves

they are hopeless and helpless in the face of alcohol. Well, that is the situation

but the power to which they look for help is And so they say, Let's make

some new idols. Let's make some new gods to help us in the emergency. So the

carpenter encourageth the goldsmith and the he that smootheth withthe hammer him

that s-neth- smote the anvil, saying , It is 4r ready for the de sodering: and th he

A that fastened it with nails, that it should not be moved. Verse 7 shows people

(I




looking for help and looking for help to se-iieh something they make themselves

with the? their own hands. They have no source to find help in except that they
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/
themselves made and they had to fasten it with nails in order to-- that the win

a wont knock it over, in order that a eee horse coming by wont hit against

it and ... It takes a eet±p-kI- couple of nails to make the idol stand up , and yet

this isn't going to make you happy. They There is jammed into this one verse

the whole irony of the futility of idol worship. Well, it talks much more about

the idols later on, but here jammed into one verse and ... Israel is one who is

actually a challenge to the heathen or-te whether it is a call to s- Is rael.. .is

a matter of literary form ... and now he turns away from the heathen, which has

shown jc such a futile att4te- attitude with dealing with. He turns to Israel.

The view is . ..You don't need to be afraid of this. You are my people . The

41.




wones that I take care of, that I have... the ones I sa- stay with .... (Q)

/
It is extremely important in any interpretation to take the verse alone and see

what are the possibilities of interpretation. Now, you look at this verse abso

lutely alone, and you see the carpenter encourages the goldsmith. Does that

sound like someone making a ship, making a gun, making bows and arrows.

If t-he*'e they are in a real crisis they are not much interested in gold, w-smith.

It is not particularly good for making weapons. So the presence of the gold makes

one question whether this is a description of the making of weapons. Well, they

are making something. What are they making/? They are not making a place to

enjoy liffe . They are inrisisthey need help . Then when you go back

to eah- -ca chapter four, and then when you look ahead of this and see the details

of the making of idols arid the ironical criticism of the idols as something that

is ma& man-made. -Ma+-- You find exact parallels to this passage, so you reach

the conclusion that this is a verse of which you have no doubts as to what it means.

But i-s- it is wise to approach it carefully and as I say, look at it alone, absolutely

by itself . It doesn't mention idols, but it fits it perfectly. And it is pretty hard
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to think of anything else that it fits. So you go a long way to get to get to the

_then when you get to the parallel, you . . . Some of them are .... (Q) Inverse

7 is the ... and that-&u-s- Mr. Mackay points out the contrast of what follows.

The contrast further strengthens ... Teaching at another Seminary, I was head

of the department at that time.. in this course in which they were discussing the

exodus $ the mercy seat, and the mercy seat had a cover made of -go¬1- gold. They

asked a . .enginea how much gold it would take , and he said more gold than all

the world together. Well, I went over the figures and I found that he jis t nk-d

made a mistake of one e or two decimal points, but he could . . bil it does not

tell you what the . . . on the mercy seat is. We are just not told what the ....

Well, in this case the gold was an important factor, I imagine 8c that the. (Further

q. on verse seven). Here is one of the interesting things featured in Isaiah par

ticularly, in scripture as a whole, a very interestingfactor. Scripture is the

presentation of God's teaching to His people. It is not simply a presentation of

mathematical ... It is notsimply stating , there is the truth. It is an attempt

to get tj.e the truth into the minds of people who minds are clouded as a result

of sin and years of contact with that whe- which is ...And so God has given

us the Bible, not merely to tell us what the t-w= truth is but to get the truth into

our hearts and minds, and to get it into the hear-s- hearts and minds of the people.

And so very frequently, God gives us tw- truth, and then lx He gives us truth

... He gets the thing in relationship , and in the course of it, He inserts the real

a little incidental idea that you hardly noticebut it is the beginning of a presentation

of a vital additional ".. Sc-i--h Sometime .s- i is given so lightly , that you wonder

if there is anything there. But then you go on and you find it given and stressed and

developed later. I think we-reg probably have such a thing in Genesis one where

the Lord Let us make man after our image, in our likeness. What does that mean2
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It could be ani editorial we ? It has been a puzzle through the ages. What

does that mean. Let us -mae k- make. £oGod doesn't use it ordinarily.
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'I He will protect you. That is what you vio uld say. You have a God to whom

you belong. You're His people. He will naturally take care of you. 4wi-ll

But you hae have a new idea, suddenly introducd. And this new idea is not

necessary to fall-(/1 fall (?) in the context, but wMwhat I said is quite suffi

cient to get the idea across. It entere into a new note (?) and that note goes

on to be developed a-i d expanded as time goes on. And - this note is introduced

here with the introduction of the word of the word Servant is recognized by

everyone as a vital pot4-on note in this-pr-ot3- portion of Isaiah, because the

expression , My Servant, is the servant of the Lord occurs maybe a ei dozen

times in these chapters . And there is much discussion of him and in the end we

have Isa. 53 with a ac whole chapter discussing how the servant of the Lord is

Jesus Christ giving Himself for our sins. And so people h&se through k the ages

have faced a serious problem, Who is this servant of the Lord? What is the

.... Well, Christ. Well, Isaiah starts telling us about Christ. How can it be

Christ then. It says its Israel. Oh, well, sometimes when he says servant

he means Christ and sometimes he means Israel. . To4 introduce a word that

hasn't beenise used much and start in using it in two different senses, sorietimes

meaning the one and sometimes meaning the other, and you don't even know which

it 4t is. That is a good way to obscure sore thing. . . so it is a problem which- peFe3

people have worked over. Some of the critics say , Well, the servant . .. . and has

nothing w4th-tit to do with this passage as a whole. We, of course, speak on the

viewpoint that this is -ne one continuous .... K which Isaiah wrote. Well, at

any rate , we havex these quotes (?) some of them two or three verses; some of

them rather long passages, like that whole chapter in Isaiah 54. How 4e do they

l- relate to the passage 0 as a whole. It just doesn't say , Now, it has stopped

talking about Israel. Let's tell you something about Christ. Let's stop botheroing

about the exile. Let's lookec ahead and tell you something else . It is it that way
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or is there an -¬we organic relationship to it, which ere- once you have found the

/

<
relationships, you see a logical system and de-ve-l-po- development in h ich every=

thing falls into place. Well, we k may have time later to pick out all of these

passages and examine them and work out a suggestive interpretation, but for the

moment we are merely looking at this one verse , and we see how unusual it is

///...He doesn't say, ett- Israel, you are my people. Israel , you are the ones

I'm going to do everything for . He says, You are Israel, are my servant. Now,

the rest of this here just goes on withK the general idea. They are his people,

and so they ... You are Jacob whom I have chosen, you are the seed of Abraham,

my f-e4 friend. I have taken you from the ends of the earth, called you from

T-he-ehe5e-yad- the chief men thereof, and said unto thee.. Thou art

my servant; I have chosen thee, and not cast thee away.
"

They are the people

of God in exile, in bondage, their cities are destroyed. There's nothing that

they can do . They are a-13&e1*tI absolutely helpless. The only way they can be

delivered is for God in His marvelous power to come and deliver them, aid yet

He says, You are my servant. Why don't .. . Does it not suggest a new idea that

God is interested in K Israel , but not simply because they are His people and the

others are not His people. No, He is the God of the universe. He is in erested

/
in them because He s. has called them to do a particular work . They are God's

people in order thata function be performed. They are His servants, and-t4otgh

theae-rrr-ma-4ee- so they are told here, Youmaylook to God for help

IeFe- because you are His instruments to do something. So, it is introducing
which

a new ide--It hardly seems xnecessary in the context, because we are so

-e excited here about deliverance from Cyrus and how these people are going to

be and how these people are going to be brought under His yoke, tin t any

question about special function seems sort of outside of our immediate emotional
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concerti , but it is right in God's emotional concern. He wants to tell them

not simply that He has picked them; they are His . . . No, that He has set them

apart for a specific purpocse in His economy, that He has a purpose in the

ealei- calling of Israel, and until thpjrpose is fulfille4,jsrael need not fee

fear, because they can know that God will fulfill the puprose for which He called

them. He says, You, Israel, are my servants, I k said to you, You are my servants,

you can depend upon it that . . . because the work for which you have been called

has got to be performed. Now, -that- it is very incidentally brought in, so

incidentally that somebody could say, Oh, well, it is customary among all the

nations to call them servant: servant of bel, etc. that's common term. He could

just say , You are my servant. Yes, if you have nothing more about it, and you

want to brush it aside on that basis. We can't make a big argument , but if

you find the idea repeated and stressed afterward, then you are justified in going

back and saying this is just a little tiny bit, it--be that was given before the

idea was taken up and developed later. But it was $ suggested here in order to

bring it in in this incidental way, in this situation and then develop it later.

And that is an important.

Isa 7

(Q) Well, at present , this is all that we have. I would say at present that it

is entirely possible to interpret it simply as an immediate situation, ard we look

to see further whether this is similar relation. Certainly, as far as that situation

is concertied, God had a relationship to the peal- people for a particular x function,

and we can be sure that that function will be u1v- fulfilled. But as to whether we

can derive these general principles from it, . ..Well, we have much more dealings

with the matter, so I would rather bold the question and see if we have... later on.



I think that is another important principle in Bible study, Raise all the quiqns

that occur in e4tei-p any passage. That is one of Gods pp purposes in the

passage, to open your mind and start you t4g thinking and start you raising

questions. Raise these questions and then when you come to the answer you will

notices the -a*d- answer because you have the c question in mind, but if you don't

have the question in -mid- mind, you may read right straight over t1 answer and

never know it. So , it is very important to raise all the questions that you can

think of a in any study d- but it is also very important k not to reach a conclus

ion, if the answer is not in the passage but to find absolute proof that it is. Some

body told me 0± a c method of Bible study that- which was used in a group and they

gave . .. . to a people who knew 1c nothing about it ard then they raised all the questions

that they could think of, -a1y- any kind of a question, and he was saying how that

stimulated their mind, etc. W] Well, I am afraid that it stimulated their mind to

run off in opposite directions and develop a lot e4-- ideas out of their head instead

of out of their Bible. So , I don't kiw-- know, but the si- s-t4- stimulation is some

thing very useful and we need and God is constantly giving answers to questions that

we don't even know becuase we are not familiar with the question. So, we more we

ask questions, the better , but let's be a-bl-s absolutely sure that we have the answer

before we say, Thus saith the Lcrd. It's very, very easy to read a lot into the Bible.

If you ha fail to see an awful lot that is 4-t4efe isn't there. If you are not looking

for new questions, and seeing whether .... (Q)The thing.. ..are vague because there

were thousands of individuals , some of whom knew a gr3t deal and some of whom

knew nothing. I believe the same thing was true when Christ had the .... in the

temple. They were looking for the coming of the Messiah. People who were suffering

u under the Roman yoke , who were oppressed, they were . .. but the people who were
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getomg getting along well and enjoying life probably never thought of it. And

many people who were greatly interested in religion, and so, just how wide...

but we do IX know that at the time of the exile, there must have been people who

knew that a great anointed one who was to come, beea-s- because they had the

earlier chapters of Isaiah, which tells us , but whatever was mentioned in the

earlier chapters was to be connected up with this passage is a thing we do not

know... but earlier chapters of Isa. very definitely tell us the great ... So that

is there to any careful Bible student. It's amazing how people can read and

study with something else on their mind. They say that Marco Polo , when he

made his -gca great trip to the Orient in the 13th century (I believe it was) came

back and wrote a great ... that was read with tremenduoEs interest all over

Europe. He wasso interested in ... that these people instead of taking aoit4i

around great loads of gold and silver to pay bills with , had paper money. And

.this paper money was the most wonderful thing. I don't know whether that's

wer- where the idea of paper money got rt-of introduced into Europe or not, but

at least Marco Polo was tremenduously impressed with paper money, but he did

leave ...Well, the . Of course, we could spend a-&eem semester on a few verses,

and I'm anxious to get as much of the meat et of it as Ii can. And so we are dealing

mostly with .... that's what I want to deal with first. I want to get the swing of

the chapters and then go back and look at details, but this sev servant here , I don't

recall being stressed before. I don't x recall it being earlier in Isaiah. It is the

fact that God called Israel into existance in order that something be done

Her is a vital stress of it at this particular important point, this is an idea that God

is now going to develop. So we will go H- on and see how it is developed. But

before we see how it is develop, we notice the eei- continuation of the

sentence here. Thou, Israel, art my servant. This is a section which starts in verse
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eit-ht eight and runs Ic howfar does it say. How far would you say this section runs

from verse eighth until he comes to something that is rather different. At least to

15 , wouldn't it. But I think we can make an argument that it is through verse 20.

At any rate, verse -2-O-4e. 22 is very different. In 22 and follow ng He is back to

what he is talking about in verses 1-7. You have sort of an ev- envelope structure

here. You have a )c subject that is to be given, a subject toward the end of the chapter

not at the end of the chapter. XK But in between you have a different. . . they are

related but they are .... so there is a rather a sharptc break between verse 7 and

8 c but , and now he is talking about comfort for Israel. And He is very definitely

talking about Israel for a number of verses. When you get on to verse 16 you can't

be so sure it is Israel, but certainly still is comfort, so an argument can be Ix made

to say it is comfort to Israel. But this theme ot comfort which is predominant from

verse 8 on to verse 19ag- at least is a theme of comfort, and verse 20 is ... and i

in 21 he gives a strong paa-p-pe4 parallel to verse one again. Produce your cause,

bring forth your reason. Well, is he talking to Israel, or is He talking to the

nations. Well, as he goes on it is the nations that he is ... with, so it seems very

reasonable to think that in verse 21 he turns His attention away from Israel to the

1
nations. Not that He is forgetting Israel . . . now, talking to the nations. He says

to the nations, You bac nations have your mighty gods, you have tak-if- taken Jerusalem

into captivity, you have carried the people into bondage, now , he says, you t.htg

think you are so much greater thati Israel, but are you c greater than God' No,

He says, Produce your reason, Let's see proof that you are. And so He brings back

/ to them here with a ear- call for evidence that e-o- their gods are greater that

He, and He puts it on the tangible ground that can be dealt with. Before this, He said

I raised up Cyrus, and they say, How do we know that you raised up Cyrus. How

do we know that the God Of -sFa-Ie- Israel had anything to do with that. He says I am
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the one who created the universe. He says, How do we know you are. How do

we know that you have any power at all. How do we know that you even exist.

Well, from k verse 21 on He gives a very strong argument in this regard that is

tangible. He says, Let them bring forth and show us what shall happen. (you've

god your idols k here. You have your false gods, and here is Cyrus a-i coming with

His tremenduous force. What is the answer to the problem. What is going to happen.

Let them show us what is going to happen. Well, there's a challenge. You go

to the ee idol and you say,. What is going to happen. Well, semel sometimes

.is stai ding by and he gives an answer. And somebody says, the idol is talking.

Let's see if it dc comes out the way he says. Most of t1 time the idol wont

say anything. W-eWhen he does, he seems to .. Let's test and let's see if it

happens the way he says it is eg- going to . Let them bring them forth, he says,

and show what is going to happen. Let them show us , the former 91&i-kthings, iat

they be, that we may ciiinsider them, and know the latter end of them or declare us

things for to cone. Let them give an explanation of all these ... situations. I ye

given it in the book of Isaiah, and he says you have the explanation of the universe here that

I the Lord have given it. You have my prediction of the peepe people would go into

exile. You have my prediction that Cyrus was going to come. I've given all this

and you see how it nc has some to pass. Let them show something that they have

done something like this that has happened, that we may consider their arguments

and then that we may know the latter , or 4 eclare us things to co e. Show us things

that are to me come thc hereMter, that we may know that youare gods, that the

challenge is put directly on the basis of predictive prophecy
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because this is xgte a tangible er-ee of evidence that can be put to the

lonbc test. I will put this most interestingly. I will talk about

that at another time... But this is the challenge which he gives them and the

answer to it in verse 24, "you are nothing, you can't do anything, but I," he

says, "I" in verse 25, "I have done this, I raised up Cyrus from the north, one

from the West and from the east, who overcometh ..

I find that if I am to really enjoy Shakespeare's playsaxx as I would

like to do, I have to read three times. I read once to learn the plot, then I

read the second time till I see everything fit together, ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (13.)

then I read the third time to get little fine points to real pleasure out of it.

But they don't mean x much to me until I have done the other two. And I think

that in the study of the Bible it is ordØ'inarily not wise to think that we can

simply go -Ye'y'ee-fty-}et- verse by verse, and get everything out of a verse

and stop, until we know a good bit out of the context. To get a bird's eye view

ofthefacts- - (14.

Yet then go back and then add more of the details seems to me

a much surer way of getting definite results than to think of getting word by word,

or verge by verse without having first looking ahead, and see what is there.

Right at the moment, we are looking at th$'is section of Isaiah not in detail, but

in just main trends, and we are not so much after 40, because we notice
paid

that chapter 40 is a prelude, and we have t&ka little attention to it, and we

have a little idea of it, but we will hope to look at it in far more detail at a

later time. However, starting with the beginning of ch. t 41, where we get

the specific definite thing, "Who has raised up this righteous man from the east,?,

called him to his feet? 11 There is a definite situation which we (15
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So, we look at that. As we look at that, we notice that it begins with God's
the

challenge of the gods of the heathen. Again it shows bedx heathenlooking to

idols for help. In verse 07 we end this section, and then God turns his attention

to the Israel, and gives the words of comfort to Israel, and we go to verse 8,

and whether this word of comfort to Israel is from 1 to the end of verse 20 or

not might be questioned, but certainly it was mostly _. But as to the

nature of the words of comfort, they include the promises of deliverencea', promises

of special blessing. We have now yet to look at these in detail, and see

just what the promises are left here. I think it would be better to look at that

in connection with other similar kinds, and see how much we can get one from
at present

another one. One adds to the other. So,/I want to run over this section very
with

quick4ily only noticing the possibility of thec a new note injected here/ the

statement, "thou art my servant . "xftThere--ee The word see we see twice.,

and see (1.50) nothing more of time. We think that is a rather

incidental thing. We know that there is much about the theme of the servant

of the Lord in the section. This is an introductory remark, and therefore It is

very important. God has calLed Israel, not -s4mpy because he is righteous,

not because he is but Israel has been called to do a task. It is

a function for which Israel is called. Now whether the details of the promise is

given ahead .s-, or whether it find= just merely refers to the immediate situation,

or whether it runs on quite a distance, or whether it we leave that
for

until later, and compared it with other. _J2. 10) But ic the moment we
on

are going te. look at the which is the reversion to the idea of the
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) ( 'GINNING of the chapter. Verse 21 pxix1cccxx, "Produce your cause, saith

the Lord; bring forth your strong reasons, saith the King of Jacob." He is calling on

the heathen to give some evidence that their gods really amount to something.

"Let them bring them forth, and shew us that shall happen .... so that you have

to look into what is now appearing, and see now what is coming afterwards.

He says in verse 23:" Shew the things that are to come hereafter, that we may

know that we are gods: yea, do good, or do evil, that we may be dismayed, and

behold it together. "Behold, ye are of nothing, and your work of nought: an

abomination is he that chooseth you." He says, I have done something, but

you have not done anything. You don't do it, but I have done something.

I have raised up one from the north, and he is coming: he z is going to come,

oc he does come, he shall come mainly (3.10)

from the rising of the sun shall he call upon my name: and he shall come upon

princes as upon morter, and as the potter treadeth clay." Here is a clear

reference to the same individual which is referred to in verse 2. Then he seiç

declares the truth of the true prophecy :"Who hath declared from the beginning, that we may

//
know? and beforetime, that we may say, He is righteous? yea, there is none

that sheweth, yea, there is none that declareth, yea, there is none that heâreth

your words." "The fiEst shall say to ZiDn, Behold, behold them: and I will give to

i( 2Jerusalem one that bringeth good tidings." ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(4.00)

Let's go on now, and get the general bird's eye view of it, and then come back for

further details later. If you have any question on the things that we pass over-eu

rapidly, that you think is of interest for later studies, please don't hesitate to

bring them up now.
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Maybe we look at it, and then come back later. But it may help to have it brought

to an attention ahead of time. What is any point that you

think there is something in the passage that we have passed through quickly, yet ±ceither

throws light on the directness or)X of directness of general (4.50)

over-all plans, be sure to x raise it then, -tune because then you

We want to give a general picture of it if we can now, and then look into details,

but subsequently as to $prove or disprove the general picture, we want to h3cx be

sure and examine it now, jus t to be sure of our general picture is . (5.00)

Now we come to the beginning of chapter ikx 42, and again as the beginning of

40 that (5.00 as chapter division. I don't think there is any
paragraph

trouble, if you have at least a strng eha-pt-ef division. "Behold my servant, whom I

uphold; mine elect, in wh9m my soul delighteth; I have put my spirit upon him:
a

he shall bring forth judgment to the Gentiles." Here is the- picture of the Servant

of the Lord. And most preferable to say now here in chapter 42, verses, IsJi
a

gives the picture of thoc a prophet, Isaiah gives a description of a prophet. Well,

we don't want to question the flight, that a------------ as a statement
looking not

of its contents, but we are now/sot at the question of what do we ew find

to be there, but we asking the question, what would a thoroughly godly and
readers

believing and highly intelligent oo'of Isaiah reasonably find to be given here?

What would he find thd in this passage? And in such a case, we have to say
introduced to

that this means that the Servant of the Lord is / before in the previous

chapter, Israel is told, Israel is God's servant. That's definitely stated.

Nkw Now we would say that Israel, s God is going to deliver you, you are

Gods servant. Then we say, God says, my servant does all these wonderful

things, you are not talking about Israel, but you are talking about Christ. Why

do you jump about like that? If you are going to, why don't you make it clear?
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Commentaries are very helpful , expecially in the meaning of words.

14-iow h9- hope you will tixly the passage you can and look at things ahead of

us as much possible. Now, I wh wish that we could read this all in Hebrew.

/ It would be very useful, but Isaiah 's Hebrew is harder than any other Hebrew In

the Bible .... It is beautiful Hebrew... It is one of the great literary in the

world's history. Consequently, it is hardly to be -ex-be expected that Seminary

students should be able to cover a passage of this length and then study its meaning

while .... 1 want you to study particular points, partthular difficult verses in places

hem- where there are special problems. I ammay assiagn you certain passages to

look into , but our stress this time is certainly not on the Hebrew manuscripts, our

stress is on the meaining of passages, and the mae you can do it in the Hebrew,

the one you will get out of it, and the more .. . So I would appreciate it after this

that you would bring your Hebrew Bibles with you to class every timex, so we can

raise any particular points and look into the passage and of course, when I assign

a passage, we ca-it always be sure of discussing it immediately. It m&n- may be

a week or two before we get to the discussion of the passage, but if you will a-l-s

always have your Hebrew Bible with you.. We will use our English Bibles and

our Hebrew Bibles in the discussion. We will have to-spa- spend a great deal on

the English , sinnply in order to get-to- over the whole amount. You are equipped

to deal with the early problems and see how it relates to the .... and then see

the materiã that follows. But, there is one more principlex that has to do with

that is; i Grappled for quite a time with the problem of the very first step in
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Why don't you say, we have been talking about Israel now, God's mercy to

Israel, but now we are going to tell you about something else. I want to tell
s of

you about s-e-jeth somebody who is going to come ee hundred/years from now.
the

I want to give you a quick of coming Messiahd . (6.70) He is

not introduced in any such way. He says, "Behold my servant" He used the

word servant in the previous chapter. We have no previous context anywhere

that I know of to lead one to hay, now look, he is going to say something

about the Messiahhere is no such kind. Thereforewho how does this fit ink?

What is the meaning of this passage that just now (7.10) Mr. Gregory?

Isaiah eenet has given at a different time. But I would say that

all his life of Isaiah, I would say that chapters 32 to 39 are vital

exeie*cesof-the experiences, the great events of the life of the nation with

which Isaiah is intimately connected, p41.definitely connected with it.

Then I would say that chapters 1 through 35 are dealing primarily with the nation

as it is. And I saiah says, calling on them to turn away from their sins, shewing
that

them,khe terrible consequences ef- will come, if they continue in their sin. But
ing

comforf%,v/by frequently turning attention away from the (8.00)

to look through to the godly, to say, "look here, you don't need to get utterly
disturbed,
estioyef1, feel that because the people don't listen to His meesage,are going into

this punishment that God is bringing in. No, God has wonderful blessings above,

and in the Scripture the description of the millenium to come.

the descr4ption of the Messianic kings to come, and the description of the reat

blessings to be given them that God has for His people often (8.40
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This is not like that. This is quite different. This is a section which I believe
great

that Isaiah gave as a unit raised in his life, after he has (8.60 deal to-
the people

with the people where they were, and//now had gone heading to destruction

15, the good king Hezekiah , and Menasseh had everything in his own way.

That Isaiah now turns his attention away from the nation before, the godly knowing
and

what has happened to the Northern kingdom, ,knowing that Isaiah's prediction

that the Southern kingdom also will go into exile, will certainly be fulfilled,

they see the exile as already come. So, I saiah gives them one

continued discourse. chapters 40 on about 50, 55 and 56, to turn away
for

that God has the message of comfort to-them and to give it in such a way that
meet

it will not only l1-their psychological needs , but also will fill the exact

meaning of the people hundred and fifty years later when in that situation
in the section

(9.65) So this is a unit, and anything that you can find/earlier which seems

to throw light on this , you are justified in claiming this, because C'le these

godly people w4]1- would all be very familiar with it. (Q) Yes, yes, I would

question for instance a little bit that it would include that, include and interpret

something in the early part, but something you find here. Something you find

here might throwy light upon it, but the earlier part should be understood in a

great extent without it because it is given before you hear. But wID n yea it was

s- given the godly were always familiar with the early parts, and therefore, if

anything in the earlie-- y part shows a clear usage ef- on Isaiah' s part,

so that the backround hefe- he is presenting here is definitely, and this th- ties

with it, you are justified in saying that this is feferring that thing that is already

referred to. (Q) I don't think so. The early Ø'part that has the great Messianic

king, the one that he suggested is going to come who is to establish righteousness,
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to rule with a rod of iron. Now, I question that anybody would immediately .eof1e

connect this up with that. I think you have to look for your connections with this

in the chapterK right before, rather than that. Because that is different than that.

While it may be brought into relation &ns and shown that itto relate to the whole

think-, thing, I don't believe it would be obvious. I don't think that the ... It seems

to me to go along two different lines: the coming Messianic King, the servant ci

the Lord, and then eve ntually-t-hefe-i-s-eg*-to-I3e- you find that these two merge.

But when this one is just starting, I doubt that at that point there is any ground for

any person to connect it up yet with the coming Messianic King. (Q) But that was

true of any divinely sent leader. Any one that God sent, He sent His spirit upon.

I don't believe that that is a unique enough . . . It is true that 11:2 speaks of

Him as having the Spirit of the Lord in a very unusual way, but certainly the Spirit

of the Lord rested on David when he wrote t1 Psalms. And certainly he rested on

Isaiah when He prophesied and all these the workers of the Lord understood,

They Ejeel got special men in whom was the Spirit to make the fine work of the tabernacle.

The Spirit of the Lord set him apart for that task. (Q) I'm not sure about that, but

at least, that section is the judgment there, is referring to a king, establishing

something with force. I doubt if you find that in this portion. I'm inclined to

/ think that judgment from this passage is here is more of a bringing of a

/




right understanding, where there it is I3r4-t- bringing them official-pi- punishment

or rebuke instead of blessing. I don't think the two passages correspond quite,

but-te these verbal -4iUar4e- similarities are very interesting to note,whether

they are enough to lead a reader of this to go back and say this is the same as

that or whether they are rather suggestive here that after this picture develops

and gets clear., then of course you notice a certain similarity, and you say why
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does- do these two different lines of prophecy can be seen to .-m- merge, but

if you probe (?) you will be beginning a different line of prophecy. The re were

Rabbis who said k There are going to be two Messiahs, the Messiah Ben Judah

but the picture in this section, there

is very little about the coming king in this section from 40=55. This is leading up

to it &n in another direction. Well, now here is this jMee--pietk- picture ot the

Servant of the Lord, and he just s-i-ad, Israelis my servant. Now after telling us

that Israel is His servant does He now forget all about Israel and talk about some=

body e]e.s- else. If so, why doesn't He say so. Wont it be very confusing if I

the hail here and very i-g-d- 4- kind

to help me bring my machine in this afternoon, and then I say , When you establish

his rule over Europe he established a code of N-abe- Napoleon that made a uniform

code of law for all Europe, and he did away with this foolish inch foot yard busirB ss

and introduced a sensible -r-te- measuring system, both in length-i-nand in money

yste----- systems, only he didn't conquer England so England still has 12 pennies

in a shilling and 20 shillings in a pound. Now, if all d a sudden like that, I was

talking about Mr. Downs, I--%&t started talking about Mr. Downs, I started talking

about what He did, and described to you what Napoleon did, you say That transition

is too sharp. He should say, Now, I am going to quit talkingac about Mr. Downs and

a tell you a little about Napoleon. There should be a -44- transition made there. Or

else , it becomes ieises- esek nonsense. Well, now here this chapter comes

right after 41. 41 has tr- we twice to the Servant of the Lord.

Isa 9

Verse 19, Who is blind, but my servant? or deaf, as my x me&ee messenger that I

sent? -edea.f7-es--my who is blind as he that is perfect, and blind as the Lord's
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servant? Well, here the servant of the Lord is blind and deaf. Who is that? Is

that Christ that He is talking about? Of course not, it must be Israel. Well, Israel

is the servant of the Lad in chapter 41, the servant of the Lord at the end

of chapter 42. Now, we have a good .. . .talking about the servant of the Lord

and we say No, No this is not Israel. This has nothing to do with Israel. That

seems like a very illogical way to present this. (Q) You have Israel as the servant

here in 41. Here is Israel as the -sev'- servant over at the end of 42. God has

called Israel, not simply give them a paper, but because they are to be his instru

ments, to perform a work. God said , My servant is proving a failure. He is blind

and not seeing what he is doing, falling down -enw on the job, at the end of 42, but

k now at the beginning of 42 He is talking about , Behold, My servant, what the

servant is going to do. Well, is this quite unrelated to what precedes and follows.

Or is this entering into some new note, for which we have no background in chapter

41 or 42 that the servant isn't Israel at all, but s- it is someone that Israel is going

to bring . How does it relate? (Q) No, no, you can use servant 4e in various

-1.1e- Biblical passages. Indifferent.. You xk talk about one servant in 41

--now you talk about a different servant, and then you go back to the one at the

and end of 41. You can use servant in various , difficult passages in various ways,

but if you use it twice in one way. A few verses later you use it again and then a

few verses later again., .a-nd-a-ver-... If three is going to be different, would you

not expect that -s.e there to be some statement or something to lead you to

understand it is different, something to explain how it comes to be different, a,

that is to say, there s- should be a statement, I am now using this word in a different

sense or there should be a clear, logical explanation of-wh how there can be a relationship

and yet a different aspect. It is either two different things x, x in which k case
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there should be some kind of explanation, how the shift comes, or-e-s else there

should be some logical relationship which makes it not two different things, but

two aspects of the 9%&m same thing, with a logical reason for the shift from one

aspect to the other. -f-yet- He said Israel is going to be oc delivered. Why,

because they are God's servants. They have work to do for God. Now he goes

on with comfort for Israel, rebuke for the idols, then he says now , here is the

-eseft4 description of the Servant. Well, why isn't that the se- same servant?

Why is it a different servant? Well, what have you got in the eees- -x- context

to suggest that there is a different person coming two thousand years later of- or

coming hundreds of years later that is now a w servant and then he gets back to

this see- first servant again, with nothing to show how he gets back to it x either.

See what I mean? Are they two different things? If so, there should be an explanation

of the shift. Or, ore they two phases of the same thing. If they are two phases of

(
the same thing, what is the logical relationship? How do you get two phases?

(Q) Yes, but he otten does that. They often speak of the nations as a lot of indi

viduals , and then they we will refer to the nation as an individual, as the virgin

(1 daughter of Zion has . . . (Q) Verse 8 or verse 7? Israel and Jacob are used as simply

two identical ways of saying the same thing. You will often k call the man s. Israel

and you will often call him Jacob. They will often tc call the nation Israel and they

will often call it Jacob. Yu can't always tell. I don't know any clear reason thy

one sometimes is used and then the other, except for variety. t- There is a marked
someone will

contrast. Now, why do you have such a marked contrast. Now,4 say, Look at

Dr. MacRae, He worked here for 25 years in the Seminary, has the world been turned

upside down . No, Has he trained preachers who occupy all the leading pulpits

through out the world. No. Then you say, When Spurgeon f4ii-n- finished his career,
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he had graduates who were preaching at all the great pulpits in Great Britain.

Well, it gives a very nice contrast, but we make clear the different persons

we wee.are talking about, you see. If he were to say, what has he accomplished

here . You've got graduates in Penna., Cal., Oregon, and China and different

c ountries, but Sp the 1.e&te educator has his graduates occupying all the great

pulpits all over ( Great Britain, and then you say, o Oh, the educater has made

a failure, he has only got graduates in five continents, one of the continents there

are no graduates of Faith Seminary. You see, what I mean, to just c say the et¬1e

educated and mean me two times and mean Spurgeon one time and then speak of

me again , with nothing to show there is transition would be me quite meaningless.

(Q) Yes, if you were to say, Now, here , look at this, Israel is the servant but

se Israel isn't accomplishing he the work. However, there is going to be a true
not

servant who will accomplish it. Six words will make it clear, but there ar/ic

such six words here. They are not here. *(?) You cannot simply say, it is mysteri
you can't understand it

ous,/you have to make an assumption. We may have to do that sometime, so we

don't want to do it unless it is absolutely necessary. We want to see if we can

find a logical relationship that explains. We want to figure ht that the Lord is

speaking to intelligent people aid He is expecting them not to come and read into

His Word, but to find in it we what is there -kte- to get out. So we want to see

if He put there that He wants us to take ye- out that should make perfect sense

t o somebody at that time. Hereis Isaiah speaking. Here are the people. They

are saying. Israel, don't be afraid of Cyrus coming, because you are God's

servant. Wonderful. We don't need to be afraid of Cyrus, we are gGod's set

servant. Then He says, My servant is going to bring judgment with him and all

that. Then you say, Oh my, what a future he has got for us. He says Oh no, I
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wasn't talking about you, I was talking about someone else. But wont he explain

t hat before he s-rn simply gives the statement. There is nothing in chapter 41

e-i'iee¬1-s- show any failure on Israel's part. In 41 Israel will be delivered because

Israel is God's servant. There is no failure suggested. It's the end of 42 that

you get the ix failure , but 41 is wholly Israel, there is no question about that.

But then he says that the Servant is going to do these great things. Well, wouldn't

you immediately say, Well, no wonder he is going to deliver. If he is going to

able us to accomplish these things. That is marvelous, but whyfc He deliver us

if somebody else is going to accomplish these things. What's the point then

of saying theat- that we are to be delivered because we are his servants if there

is somebody else altogether. If k we are the servant that failed, well, why

doesn't he leave us in bondage. What's the point of it. Is there a logical relationship

that one .sh-o+i.d- should be able to -f- figure out in I-e- Isaiah's time and not just

say Oh, he goes from one thing to another, but could say he is dealing with another

a spect of the same thing. I could see a logical relationship. (Q) I don't think there

is anything in 41 or in the earlier part of 42 to lead someone to say, He has been

talking about one servant , now he is going to talk about another. I feel that the

servant is introduced in 41 and elabotated in 42. Now, 42 says Israel is the se

servant. How then 42 be this ere- wonderful , ideal picture that it is. How do you

work that out. I have given a great deal of thought to this and I have come to the

conclusion myself that the answer is to be found along the line that Mr.Brooks

suèe- suggested , though I have expressed it in a k dthdx different-3-a way than

the-r+ that. I have stated it this way. Israel is told they are going to be delivered

because, You are my servant, God has a purpose, this piw-p&- purpose will be accom-

plished . Therefore, God is going to deliver Israel. Now, what is the purpose
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have
have been put inside of one small room. The oppressors, the nation.hat/oppressed

,( israel have all gone their way and become no longer factors in history. Even as

d( /6
'

( recently as our own day, Hitler declared that he was going to establish a realm

that would last for a thousand years and a part of his building himself up to power

was the destruction of the Jewish people. Today the state of Israel is a force in

the world but Hitler and his Nazis have completely disappeared and become a term

of derision.

It would be good if Anti-Semites would ponder over these two verses.

God's Word stands and is true, and will never be destroyed. He has fulfilled these

two verses time and again in the past and he will continue to do so in the future.

When members of the people of Israel sinned, God is going to punish them, either

in this life or in the next. Their sin certainly does not deserve to be condoned,

or to be overlooked, but when any group or any nation raises itself up against

Israelites per se or tries to attack people simply because they are ebrews , they

can know that God's wrath is upon them just as it is against those who persecute

Christians, per se, or who endeavor to destroy God's testimony as iven in the

New Testament.

After these two verses showing God's utter condemnation and His determin

ation to absolutely destroy those who have persecuted His people, He returns in

the next two verses to the thought uf verse 10. It is God who is upholding His

people. TvO general verses of encouragement here, of blessing, on the

ground that they are God's people and He will care for them. It is interesting that

in verse 14 He speaks of thou worm, Jacob, He shows here the weakness of these

people whom e is helping, it is not their strong hand, it is not their power, that

is going to redeem them. It is not their brains or their ability, it is God's blessing

that is going to accomplish great things through them. They are only a worm but

God is their God and He is their redeemer.
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The use of this word Redeemer in verse 14 is irteresting. There is not

much stress in this part of the chapter, of our section, upon God's redeeming re

lationship to individuals. That is something that is logically led up to later on

in our section. But here the word is used in relation to the nation as a whole and

to its iudividuals, that if redepiption is to be found, it is through the Holy One of

Israel. Again we notice the term the Holy One, the note of sin, God's wrath against

sin, of Ms determination to do away with it. It is not much stressed in these early

of
charters. The big emphasis is now on consolation. The great rebuk sin which

we found irar1ier parts of Isaiah, and find in later parts also, are not in this section.

But occasionally, as here, there is just a slight touch on the thought of the holiness

of God. This stress will become greater as the chapters-We,- go on, and we will

see how a vital problem is involved in man's relation to the Holy God.

The fourth section you might say combines the two ideas that have been

looked at before. Verses 15 and 16 continue the note of God's blessing upon His

people, and also continue the note of God's destruction of the persecutors. Here

however there is expressed the thought that God is going to take His people, weak

though they are, and is going to use them as instruments for the destruction of the

adversary. The expression is given not in extremely specific language here, It

does not say how they are going to destroy nations. It says they will thresh them

out and make the hills as chaff. The figure can be taken as a figure for nations, but it

is not specifically so stated. When we find that actually their redemption came

only comparatively seldom '6 thrcih warlike activity on the part of Israel, we see

that there is a strong probability that here he is speaking of the fact that through

Israel definite purposes of God are going to be carried out, and great things

accomplished, rather than that which would be most ob'ious in relation to the

passage that they were going to be used to destroy the enemy, or the persecutor.
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The Maccabean Revolt is about the only time we think of when the Israelites, after

of course the great conquest of Joshua, when the Israelites were the specific in

struments of God in destroying the enemy. Usuaally they stood still and saw the

Lord work through other instrumentality.

Again in verse 16 we note that their glory is to be in the Holy One of

Israel, again just the use of the word stresses this note, the note of God's holiness

which is to be developed later on, but for which a preparation is made by simply

stressing the idea three times in this part of the book, in verse 14, verse 16, and

again in verse,i20.

The fifth section, part of this section, takes in other ideas. In verses 17

through 19. Here we are, the note is still the note of comfort, of God's people,

but there is more of the personal in it, and also more of the specific in it than in the

general worcof encouragement that was found in verses 10, l3,nd 14. We see

the poor and needy a lacking water, and failing for thirt. God says He will

not forsake them but will open up rivers in high places and make the wilderness

pools of water. God hears the cry of His people, and send s the answer. This has

the note of encouragement strongly but adds to it the specific thing that God not

only gives encouraging words but actually does things, and those things which are

done meet the needs of His people. Verse 18 seems to go beyond , further, it

a answer, rivers and
suggests not merely ai answer to etemporary need but a continuing,'mei in

fuund1 fountains, in the dry land, to be springs of water, sources that will continue

for a long time. Verse 19 carries this same idea, the wilderness having beautiful

trees planted in it. It is the idea of encouragement coming from wonderful words

of strengthening, but more than that, from the assurance that God is going to do

mighty things, the effect of which will be very lasting. The sixth part of this

section is in verse 20, where we have the reason for it all given. It is given in

order to lead people to meditate, to make them understand, to cause them to realize
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God's sovereignty, God's power, God's glory, to realize that it is the Holy One

of Israel who has created it. This is the note that we have already seen repeatedly

and that is carried on through these passages, the great glory of God and the im

portance of bringing man to understand and realize God's glory.

Verse 21.

In verse 21 we find a sharp transition. No longer is God speaking directly

to the people of Israel. We revert to the attitude of the very beginning of the chapter

where lie expressed His great call to the nation, to appear before Him, and to show

their, to give an answer to the charges that He makes against them. Here it is

addressed, however, not so much to the natiorsas to of the nation. This is

ye are gods.
perfectly clear from verse 23 where it said tIa t we may know that The

¬l gods of the nations are called upon now to give some proof that they exist,

that they have any reason for being. Thee -fLd-ppese in this section,

gods
it is to convict the nation of the11y of trusthgin in false gods, but even

more it is addressed indirectly to Israel, in order to strengthen them in their de

terminatibn to stand true to the one true God, and to show them the futility of idol

worship. Here lie addresses then the gods and calls upon them to bring some

evidence, to bring reason. The New Testament tells us that we should be ready

to give a reason for the faith that is in us God wants us to give our testimony,

this is very important, to show what God has done for us. But he also wants us to

be able to give a reason/' answer which He may use in leading others to consider

the claims of Christ.

In verse 22 and 23 a very interesting argument is given against the existence

of the idols. When one sees what the false gods have done, how they are credited

by their people with having conquered all these nations round about, and extended

their power so widely, one might be tempted to say wellwhat is the God of Israel
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anyway? What power has He got? Here God gives an answer. God proves His

existence and His power, by a great argument which 15 stressed in these chapters

of Isaiah, more than just about anywhere else inthe Bible. It is the argument from

fulfilled prophecy.

(g.7. 1/2)
... in verses 21-29 the scene reverts to that with which the chapter started. We

remember that then the Lord was speaking to the nations of the idolaters, pointing

out to them that it is He who has brought the great agressor Cyrus who is tonquering

them one by one, and that they are foolish in their fear of Cyrus to think of making

new idols. Here again he reverts to that same viewpoint, after having spoken to

Israel and asEnred them of Ms blessing upon them and that Cyrus was Ms agent to

do good for them, He now turns back. However, he speaks now not to the idolaters

but to the idols ti-a t they worship. This of course is a figure of speech, he definitely

says in the course of it that the idols do not exist, they are nothing at all, never

theless as a rhetorical figure, the Lord here speaks directly to the idols. In verse

21 He calls upon the idols to give some evidence that they amount to something.

This verse is a very general verse, which would be difficult to interpret except in

the clear light of what follows. He calls on them to give some evidence, Chris

tianity never advances simply by a use of force e or of illogical argument.

The Christian should always be ready to give a reason for the faith that is in him,

and he should' be ready to allow his opponent opportunity to give a fair presentation

of the reasons which they think may be alleged for their view, in free discussion

the truth is bound to prevail. So God calls here//upon the idols to give some evidence

and in verse 22 He calls attention to a special type of evidence. This is the evidence

of fulfilled prophecy. If they are really gods they should know what is going to

happen in the future. Let them explain the meaning of the things that have happened

ii. the past. Let them show how they in the past have made predictions before things
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came to pass. Let them give us some prediction now of things in the future so that

we can see whether it will happen the way they say. This argument from prediction

is a very difficult one. In our day many people claim to predict the futute in one

way or another. But in most cases the majority of their predictions prove to be

false. It is very difficult indeed to know what is going to happen. Mohammed was

very careful on this point. While he does say a few things about what he declares

will happen at the time of the last judgment at the end of the world, he tells nothing

~
the Ko an

will happen, what he thinks is ing to happen between this tine and

that. We already noticed how Croesus sent a messenger to the Deiphic Oracle

to ask information as to the future. And how the Deiphic Oracle gave him an answer

which could be true no matter what happened. It is very difficult to predict the

fuure , and so God in calling upcrt' the idols to prove that they really are gods by

predicting the future is giving them a tremendously hard test. However, in verse 23

he goes even beyond calling upon them to show the things that are going to come in

the future, that we may know your gods. He says do good or do evil, that we may

be dismayed and behold it together. He calls them on them to do anything, he says

the gods actually are nothing, the gods of the heathen. And of course this he makes

very explicit in verse 24, you are nothing, and your work is nought. The one that

chooses you is only going along a line which can only lead to his own misery. He

is an abomination. But now it is only fair to say when someone asks , gives a test.

Let's see what you can do on this test. When someone claims that you are not a

god because you can't predict the future, it is only fair that we turn the question,

if he is a god can he predict the futute. And so the Lord anticipates this answer,

the idols cannot give an answer, they are nothing, they can't speak at all. But the

Lord anticipates the one type of answer which most people would give under the

circumstances, well, you talk about my being able to do this, let's see/you do it.
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So He gives His answer in verse 25. He says I have raised up one from the north,

shall he call upon my name. And he

shall come upon princes as upon mortar and as the pbtter treads clay. We note

that God says here that He has raised one from the north and from the rising of the

sun. The rising of the sun is a very common expression to indicate the east. Cyrus

began in a region to the east of Mesopotamia, from there he went northward, he got

control over the Median empire, then he went westward from there, and which meant

that he occupied the territory to the north of the Babylonian empire, and so he comes

Qyrus
to the Babylonians from the north and from the east. The Lord has raised up/trom

these areas, and he is going to keep coming. They are right in the midst of the

situation. Their terrible fear now described in the first part of the chapter, God

says I have done this.

Those wh o believe that Isaiah wrote the whole of the book that goes by

his name believe that this prediction was given about a century and a half before

the time of Cyrus. This fits right in exactly with the thought of the passage. You

idols can't predict the future, you can't tell what is going to happen, but look what

I have done, I have raised up Cyrus. The suggestion is I lave made the prediction

long before Cyrus came, and now in the scene visualized in the chapters, you see

it actually happen. You see the one whom I predicted long ago, now coming to carry

out what I have given him power to do. The latter part of the verse describes the

way that everything just seems to disappear ,Wbefore Cyrus, so great was his

power in comparison with the others, that they seemed like paper tigers in contrast.

He came on princes as on mortar and as the potter treads clay. In verse 26 there

is again a declaration of contrast between the futility of the idols and the implied

contrast to the power of God. Who has done this from the beginning? The implied

answer is God is the one who has done it. Which of the idols has? None/ Which
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of these idols has known that Cyrus would come? When Nebuchadnezzar established

his great Empire the Babylonians felt that they had a power that would last a thousand

years, they held most of the then-known world. A tribe of what they thought of as

barbarians from the west, from the east, had helped them in overcoming the Assyrians.

But they did not consider that the
Medes

were any great factor to be reckoned with

for the future. Nebuchadnezzar was succeeded by other kings who reigned much

shorter period than he had, but in all, the empirepe lasted much less than a century.

It is the shortest-lived of any of the great empires. When it began it looked as if

it would last a thousand years. Who would have said then, from the east, from

the southern part of the Median realm, from the little section of Anshan or of Persia,

will come a ruler who will come on princes as on mortar, and as a potter treads

clay. No, the Lord,says, there is no idol who has predicted these things in advance,

there is no idol that knew this was gothg to happen. Why should anybody listen to

your words.

Verses 27 and 28 are rather difficult verses. 28 would not be difficult if

it were not for 27. There is a tendency to think that 28 should be interpreted some

way in,?ion to 27, rather than in relation to the passage as q whole. This

makes something of a problem, since 27 Is quite difficult. In the English version

the words, "shall say," are written in italics. The first shall say to Zion, "Behold

them, behold them." This phrase is not very clear. It is possible that there is a

small textual error here. If we knew what it was maybe the change of a letter or

two, perhaps the omission of a word that was dropped out in the scribal copy, or

perhaps it is a rather rhetorical, ejaculatcry style, using an idiom that was common

in those days, but is forgotten today. In any event it is difficult to know exactly

what it means, taking the words in the general sense, taking the words and trying

to fit them into the context as a whole, it seems most probably that it is the con-
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tinuation of the thought of verse 25. God has raised up Cyrus, Cyrus is going to

bring blessing to Zion. Cyrus vtho is going to be God's means of giving to Jerusalem

one that brings good tidings. The Jews are to be released from their exile, through

this one that God has raised up. This one who claims to be the deliverer of all the

lets
subject people who were conquered by the Babylonians, different natinas go

to their own homes, and thus hopes to bind them to him in an empire thflt will last

for ever, and actually it did last several times as long as the Babylonian empire had

lasted. This is most likely the direct main thought of verse 27. Cyrus called upon

the gods of Babylon to witness that he was their representative in delivering them

from the last kings of Ba11on who he said had taken these gods away from their

home city and carried their images to the Babylonian capital. Similarly he calls upon

the name of the Lord to witness that he is freeing his people from the Babylonians and

willowing them to go back and reestablish their temple in Jerusalem. Thus Cyrus calls

upon the me of all the various gods. Yet the previous conquerors, the Babylonians

and the Assyrians, would take the position the God of Israel was conquered, didn't

even exist, it would be beneath them to think of calling upon Him in any way. Cyrus

was ready to call upon all the different gods in the hopes that their people would

follow him, and be subject to his empire.

It is not of course impossible that there was some actual recognition of

and
the reality greatness of the d of Israel on the part of Cyrus. But we have

no proof that there was an consequently this other interpretation seems more probably

Yt
be
1t actually happened, what actually is meant by this particular verse. The

that
suggestion verse 28 is 11. repeating the thought of 25 in other language would

fit exactly with the clear wording of 28, which logically seems to be a continuatibn

of the thought of 26. He looked at the idolaters, he looked at the idols, among

them there was no one who could predict the future. There was no one who when
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asked could answer a word, and 29 gives the conclusion they're all vanity, th

works are nothing, these molten images are simply wind and conkision.

Ver-42.

Just as in our last chapter, the Lord ide a transition, after speaking to

the idolaters, in verses 1 to 7, speaking to Israel and telling Israel that he was

God's servant, to fulfill God's purpose, and therefore should not fear the coming

of Cyrus, because )God is going to preserve him in order to accomplish the work

for which h had called him. So now there is a similar transition, at the end of

chapter 41, he was pointing out the futility of the idol worship. But in the course

of so cbing, he pointed that the idols could not male prophecy that would be

fulfilled but he himself had predicted as blessing the coming of Cyrus to deliver

Israel. Now he turns his attention to Israel again, just as he did back in 41, Israel

is his servant and has a work to do. The question, however, comes, what is the

work that is to be done. We notice already that we are not told whether the work

is to be performed by all of Isra@1 or by a part of Israel. Perhaps even one individual

out of the nation might represent the nation and might be the real object for which

the nation was raised up, in order that this individual should be prepared to do this

work. In chapter 42 the Lord assures us that this work of the servant is actually

going to be accomplished. He begins with telling us a little bit about the nature

of the work. This picture that he gives of the nature of the work is not extremely

specific. It does not Lve a clear idea of what the work is, but it gives a considerable

idea of the nature of the work and the ways in which it is to be performed.

(g.8. 3/4) Verse 1-4.

In these verses a picture is given of the servant of the Lord. It is, the

first thing that strikes us is that in the very first verse itI says he is going to bring

judgment to the gentiles. The word translated gentiles can also be translated nation.
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We have the similar idea down in the end of verse 4 " He will have set judgment

in the earth, the isles shall wait for his law. It is very evident,.W here that a

work is described which is work which relates to all the nations. It spreads out

tot he distant islands of the sea. It deals with the gentiles, the people outside of

to be His servant,
the land of Israel. God has raised up Israei/in order krL that a great work may

be done. This work is going to reach the very ends of the earth, is going to set

judgment throughout the earth, is going to bring forth judgment to the gentile, it is

going to mean that in the very most distant lands, the isles are going to wait for

His law. This is a tremendous thing. God has not then kept Israel simply because

of His love for Israelnd His desire to give them good things. He has not pre

served them for that, and that i s not thole reason why he is going to keep them

into the future. They are His servant, and God desires a servant that will exert

a worldwide influence, and accomplish a worldwide result.

This is a tremendous thing to say when a nation is in exile, in captivity,

in suffering, in oppression, seemingly has lost its national existence, to say of

such a nation that it is to be God's servant to bring rightous, to bring judgment

to the whole earth, is a tremendous declaration. And now the rest of the four

verses deals more with the way in which it is gdng to be done. The very first

part of verse 1 simply declares how God has selected His servant, His elect, the

ones He has chosen, the one in 'whom His soul delights, but He says He upholds

him. It's God's power by which He does the work. He says I have put my spirit

upon him, again a declaration, that it is God's spirit, it is God's work that will

do the work, though the servant is Israel, or at least brought into the world by

Israel and therefore is part of Israel, and represents Israel, yet it is God's power

that will perform the work. We see further evidence of this in verses 2 and 3.

Here we have a picture of one who is doigg a work without great visible effort.
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He does not cry or lift up or cause his voice to be heard in the street, he doesn't

have to go out with a tremendous great effort in order to accomplish a mighty work,

he is able to move forward with confidence and assurance, because he has the

power to do the work with certainty. In verse 3 this same idea is brought forth.

He is not going to get disgusted with the weak things and simply cast them aside.

He is not going to say this little light is insufficient to accomplish any purpose,

let's just blow it out. He is going to be kind and gentle and peaceable, but

nevertheless ble is going to bring forth judgment into truth. He will never show

discouragement. He won't fail, He will move forward with steady pace, to accomplish

the tremendous thing that the Lord has called him to do, and the result of His work

will be the establishment of judgment throughout the world, and the distant islands

and coastlands waiting for His law. What a tremendous picture. How can Israel

ever fulfill for the world such a work as this. It is in order that this work be

accomplished, that God is preserving Israel.

Verses 5-8.

Here we have our normal change of scene. There is the emotional need

for a different one, to be given its proper place. After hearing verses 1 to 4, seeing

this tremendous picture of one who with calmness and certainty, confidence, and

absolute lack of discouragement, proceeds to accomplish such a mighty work, and

thinking of Israel which was unable to preserve itself against the nation, but was

captured and taken into exile, one wonders how can such a work ever be done.

The answer is in verse 5. It is done because the Lord makes it possible. The

Lord's creative power is His stress. It is He who has made all material things,

who created the heavens and stretched them out, and spread forth the earth. It

is he who makes all life, that that comes out of the earth, He gives breath to the

people on it, spirit, to everything that walks therein. All that is on the earth comes

from God's power, therefore, God can accomplish what He chooses. Verse 5
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is the other scene which is absolutely necessary for faith in the fulfillment of

verses 1-4. The same is true of verse 8. It again is the stress on the fact that

it is the Lord's power by which all this is done. Verses 6 and W however continue

the note of the servant. God is the one who will do this, God has called the ser

vant in righteousness. God will hold his hand, and keep him and give him for a

covenant of the people, and for a light to the Gentiles. The servant is not merely

one who puts down the evil, one who establishes judgment by doling out justice,

to all, He is one who opens blind eyes, and brings out prisoners, and those that

sit in darkness. W It is a work of gentleness, a work of kindness, a work of

tenderness, which the servant is to perform, but a work which inevitably destroys

the power of evil , and a work which could not possibly be done except the Lord's

power were with him. And so verse 8 again stresses the theme of verse 5. 1 am

the Lord, that is my name. My glory will I not give to another, and the end of

verse 8 reverts to the thought which has been stressed in chapter 40, and again

at both the beginning and end of chapter 41, the futility of the idols. God's grace

is not to be given to graven images, the work of the servant is to be performed,

it is God's power that performs it and it will result in God's glory.

Verse 9-17

This section again reverts to the theme of God's effectiveness as

contrasted with the idols' inability to accomplish anything. The tress in these

nine verses is on the fact that God is not going to sit quiet forever, but He is

gothg to do c$ something and that something will be very wonderful. It begins

I (7
'
1] with v8rse 9, which repeats the claim that God has made wonderful predictions

in the past and that these are now fulfilled. This can only be a reference to the

fact that the people see the great progress of Cyrus, and must recognize that God

had predicted this already. God has declared what is going to happen. Now
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these prophecies
it has happened. God gave he epeey to Isaiah at his time. The people read

the picture in which they imagined themselves, forward, in the time of the exile, and

heard these words. Now, later on, at the time of the exile, they can read the words

and see tl t God had long before imagined this future time, at which he could

look back and say, the former things have come to pass. And now he says new

things are going to happen. And I am declaring them to you, before they occur.

What are these new things that are the great theme of this section. They are the

deliverance from Babylon, and beyond it the fulfillment of the work of the servant.

After the great declaration of verse 9, there is a lyrical passage of praising

God and singing of His glory, even to very distant areas. Even off to the sea and

to the islands across the sea, from the tops of the mountains, from the inhabitant(

of the rock, every*here people are going to praise God, declare His praise in the

islands. Three verses are given over to this lyrical expression of praise to God,

for the wonderful things He has done, and is going to do.

Verses 13-15 are a sharp contrast to the first four verses of the chapter.

There the work of the servant was described, ançY easy, steady, confident, calm,

peaceful work, as he moves forward with patience and without fear, knowing that

the Spirit of God is leading and enabling him to accomplish the tremendous work.

This however does not mean that the work did not cost God anything. It does not

mean that God is not going to put forth tremendous effort and tremendous energy

in the carrying out of His work. In these three verses we look at the other side

of the picture. God is going out as a mighty man, He is going to cry aloud, prevail

against His enemies. To destroy and devour, make waste mountains and hills, to

dry up the pools, the tremendous overwhelming energy displayed in what God is

going to accomplish is summarized in general language, in these ,Y3 vivid and

dramatic. -øWeYeF
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However, as throughout our wonderful book of consolation, we never have

a great passage of violence and force without its being tied up to this gentleness

and tenderness of the objective which God is going to bring about. And so verse

16 shows that out of all the agitation and turmoil of verse l3-5 is to come peace

and joy and happiness. God will bring the blind by a way they know not, make

darkness light before them, He will not forsake them.

As Israel reads these words they can easily tllnk of verse 16 as describing

bringing them out from exile, where they are in prison and bondage. And leading

them by a way they know not, to take them back to their own land. This is srely

involved in the verse, but it is not all that is involved in the verse. The verse

does not specifically tie itself up to return from exile, but reaches on to many

glorious things that God is going to do even on into the distant future.

In verse 17 the last phrase of verse 8 Is echoed and the thought that was

stressed in verse 9 is again stressed. Those who are putting their trust in graven

images which cannot predict the future, which cannot actually do anything, those

who are looking to idols for their protection, these people are going to be greatly

ashamed and turn back.




Verse 18-25.

Surely this 42nd chapter is one of the most dramatic chapters in the whole

Bible. When we see how the prophets jumped from one great theme to another,

and how through it all Øie/ moved the thought forward until he reaches conclusions

" that would have seemed strange indeed at the beginning, it is a chapter full of

I intellectual progress and full of emotional strain. This last section now is quite

unexpected, after the wonderful statement of all that God is going to do for Israel.

And the beautiful picture at the beginning of the chapter of how the servant of the

Lord is goang to perform His work without fear, without excitement, without dis-
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', couragement, because God is with him, and leading him, whit a strange statement

I




we find now. Hear, ye deak, and look, ye blind, who kø is blind but my servant,

or deaf but my messengers that I sent. The servant is q4e twice alleged here to

be blind and deaf and in great difficulty. He sees many things but does not

observe them. He does not hear, he does not understand. This is the speaking

about Israel as a whole, Israel is God's servant, Israel is to do the work that

is laid out at the beginning of the chapter. Israel will indeed do it, whether as

the nation as a whole, or through a portion of the nation as represented there.

But the nation as a whole, in its present situation, makes one wonder how the

work can ever be done. Who is blind but Israel, who is so deaf as these who

after seeing all the marvelous works of God, can be carried away by the apparent

success of the idol worshippers, and to go into following them and giving their

own allegiance to the idols. The Lord says that He will accomplish His great

work, verse 21, cEor His rIghteousness'ke, He will magnify the law and make

it honorable, but how can you say this when Israel is in the condition it is in now?

Verse 22 shows the terrible condition of Israel in captivity, imprisonment, in

(record unclear) (15 1/2)

(g9. 1/2) Verse 24-25.

We have seen the strange situation. God has kept Israel to do a great

work, He has preserved them for this. God has declared, the work of the rvant

is definitely going to be done. He will uphold him. There is no question it will

be done. And yet how can Israel do it? You might wonder whether verse 22 is

God describing the people or the prophet or someone else giving a question, how

can all this wonderful thing be fulfilled, when this people is robbed and spoiled

in captivity and in exile. Who will harken and hearir the time to come? Is it

God's fault that Israel is in exile? Is It Gods fault that they are in this situation?
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Maybe this is the prophet talking. Who gave Jacob for a spoil, Israel f to the

robbers 2 Was God's power ins&ifficient to keep them from being captured? Was

God unable to protect them fromthe idols? No, the prophet says. It is the Lord

against whom we have sinned. He is the one who gave us over to them. It is

our sin that has brought it.

We have noticed that this book of consolation has very little direct rbbuke

of sin b= such as is contained in so many other sections of the look of Isaiah.

There is a different approach in this section. Sin has been up toX'the present point

only very slightly touched upon but here we reach it from an oblique angle. Here

we have this thought brought out into clear relief. Not as a criticism of the people

with that
for their sin--r1-i-tn the declaration e# punishment will come, if they carry it on,

as elsewhere in Isaiah. But rather an explanation of the exile. It is not that God

f
was unable to protect His people, it is that the people sinned and made it necessary

for God to punish them. They would not walk in His ways. They did nct obey Ms

voice, therefore God gave them to the robbers, poured on them the fury of is anger.

This has burned Israel as a fire round about, and yet Israel has not known it nor

laid it to heart. How can the work of the servant ever be performed when God's

people have gone into sin, have neglected His holy law, and it has been necessary

to punish thexuby sending them into exile?

)1 IsaIah 43.

The progress of thought that is found in chapter 42 is approximately

paralleled in chapter 43. 42 began with telling about the work of the servant of

the Lord and giving the assurance that this work will be definitely accomplished.

God is going to perform great works and nothing will stop Him. However, it ends

with sadness because Israel has sinned and falleür/ into a state of me misery which

is a result of its own action. Its own fault but it makes it difficult to see how
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Israel can perform the work that God has assigned.

As we have noticed the prophet does not give direct rebuke against sin to

any extent in our present part of the book of Isaiah. His, it is a bobk of consola

tion. People are suffering as a result of their sins. They are in misery, they are

despairing, they are crying out for help, the answer is, God is going to help, and

rebuke at this time would only make the discouragement worse. The discussion of

sin is brought in quite incidentally, but the way is being opened for it with great

tact, but yet very definitely. We have noticed the amount of consideration of this,

that has been taken up at the end of chapter 42, now it is as if the Lord is afraid

that the people may become too discouraged and think what's the use, it's all

hopeless, we're just gone, let's just give way to despair. And so in chapter 43,

7verses

1-21, he stresses constantly God's interest in His people, His determinationV

t40 ck-vli deliver them from their suffering, the absolute certainty of God's con

tinuing blessing upon them. It is only after 21 verses have been given to this theme,

in order to drive it home and to strengthen and encourage and help the people tre

mendously that he turns again to the theme of their shortcomings, and devotes seven

verses to expressing sorrow over the fact that they have fallen short of what they

should have been. Let us look first then at the 21 verses. Over and over again in

these 21 verses, the thought is repeated of the nearness of God to Israel, they are

His people, He will never forsake them, they belong to Him, it is expressed over

and over in these verses. It is as if He feared ti-a t they might give way to despair

because of the criticism of them at the end of the previous chapter. Also it is pre

paring them not to give way to despair for the criticism that is at the end of this

chapter. Here the stress is laid constantly upon their closeness to Him and the

fact that He will never remove His care from them. All of this reaches a great

climax in verse 21, this people have I formed for Myself, they shall show forth

my praise. In verses 1-7 this is the constant theme. There is no dot divergence
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at all. Constant stress upon the idea,Israel is God's people, God will not forsake

them, He has redeemed them and He has blessed them. He will give a ransom

for them to secure their return from exile. He will bring them back from every place

to which they have been sent. This is the constant theme of verses 1-7.

Yet in this passage there are also certain other ideas that are touched upon.

One of these, a very important one, is the creative power of God. This comes right

in the very first verse. He says I am the Lord that created thee, Jacob, and He that

formed thee, 0 Israel. God originated the people, He is the creator of all things.

There is not much said about God's holiness in this section. The only

reference to it would be that He is in verse 3, the Holy One of Israel. He refers to

Himself in verse 1 aqiik as the one who redeemed Israel, and in verse 3 as Thy

Saviour.




A wonderful promise is that of verse 2 in its direct immediate application,

it means that though Israel in exile is in the fires of suffering, is passing through

the rivers of tributtion, they shall not perish, nor be ended because God is with

them and will bring them out of it, safely. Yet the general principle of verse 2 is

one which applies to all those who know God and have a right to consider themselves

as belonging to Him. Any such person can rightly quote verse 2 as a wonderful

promise to himself.

Verse 3 and 4, particularly verse 3, is a very interesting statement.

Without any background of historical knowledge one would wonda what on earth

it was talking about. God says that He gave Egypt for the ransom of Israel,

EthioE and Seba lie gave for Egypt. Ethiopia and Seba go together to make up

the wealthy lands in the northern part of Africa. These, and possibly including

to some extent, the valuable region of South Arabia just across the Gulf. This

area God says He has given as a ransom for Israel. We know of nothing that
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occurred before the time of Isaiah that could correspond to this, and of nothing

that occurred before the coming of Cyrus, that could be so interpreted. However,

we do find that after Cyrus allowed Israel to go into, to return from exile, and

to establish themselves again in Palestine, it was not very long before Persian armies

succeeded in going way beyond Israel and conquering Egypt, and the surrounding

areas. This being the case, it is reasonable to consider that in verse 3, when it

uses the perfect, it means that the thing is determined of God and therefore accom

plished in His sight. In verse 4 He goes on to say that He is going to fulfill it.

Therefore will I give men for thee and people for thy life. Persia released the Jews

from their captivity, God rewards Persia with allowing them to conquer the wealthy

lands of northern Africa. This, thus He gives Egypt as a ransom for Israel. Verse 4

which stressed this idea laid emphasis on the fact that it was done because Israel

is precious in His sight, because He loves them, they have been honorable. It

seems to be a marked contrast tot he attitude taken towaid Israel at the end of chapter

42, or the end of 43. It simply shows another side of God's dealings with them.

When He brings to their attention the fact that the reason for the exile is the

si. n, e does not wish them to think that this in any way negates the fact that they

are still His people, and that He is not punishing them and destroying them, but is

simply chastising them. His blessir is with them, and He therefore constantly

stresses the fact that they belong to Him and are precious in His sight. They are

honorable to Him. Verse and 6 stress the fact that they, He is not giving idle

j 1 words of comfort, helpful as these may be, He is actually declaring that He is going

to give them a real deliverance. He will bring thy seed from the east and gather

thee from the west, say to the north, jive up, and to the south, keep not back.

Fromthe very ends of the earth, wherever the people have been driven, in the

captivity, they will be returned.
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Someone may ask whether there is a continuing promise here that refers

to a yet future bringing of all of Israel back to Palestine. It is difficult to speak

categorically on this, but it does seem that in the context it is the return from the

exile, in the Babylonian exile that is in mind. And that this passage is the wonderful

promise that God's power reached out, no matter how far any individuals might have

gone, it would be possible for them to return to the land of Israel. Verse 7, like

verse 1, stresses the idea of God's creating them and forming them and making them.

34




They are His, He has produced every one that is called by His name. They belong

to Him and His blessing continues with them. However, in 7 there is a new note

that was not in verse 1. There is the note tiat the reason why He created him, I

created him for my glory, again a stress on the thought that God has a purpose in

His relation to His people. Israel is his servant, not merely his pet.

(g. 10. 3/4) Verse 8.

Verse 8 reminds us of the beginning of chapter 41, the blind people that

have eyes, and the deaf that have ears. People who could see the marvelous works

of God and yet did not recognize God, people who could hear the marvelous teach

ings about the Lord of the universe and Vet fail to take it to heart. This might

be thought to be a rebuke to Israel but the context shows that He is here dealing

not with Israel but with the nation. For verse 9 calls that for the natiorito be

gathered together. And ask who among them can declare this and show t4= us

former things. The question might be asked, are we starting again as in 41, an

appeal to the nations to show them how wrong their idol worship is and that God

is the only true God. As we look on we find that, as in that case, so here we

have first the calling of the nation, to see how futile their gods are, and then the

appeal to Israel to recognize how much greater and truer is its cod, but in this

case the call to the fljQflj5 very brief, the mairtress throughout this chapter

is on God's relation to Israel. Verse 9, however, reiterates/ what was given so
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clearly in chapter 41, that the gods of the heathen are nothing, they cannot explain

the meaning of the til. ngs that have eFk happened in history, they can't produce the

truth as to what is going to happen in the future, they are called upon to bring

forth their witnesses, but there are no real witnesses to bring.

Verse 10.

He turns to the Jews and says these are the witnesses. You are my wit

nesses, you are my servant whom I have chosen. It is interesting here how he

uses the singular again. Is the whole nation the servant? Well there is surely

a sense in whichthe whole nation is not merely a group of witnesses but in which

the nation as a unit is a servant, in that its very existence testifies to God's

glory and to God's power, in what He has done in delivering them from Egypt and

watching over them all these years. Today the very existence of Israel is aw

witness to the truth of the Bible. The prophecies about Israel have been fulfilled,

even though many of the people have rejected bum. Even though multitudes have

substituted tradition of man for the teaching of the Scripture, nevertheless God

has watched over them and insured their continuance to the present day. The

nation as a whole is a witness to His truth. But here it says you are my witnesses

and this refers of course more particularly to individuals who are good wiitnesses

but He does nct say you are my servant whom I have chosen, The term is used in

/
the sinqj.- Does it mean all of Israel here, as a corporate body, does it mean

that a group of Israelites together make up the servant, or is the servant to be one

who will come from Israel and represent Israel, but yet who will be distinct from

the nation as a whole? These are possibilities, the answer to which has not yet

been made clear, but as we go on, we will see what light is thrown upon it.

God is so anxious that the Israelites shall recognize that they are His witnesses,

shall know and believe th Him, that He again gLeL stresses His existence and

His uniqueness. Before there was no god formed, neither shall there be after me.
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The gods of the heathen are spoken of for the sake of discussion, but the fact is

recognized that they do not even exist. Verse 11 stresses this again, there is no

Saviour beside the Lord. He is the only one.

Verse 12.

I ]ve declared and saved and showed, when there was no strange god

among you. Therefore you are my witnesses, saith the Lord, that I am God. They

have seen His marvelous works, bhat He has done for Israel, and they know that

He predicted the exile, on account of their sin, and in the exile they can confess

that it was deserved and that it came as God had declared that it would, and can

therefore again witness to the existence and power of God. The 13th verse again

owad glory. The last part of it

it
says I will work and who shall let him This Old English "let" represents our modern

English "hinder." Who will hinder, who wlill stop it? It does not mean here, who

will permit it. Although that would make just as good sense in this particular context.

Tkeff Verses 14-17.

The Lord again stresses His unique existence. He uses once more the term

the Holy One of Israel, just a slight reminder of the fact that His holiness is involved

in all that has occurred. But He declares in verse 14 that it is on account of the

Israelites' sin that he sent to Babylon and caused the leaders of Babylon to come

and to take Judah captive. The Babylonians might think that their great power and

their desire to conquer nations had led them to stretch out their power further

and further and even, until it reaChed to little Judah far off in the distant west,

and to take Judah as captive, but God says no, that's what the Babylonians think

of it, but I have brought the Babylonians to take Judah captive on account of the

Israelites. It was their sin that led God to do it. He is calling attention to the

fulfillment of past prophecy that has sent them into exile.
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Of course if this would be read by the men in Isaiah's own day and

shortly afterward, Isaiah saw the nation sunk in sin, and knew that exile was

absolutely certain, they would recognize that Isaiah was painting a picture of

God speaking to the nation after they would actually go into exile, and pointing

out to them the deliverance that He would bring. ,hey saw these things fulfilled

and saw the Babylonians come and attack Judah they saw in it a fulfillment of these

prophecies here and elsewhere in Isaiah.

Verses 15-17 again stress the power of God, God the Holy One has shown

His great power in His carrying out the necessities of His holiness by bringing these

mighty forces, but He says it is God who produces the chariot and the horse, but

God also can destroy them, and can bring an end to their power whenever He chooses.

Verse 18-21.

In verses 14-17 God looked back to the taking the people into exile, and

said th it was all done by His great power. Now He looks forward in 18-20 to

the deliverance of the people from exile. He says not to remember the things that

God has done in the past. They will not even have to recall the fact that He had to

punish them for their sin, because of the marvelous deliverance that He is going to

bring. Don't consider the things of old, I am going to do a new thing, make a way

in the wilderness, rivers in the desert, make a way to bring the people back from

exile. This is not stated explicitly and clearly but certainlyW the suggestion is

there, that the way in the wilderness would be the way for them to get back to their

homeland. The animals that might give difficulty, the trouble with getting water in

the wilderness, all of this God is going to take care of, to give drink to His people,

His chosen. And in verse 21, He says that He has formed this people for Himself,

therefore He will deliver them, but He continues ag. n with the note t1t there is

something for them to do. They are His instruments, to fUlfill His purpose, they

shall show forth my praise.
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Verses 22-28.

The first 21 verses of this chapter parallel the first part of chapter 42,

In declaring God's wonderful grace to Israel, and His intention to give them marvel

ous blessings. Here as in the last few verses of that chapter, He points out the

difference between God's goodness to the people, and the people's forgetfulness of

Him. These verses are among the most poignant verses in Scripture. They are not

the direct rebuke as contained so often elsewhere in Isaiah, and in Jeremiah, but

they are rather an expression of the divine disappointment and longing that His people

should really lure and honor Him. After all the marvelous things that God has done

for His people, they have been weary of Him and have failed to bring Him their

best for saaiflces. He says He has not wearied them with incense, He has not made

great dem i-ri s on them, but they have not brought that which would show that their

show that their heart was really in the love of God. At the end of verse 3.4, He says

instead they have made Him to serve with their sins, and wearied Him with their

iniquity. Verse 25 points out that God was not a cruel tyrant who would punish for

the slightest infraction. These are the people whom He has called out for Himself.

He has made a proviin for the cleansing of their sin, He is the one who provided

the means whereby the transgression should be blotted out. He gave the directions

for the sacrifices, so that the repentant heart could find acceptance with God. He

promised that He would not remember their sins, but they have failed to come with

the repentant heart. He says in verse 26, put me in remembrance, let us plead

together. If you have any real cause of complaint, let's hear what it is. Give your

excuses, give your reasons, but alas there is no reason to give. God has done so

much for His people, and His people have fallen so short of whit they should have

done in relation to Him. And so we have these last two very strong verses in the

chapter. First there has been sin and transgression against God right from the start,

our first fathers have sinned, Israel, from the bery beginning, like all people, have
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proven to be sinful, and to be forgetful of God. Thy teachers have transgressed

against me. Here is what introduces, extends the evil in every nation. When we

permit people to be in positions of authority and leadership, in a position to influence

the next generation who are not fr' true followers of God we are sowing the wind and

eshall reap the whirlwind. In our own nation today, often we see the most unmeriting

and unchristian declarations made by people in positions of leadership, and very

often we can see tia t this is the result of what they have been taught. Teachers

have turned against God and have corrupted multitudes of students. % Thy teachers

have transgressed against me. Verse 28 tells what God has done as a result, He

profaned the princes of the sanctuary, He gave Jacob to the curse, and Israel to

reproaches. The misery of the exile and of the captivity came because the people

turned against God, because they failed to follow Him as they should, and they

even allowed people to get in positions of authority, and of leadership, and of teaching

the new generation, who would lead them astray from God's commands. Are have

thus had in these two chapters this alternation, the tress on the great things God --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

is going to do, and then the disappointment that Israel has fallen short and made

it necessary that there be an exile. As one reads these, one wonders, suppose God

gives deliverance frmn exile. As bI promises so clearly He will do. Will tha be

a solution, will not this people again fall into sin, and again have to go into exile?

Is perhaps the more important question, not the great need of immediate deliverance

from exile, but still greater need o solving the sin question, which produced the

exile...

(g. 11. 3/4) Isa.44.

As we begin the section of the book of Isaiah that is marked w in our

present Bibles with the number 44, we can imagine God at this point looking deep

into the hearts of His listeners and seeing just what thoughts and emotions are present.

Certain things have been stressed in previous chapters. What is the reaction to them?
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At the end of chapter 43 and 44 there has been much stress onthe reason

that the Israelites have gone into exile, they are there because of their sin, and

forgetfulness of God. Yet the t stress that has been laid on this may perhaps

have aroused in the minds of some, a feeling of discouragement , as if there is no

use now, they have gone too far, might as well just give way to despair. Anyway

how can they be sure that God really exists? How can they be sure that God loves

them and that God will bring to pass marvelous promises to them? So that the new

section starts with further strdss on the wonderful promises of God.

Another thought however, might be present. Most of the promises up to

this time, have been in rather general terms. There has been no specific statement

of deliverance from exile, freeing them fromthe Chaldean oppression. The Chaldeans

have been mentioned as the people who took them but no statement of rescutimj

them from it. There hay e been a number of statements about opening ways in he

wilderness and giving them nourishment along the way. This could all be taken as

a reminder of the way God cared for His people in the wilderness coming up from

Egypt, and as a promise that the God who blessed them then will continue to bless.

It could be highly figurative, without any specific application. Or it Could be

taken as a suggestion perhpps of God's enabling them to make their way back v

across the wilderness. However, there has been no definite clear statement that He

will bring them back to the land of Israel. The promises have been general and

not very specific.

Another need may be apparent to the eye of the all-seeing one. There was

a fair amount of stress on the evil of idolatry in the first chapter,$, in chapter 40.

In chatter 41 the futility of the idols was stressed from the fac t they cannot predict

the future. There habe been little touches on them since, but not a great deal.

After all the Babylonians who 'eworshipped these idols have conquered Israel,

Judah, rather, taken the people captive, destroyed the temples, destroyed the
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walls of the city, left it a ruin. Might it not be the wise thing to worip the

idols and share in the good things that they give to their own people? Es it the

need, there is a need of further stress, on the futility of idol-worship. With these

needs in mind then, the discourse t1 t the Lord is giving to His people continues.

Verse 1.

This verse is simply a call to God's people to listen. However, it does

include in it the declaration that they are the ones whom He has chosen, and that

they are His servants. Notice again how it is in the singular. Jacob my servant,

this of course does not ne an the individual man Jacob, who died centuries before.

He is not the one God is here addressing, it is the people who are Jacob's descendants

They have been chosen through Jacob, who was chosen in tthe first place. But in

calling them the servants in the singular, he is stressii again the idea that there

is a great work to be done, and that it is on account of this work that He is protecting

and caring for them and will continue to do so.

Verse 2.

Again God stresses His creative power. He is the one that made them, and

He will help them. Wonderful phrase of comfort, fear not, and again the mention of

the servant, Jacob my servant, and Jeshurun, whom I have chosen. This Jeshurun

is an unusual term for Israel, used occasionally as a substitute. It is probably

formed from the same word , somewhat like our Bill is formed from William (?).

=Aytn-L1it- Verse 3.

Again the general promises continue with a great stress , as so often before,

on the water for the one that is thirsty. However, here there is the extension of it

into the spiritual realm, His spirit will be their seed, and His blessing on their

offspring. A wonderful promise but 'still rather general.

Verse 4.

Verse 4 becomes a bit more specific. It suggests not merely that the
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people are gdng to continue but that they are going to be increased, they will

spring up among the grass as willows by the watercourses. It seems to suggest

also the possibility of a further scattering, because they would be spread out here

and there. However, this is only a suggestion. But this suggestion perhaps is made

more specific in the next 'erse.




Verse 5.




sub
Here we have people declaring themselves to belong to God, ascribing

with their name for the name of the God of Israel. It is interesting that the last

part of each of the two halves of the verse, doesn't speak of subscribing by the

name of the God of Jacob, but by the name of Joob, or the name of Israel. Does

this make a hint that there is to be an extension of the people of God, not merely by

natural generation but also by others coming in and declaring themselves to wish to

be a part of His people? All this, of course, with what is developed more fully,

later on in our section. But here it is at most only a hint.

Verse 6.

After these wonderful promises again there is the need of stress on the

ability of God to perform them. So again in this verse, God stresses the fact that

He is the king, He is the redeemer, He is the Lord of armies, He is the only one,

He preceded all things, He follows all things. There is no other God beyond Him.

What a tremendous statement of monotheism in this verse. This not only is to meet

the need of some assurance are given by the one who can carry them out, but also

the suggestion of the futility of turning to idols.

Verse 7.

God points out what He has done in the past. He has given marvelous

predictions and He has fulfilled them. He appointed the people long ago and He

has declared the things that are coming. But lnot only given positively but

is given with a strong negative implication. Who lile God can do this, lie says.
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No idol, no false god can do anything like what God has done and is doing.

Verse 8.

Again in verse 8 there is stress on the fact that none of these alleged gods

can compare with the true god, none even exist. There is no other god, e knows

of none= none at all, They are not to fear. Because God exists, God is all power

ful, and they are God's witnesses.




Verse 9720.

We have had hitherto, excppt comparatively brief references to the

futility of idol worship. Now there is a great stress again laid on this important

thought. The Israelites are tempted, some of them, to fall away, and become follow

ers of the idols. The idols have seemed to do great things in the world, but actually

God asks what can they do? What do they amount to? He has been leading up to

this in several previous verses, pointing out that there is no other god than Himself,

urging that there is no one else that can do the things that He has done. Now this

long passage of 12 verses deals entirely with the futility of idols and of idol-worship.

Verse 9 Is a general statement of the futtlity of idols. They can do nothing,

they know nothing, they see nothing. Verse 10 and following speaks of the fact

that the idols are made, they cannot make themselves, they do not exist before the

spends a
men that worship them. Men have made these idols. Here he describes,plxi

few verses telligg how the workmen work out the different details of the forming of

the idols. Why should man worship something that has been ide by man, when the

one who has made man is the only true God. In verse 14, the note is brought down

that in order to make the idol the men are apt to get a tree, which after all has grown

in the forest and been nourished by the rain t1t God has sent. In vrss15 and

following He pdnts out the absurdity of cutting down a tree and taking part of it to

make an idol and using the rest of it to burn to produce heat. Several verses are

given to show how absurd it is, that a piece of it can be just fuel and the other piece
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can become a god.

All this long passage is devoted to stressing this that was so greatly

needed, as the Israelites were surrounded by idolaters. It was important to show

the utter folly of worshipping idols.

Verse 21-23.

Having completed this long passage of showing the futility of idol-worship

God turns His attention back to he people of Israel, and in order to stress again the

marvelous blessings which He is going to give them. These three verses are again

a rather general assurance of God's continued blessing upon His people. He says,

tivice in verse 21 He uses the word servant to show again that He has formed them

for a purpose, and that this purpose must be fulfilled. He declares very strongly

that Isel will not be forgotten. In verse 22 He declares that He is blotting out the

iniquities and transgressions of the people. We have not had a great deal of stress

on this matter cf sin, but it has been in the background and every now and then

touched upon. Here is a clearer and stronger statement than any yet of the lmpprtance

of removing the rtter of sin. The past sins are blotted out, what about the future

sin? What can be done to meet that need? This is not taken/up for some chapters

yet but it is in the background of thought. Verse 23 i doxology of joy, a song of

praise, because the Lord has redeemed Jacob and glorified Himself in Israel.

The remaining part of the chapter, verses 24-28 consists of one long

sentence, it is a climactic sentence. Starting with general things about God's

greatness and His love, and His power, and ending up with not merely general

blessirg s to Israel but very sped fic blessings tia t He is going to give them...
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We have already had the two passages in which the Lord referred very

definitely to the coming of the great conqueror Cyrus. Chapter 41 began with the

picture of th'Ø' terrible fear of the people at the coming of this great conqueror.

God declared that He had brought Cyrus, that Cyrus was His instrument and therefore

the Israelites should not fear because of Cyrus' coming.

Toward the eid of chapter 41 again God refers to Cyrus and decires that

but
He was coming with great power like the potter treads clay ar=w1e Gd declared

that He was going to bring, He Himself would bring help to Israel. Cyrus' coming

has not been specifically tied up, to this pdit, with accomplishment of deliverance

for Israel. The, now this long statement, this one extensive sentence that runs

through five verses reaches a climax with a specific reference to Cyrus, showing

Cyrus as more than one who is going to uverwhelm the nation, V he is not merely

one whom Israel need not fear, because God had sent him, he is one whom God is

going to use for a specific purpose. But before we come to that, let's look at the

verses that we precede.

Verse 41 is again a statement that God is powerful enough to do the things

He intends. We have had the marvelous promises of ganeral nature in verses 21 and

22. How do we know God can do this? Because God is the one who made all things,

who stretches forth the heavens alone, who spreads abroad the earth by Himself.

The creative power of God is stressed more in this part of the book of Isaiah, than

anywhere else in the Bible, except the latter chapters of the book of job. It is a

necessary stress here because all the physical concrete evidences of God's power

and existence have disappeared. His people know Him now only as one who exists

as an unseen spirit, and it is necessary to stress that He actually is the creator.

In verse 25 He continues to the principle argument that has been given thus far as

proof that He actually is the Creator. He declares He has this power, how can we
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prove it? The evidence He gives is that He fulfils, He gives prophecies and then

they turn out the way Hie has predicted. Verse 25 we find that He frustrates the

tokens of the liars and makes the Diviners mad. They declare what is going to happen

in the future, God brings it out very differently than they had thought or said. It

is very difficult for man to predict the future. Only God can do it.

becomes more specific about this part. God confirms the Word of His servant. Here

is one of the few cases in this section where servant is not used in this specific

sense of the one who is to do the tremendous work for which God has called Israel

into existence. Here it doubtless refers to the prophet who has given this prediction

so long before the time that is described in it. God confirms the fiord of His servant,

and pefforms the counsel of His messenger. What is the promised word? It is

that the people will retn from captivity, that Jerusalem will again be rebuilt. The

cities w of Judah will again be raised up.

Verse 27 becomes even more specific. It declares that this return of the

Jews is to come as a result of the destruction of the power of the Mesopotamian

oppressors, it is couched in figurative language but it is quite clear that the deep

refers to the great force of the heathen empires that have taken them into captivity.

The statement'I will dry up thy rivers" is a very understandable statement for the

decrease of the power of Mesopotamia, the land of the two rivers. Verse 28 not

only refers to the conquerorI who is going to destroy the power of the oppressors,

but even calls him by name. It says of Cyrus, he is my shepherd and shall perform

all my pleasure.

Many have said that this passage could not possibly have been written by

Isaiah because it has specific mention of Cyrus and therefore it must not have been

written until after Cyrus was known. e61 Yet the Bible in 1 Kings 13 dexcribes an

unknown prophet as giving the name of King Josiah 300 years before he came. God
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who knows' the end from the beginning could predict a specific name if He chose.

This He has not often done, but we do find occasional instances where God has

chosen to do this. Here He declares as one of the proofs that He is actually the

God of the universe who can predict the future in a way that no idol can do, that He

has raised up Cyrus and that He knows Cyrus' name a century and a half before

Cyrus came, that Cyrus is his shepherd who will do what He declares, and Cyrus

is going to give orders that Jerusalem be rebuilt, and the foundation of the Wniple

to be laid again. Here the promises which have been so comparatively general up

till now,become extremely specific, Cyrus the Persian conqueror is going to cause

that the city of Jerusalem be rebuilt and the temple again founded.

Isa.45.

It seems too bad to have a chapter divlthon interrupt the thought at this

point. The long sentence thus given had as its great climax the coming of Cyrus

who would cause that the temple be rebuilt. Now God goes on to tell us more

specifically about Cyrus. We have in past chapters been given general statements

of the way God would raise up Cyrus and bring him to do His great works, bring him

to overcome natiorE , to conquer a mighty area. Now we have specific statements

about wh~~ is going to give to Cyrus. God says that He has held Cyrus' hand

and sub died natioins before him, that If will loose the loins of kings t so that

they cannot resis t him. He will open beftre him the gates of Babylon, so that he

can come right in and take over the city of Babylon. No destruction of Babylon, we

note, is here promised. Eventually Babylon was to be destroyed, to become just a

\aste and a desert, but Babylon at the time of Cyrus' conquest, was to continue

as a capital of his section of the Persian empire. Nothing there was to keep Cyrus

out. Verse 2 says God would break in pieces the gates of brass, and cut in sunder

the bars of iron. The hidden treasures of the kings of Babylon, the riches that they

had put in secret places, all this would be given to Cyrus. Thi s is done in order
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that the people shall note that God is the one who has called Cyrus by his name.

God the God of Israel. And verse 4 tellss that all this is done for the sake of Jacob,

God's elect, the one whom God has selected, in order that the great work that God

has in mind shall be fulfilled. It is for thus purpose, that God has surnamed Cyrus,

has given his name 150 years before he came, even though Cyrus did not know

God.




It is natural at this point that again after these tremendous things are

stated as what God is going to do, that the question should be asked well who is

this God anyway? How do we know that He has the pwer to do these thin? So

once more we have the tremendous stress on God's great power. There is no greater

stress on monotheism anywhere than in these chapters of Isaiah.

In verse 1 there are two matters that should be noted. It says thus saith

the Lord to His anointed, to Cyrus. The word translated "anointed" is the same

word% as is transliterated "Messiah." The word indicates the setting apart for a

special function, liltaually by anointing with oil . It is used in the Pentateuch of

priests who are anoitited for their service. Later on, it is used of David and the

other kings of Judah. David applies it to King Saul. Here of course it does not

mean that God has anointed Cyrus with oil in a literal sense but it does indicate

that Cyrus is one whom God has set apart very particularly to perform a special

work for Him.

The verse says that He is going to open before Him'the two-leaved gate."

Sometimes it is said that this should not mean two-leaved gate but doors. Actually

the word could be translated either doors or gates. It might refer to the doors of

palaces which would often have the two doors coming together. The word is a dual

form so the idea of =the tw'efinitely involved in it. On the other hand thre are

quite a number of cases in the Old Testament where it refers to the gates of forti

fied cities. Consequently the translation in the KJV is entirely permissible. How-
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ever, it does not mean that this necessarily is a specific reference to Babylon,

since the same word is used in teferring to the Judean e 4y=Keilah and &th-

heei Beth-horon, and also in reference to cities that the Israelites had conquered.

It is interesting that in verse 3 He says I the Lord which called thee by

thy name. In verse 4 He says I have even called thee by thy name, I have surnamed

thee though thou hast not known me.

There are three references to Gdd having referred specifically to Cyrus by

name. If this chapter waw written at the time when Cyrus was already a prominent

figure on the scene of world politics there would be little meaning to it. If it is

written over a hundred and fifty pears before and Isaiah is predicting the corning of

Cyrus and here actually gives his name, then it is quite re%sonable to mention three

times the fact that God has designated Cyrus by name.

It is interesting that both in verse 4 and in verse 5 it says though thou hast

~

not known me. This would seem to show that the interpreta-ion given elsewhere
r

t'he statement that he will call upon my name is a correct one, and that it does not

mean that he actually was a follower of the Lord,

It is interesting that in verse 6 the termrising of thuntI is used in parallel

with west, /clearly an indication of east, just as it was earlier When it spoke about

the coming of Cyrus from the east.

(g. 13. 1/2)

... The passage of chapter 45.1-8 is the conclusion to the long climactic sentence

of 44.24-28. That passage ended with placing Cyrus iitrong relief as the one

whom the Lord has sent to perform His pleasure, and to cause ti-a t Jerusalem be

rebuilt and the foundations of the tnple laid. Now we have this series of nine

t4Lv.e.
verses which at first sight prove rather difficult to analyze. The reason is thnt
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the passage is not laid out as we might do with the discussion of one feature and

then another feature and then a third feature. Rather it might be said to be like

a series of fireworks being shot up. The first one goes up into the air and comes

down and when it's about half way up another one starts and then as it starts to

come down another one starts, and thus there are five distinct ideas each of which

is introduced in the passage and carried on for a certain distance.

The first of these ideas is the one which relates directly to the preceding

chapterr-the greet victories which God is going to give Cyrus.

The first of these ideas is the natural conclusion of the 44th chapters.

It is the tremendous effectiveness that God is giving Cyrus. He is going to give

Cyrus still more t so that Cyrus can conquer Babylon which is holding the Is

realites in subjection. This theme is stressed in verses 1, 2, and 3. It is touched

upon in 4 and 5, and then we find it again in verse 13, and 14. It is itd-tt4tttd under

lying this whole chapter 45.

A lesser thought but a rather important one is brought out, beginning in

chapter 3 and stressed in verses 3 and 4. This is the thought that God has named

Cyrus far in advance.

The third theme of this passage is the purpose of God in giving these

great victories to Cyrus. This purpose is stated as three-fold. In verse 3 h

He has given it "that thou mayest know that I the Lord which called thee

by thy name am the God of Israel." 4a e second purpose is stated inverse 4,

"FDr Jacob'/ my servant's sake and Israel my elect... " The third purpose is stated

in verse 6, "that they n y from the rising of the sun and from the west, that there

is none besides me." God is giving these great blessings to Cyrus in order to

show that He is the God of Israel, He is going it for the same of Israel, whom He

had chosen for the performance of a great work, He is doing it in order that the

knowledge of the glory of God may spread out from the east to the west. These
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three purposes we might express in a logical paragraph, one after the other, while

leaving the other idea to other paragraphs, but the style here, more like a

musical composition, has underlying it all through the great victories for Cyrus

which are put in bold relief in a number of verses, then it has the little but strongly

stressed note of God's naming Cyrus far in advance, then there are the three

touches showing the purpose of it all, the ote that becomes vital in

connection with these purposes is the declaration of the supremacy of God's power

and the uniqueness of His existence as the only God. This thought is touched upon

in verse 3 where the first purpose is given but it is dwelt upon with much emphasis

in verse 5, and again in verse 6. Verse 7 extends the same idea still further.

God declares that all that is in the world, both pleasant and unpleasant, comes

from His creative power. He forms the life and He creates the darkness. He

makes the peace and He creates evil. This word "evil" is a bit unfortunate in the

King James Version because the word has changed its meaning since this translation

was mare. In older English "evil" meant anything that was harmful or bad. It

is freqqently used in this general sense. In modern usage "evil" has come to

mean that which is morally wrong, or sinful. The Hebrew word does not necessarily

have any moral connotation, it can simply mean that which is destructive, that

which tears down or is unpleasant, thus one destroys the buildings in a slum

district in order tomake room for a park or for better housing. The word is used

very often in the O.T. to describe . ther that which tears something down and

whether it is good or bad to tear it down depends on the nature of the thing, or to

describe that which is not effective or suressful, thus it speaks in Genesis about

the good i cows and the evil cows, which means simply the poor and the scrawny

and lean cows. The verse is sometimes misunderstood to represent God as the

Creator, the Author of evil, something that the Bible very clearly denies. Evil
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comes when the creature raises up his will against the Creator. Evil is produced

by the wickedness of man and even before him,by the wickedness of Satan.

The fifth thought of these 8 verses only comes in the last verse. But in

a way summarizes all of them. At first sight the 8th verse appears like?( a theme

of praise, but while its form is a song of praise its actual meaning is not that,

it is a declaration that God's great work in which all nature will join will produce

righteousness and salvation. The spiritual objective of all that God does is thus

strongly brought out in this 8th verse and expresses a conclusion of the watt=,

teaching of the passage.

-#-L ie 9= Verses 9

Here the Lord pauses for a minute to point out the foolishness of the

Sveral
creature striving against the Creator. /Interesting figures of speech are given!

in the course of the two verses. Having just stressed so greatly the creative power

of God , it is, the note seems to be called for, of rebuke to those who fail to

recognize it and act as if it did not exist.

Verses 11-12.

Again stress is laid upon the creative power of God, with a hj4 brief

touch upon the note of His power of predicting the future and of fulfilling what

He declares in advance that He is going to do. This thought is expressed in a

rhetorical question in verse 11, where people are called upon to ask Him about the

things about His Son and the work of His hands. The 12th verse buttresses this

with a re-emphasis upon His creative power over nature and all that,.t contains.

This note of creation is stressed over and over in these chapters in

Isaiah as being needed in the life of the general situation. It is never found so

often in such a form anywhere else in the ripture.
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Verses 13-14.

Again God reverts to the theme of His girding of Cyrus. It is in

connection with God's righteous purposes that He has raised up Cyrus and He

is straightening all the difficulties before Cyrus in order that Cyrus may build

the city, may rebuild Jerusalem and release God's captives. He says that these

captives are not released for price nor for reward. It is Cyrus' policy to let

the captured nations return to their homelands. He does not require of them a

payment for so doing. However, God says that He Himself will gkie the payment

to Cyrus. He will cause that Egypt, Ethiopia and the Sabeans will come to

Cyrus and will fall down and recognize that there is in Cyrus a power which

surpasses anything they are able to bring against it.

The actual conquest of Egypt was carried out not by Cyrus but by Cyrus'

son. Isaiah predicts that the ability to do this will be God's payment for Cyrus'

act in letting God's people go.




Verse 15.

In verse 15 the prophet expresses his admiration for the tremendous power

of God. The English statement is a bit confusing at first sight, "a God that hides

thyself." Perhaps a God that works in a mysterious way, His wonders to perform.

A God who piiah places Himself in back of all the intricate things that happen, and

works them together in such a way as to bring out what He desires in it. A God who,

as Romans 8.28 says, works all things together for good to them that love Him,

would bring out more clearly the thought that i s involved in the verse and that is

made clear by the way it ends, "0 God of Israel, the Saviour." God is working in

a mysterious way for His marvelous purposes, and His purpose i the salvation

of those who will trust in Him.
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In the part of the chapter that we have looked at, verses 1-15, there

have been many specific statements about the way in which God is going to

deliver Israel from captivity, through Cyrus, who will let the captives go and

will give assistance toward rebuilding Jerusalem. The remaining section of

the chapter, verses 16-25, does not contain any more such specific allusions.

It seems rather to deal with the subject from a larger aspect, the general re

lationship of God to His people, and His position in relation to them as the

one who saves them and who guarantees their lasting continuance. This passage

is interestingly arranged. It divides naturally into two sections which, to some

extent, recapituate. The first of these sections, verses 16-19, again repeats

four of the main themes that have been stressed and restressed so frequently

in this portion of the book of Isaiah.

After the wonderful statements of the mysterious way in which God works,

that is contained n verse 15, it is quite natural to turn to a theme which has been

frequent throughout the book, in fact, it is the theme with which chapter 41

began, the confusion that comes to the makers of idols. Verse 16 stresses this

very common theme, a very important one at the time of the exile.

Verse 17 takes the opposing theme, God's blessing upon Israel. It is

expressed in general terms but with stress upon its everlasting quality.

In verse 18 the theme that so often accompanies it is again stressed.

The God's mighty creative power and the fact that He is the only God. This-

we have previously had passages of some length devoted to this important

motif. Here it is summarized in one powerful verse.

Verse 19 goes on to the other theme which so often follows this one,

the visible proof that God is so important. God works in a mysterious way.

He does indeed hide himself in many regards. Consequently it is often difficult

to prove His greatness, His power, and His existence to the unbeliever. But
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the proof t1 t i St eEsed so often in this part of Isaiah is here stressed again, the

fro
proof 9Iis ability to predict the future. He has not spoken in secret nor in a

dark place of the earth. He has given these wonderful predictions long before

the time when they were fulfilled, given them so clearly and plainly that it is

now possible to see exactly how they have been fulilled and how the new ones

are going to be fulfilled. He stresses the fact here that His word is dependable.

He did not order the followers of Jacob, the seed of Jacob, to seek Him, leading

them simply into confusion. He always speaks what is right and true. The

emphasis on prediction is not so clear in this verse as in others, but it certainly

is the theme in mind in it.

After going through, again, recapitulating again these four outstanding

themes, we find the same four themes recapitulated again, but in a slightly differ

ent order and with a slightly differait emphasis. Instead of the order being a, b, c, d,

it is now a, d, c, b. That is to say, the mercy of God toward Israel, which came

in so naturally in verse 17 as the contrast to the confusion that He will bring to

the makers of idols, is here a climax rather than simply a contrast. While the

note of the proof of His existence thwugh His power to predict the future is here

given as it was already in chapter 41, immediately after the statement of the futility

of idol worship.

Verse 20 then reiterates the theme of the folly of idol-worship. Verse 21

shows the clear evidence that instead of following the idols which cannot speak

and certainly cannot predict the future, IUL U there is one who can. Reiterating

the note with which chapter 41 began, he calls upon him to bring them together and

let them take counsel together. Who is it that has told from ancient times what

is now happening? Who has predicted the going into exile, rd the misery that

would follow, and the coming of Cyrus as God's instrument to deliver the people?
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This theme occupies half of the verse, and then its natural conclusion is dealt

with in the last half of the verse. God's predictive power proves His divine

existence and His supreme power. There is no other God beside Him. This

theme that there is no other beside Him is mentioned clearly in the end of verse

18 and is here mentioned twice in verse 21 and again at the end of verse 22.

In verse 20 the address was given in a form that was a bit unusual.

It was addressed to "ye that are escaped of the nation." It is rather hard to

be sure just how to interpret this phrase. Does it nan escape from among the

nations? Or escape from the oppression by the nations? In other words, is it

an objective or a partitive genitive? The construction permits of either inter

pretation. If it is the one who has escaped from the nation, it can refer to

Israel as the one who is yet to escape from the oppression that the hostile

nations have heaped upon her. However, the cbther interpretation is perhaps

more natural, the one from many nations, who have escaped from the bondage

in this verse
of the idolatry and of the wicked oppression. There is no clear proof then/that

a wider audience than Israel is given an offer of salvation but there is certainly

a suggestion of it, The suggestion becomes stronger in verse 22, and following,

where the theme of F Israel's deliverance is given. In verses 22-24 there is

no specific statement that it is Israel's deliverance that is here in mind. But

there are terms which would suggest the possibility that there is being pointed

out the extension of God's saving power through all the world. This term "escaped

of the nations" then might suggest that,in verse 20 . In verse 22 He calls on'll

the ends of the earth" to look to Him and be saved. In 23 He says that unto Him

every knew shall bow and every tongue shall swear. Thus the idea of a uxjJv,e.rsaJ

extension of God's offer of salvation is suggested in these verses, even though

not explicitly declared. Verse 25 comes back to the specific relation to Israel,
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but even here there is an extension. In the Lord shall all the seed of Israel be

justified and shall glory. Some interpret verses of this type as meaning that all

Israel who are justified can find their justification in the Lord and nowhere else.

However, in the context, this idea is quite foreign to he context. It would seem

rather to be a definite promise, that all of Israel is going to be the recipients

of God's wonderful grace. This is certainly not a statement that all who have

ever been descended from Israel will be recipients of this grace. There is too

much evidence in many parts of the Bible, of individuals, or even large groups

of Israel that have utterly rejected the grace of God. It would rather seem to

be a promise that there is a time coming when all of those who are living who

are the seed of Israel will be recipients of God's justifying grade.

Thus the worderful idea that God is going to deliver the people from

exile, which is made so explicit in the first half of chapter 45, rather sinks into

the background in the last half in these marvelous promises of God's 'wonderful

grace extended to all of Israel and also to people to the very ends of the earth.

We must look back again for a moment to note a few specific points

in these verses.

One word which has caused considerable difficulty to intapreters is the

Hebrew word "tohu This word is used in Gen. l.2, where we read that after God

had created the original matter out of which heaven and earth are made there was

a time when the earth was tohu and bohu. Tohu here is generall y taken as

meaning formless, in a state of confusion, or disorganization. The word is

used a few times in the Scripture, not a great many. Here we find it used in two

successive verses. In verse 18 bb says about Ills creation of the world, He created

it not tohu, He formed it to be inhabited. In verse 19 it says, "I said not to the

seed of Jacob, seek ye me tohu." Tohuin the KJ translation "in vain" seems
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to be quite a good one. It is not merely a confused act on the part of the Lord,

creating the world simply as a disorganized mass, while there was the stage in

its development in which it was in this form. It is--His purpose was in forming

it was that it should be inhabited. He made the earth for na n, and there were

stages in its development when it appeared quite disorganized to the onlooker,

and there is a great deal of confusion and disorganization that has been brought

into it at various times as a result of man's sin. However, this was not God's

purpose, God's intention is to make a world in which peace and righteousness

shall reign, and this wonderful objective is indeed going to be attained as a result

of His mighty power.

In, some take the statement in verse 18 as being a ground on which to

f orm the theory that when God originally cited the world, it was created,

definitely organized with people living on it and everything in fine shape and then

the fall of man came as a result of which chaos came into it , and thus there would

be great aeons of time between Gen.l.l and Gen.l.2. It must be said that there

is nothing in the syntax of Gen. 1.1 and 1.2 which denies this theory. On the

other h&li hand there is nothing there that proves it. This verse here is a

rather slim basis on which to prove such a theory. God would seem to be here

speaking about the purpose of the world and contrasting its present confusion

in the state of sin, with the condition into which He is going to bring it. Or

perhaps even specifically contrasting the condition

(g. 15. 3/4)

... this so-called Restitution Theory seems to have been founded by the great

Scotch preacher, Thomas Chalmers, early in the 19th century. In order to account

for geological strata which he did not know where to fit in to the Genesis narrative.

It is true that there is nothing in the syntax of Genesis 1 to make the

theory at all impossible . Whether Genesis 1.2 describes the condition in which
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the original matter of the world was formed , or whether the verse describes a

condition which came thousands or even mi1lins of years after the original

creation described in verse 1, cannot be proven by the Hebrew. However, it is

a great deal to suggest that a long period intervened. We do know that some time

must have intervened between the original creation and the creation of Adam,

because when Satan came to Adam he was a being who had already fallen. There

must have been a time when Satan fell and there must habe been considerable

situation in connection with it. Whether it should be fit between Gen. 1.1 and 1.2

or not is very hard to say. This verse here in IsaIah 45.18 Is hardly a solid

basis oivhich to establish that theory, because there are other possible ways of

interpreting this verse. So it cannot be a solid foundation for that one. It is

possible that God is here speaking about the general confusion of the world, which

has come as a result of man's sin, and pointing out the fact that God is indeed

going to establish a universal condition of righteousness upon the earth. It is

even possible that He is specifically referring here to the land of Palestine -The

land which at that time was in a state of confusion and largely wilderness because

of the destruction that had been wrought by the Assyrian and later the Babylonian

armies, but something which God declares is yet going to be inhabited. This

latter interpretation would fit most excellently with the great stress on the return

from exile in these chapters, but seems little bit out of place here because it

is placed in apposition with God's creation of the heavens at the beginning of the

verse, and this would seem to imply that it is the entire earth rather than merely

Palestine, that 15 here in mind.

In verse 19 the word tohu is used in connection with God speaking to

the seed of Jacob, and it seems that the KJV has done quite rightly in translating

it the same way in both places, and the idea is that God has not given them a

command which they cannot carry out. He doe has not simply called upon them
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to seek Him when actually they will not be able to find Him. It will result only

in confusion. It is not in vain that God has given them this command, but He is

definitely going to carry out His promises. He the Lord speaks righteousness, and

declares things that are right. Most ci the recent translations do not accppt this

interpretation, and the way that they interpret it seems, on the basis of the way

they interpret it it is very difficult to make a great deal of sense out of the passage.

It should be noticed that it does not say in the Hebrew, "seek me in t&u," It is

just tohu, but the word tohu along can mean "in vain." However, the RSV ys "in chao

wildnejj,44-lbne commentator translates it, = Seay "in the

wilderness." It is difficult to see much sense in the context th either of these

statements. The word tohu is certainly capable of the idea that is secured in the

KJV translation.

It would be good to look at the wonderful assurances of God's mercy in

verses 22-24. First He says "look to me and be ye saved all the ends of the earth."

This could be taken as the people of Israel who are scattered in exile in many

directions, so they may be thought of as at the end of the earth, but all of them

are told to look to Him and to be saved. However, there is nothing in the context

requthng limiting it that way to the Israelites, and it would seem morel natural

to think that there is at least a hint here that God is going to extend His salvation

to the ends of the eth. Certainly in verse 23, when He declares that He has

sworn and rra de a definite decision that every knee shall bow to Him and every

tongue shall swear , this would seem to be more than the statement merely that

all the Israelites are to come to Him. It would seem to express an extension of

God's power even over those who have not recognized His existence. In verse

24 both ideas are combined. The Lord says that He has righteousness and

strength, He has given these promises in righteousness, as He uuyu said back
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in verse 19, and He has the strength to carry them out and therefore to Him people

will come, they will turn to H im and all those who are incenses against Him will

be ashamed. The syntax of this verse is rather difficult but the sense seems to

be quite definitely as the K]V as it. It has the two elements in it, one of which

is clear in verse 22, the other one in verse 23, that people come to Him for grace,

but those that have turned against Him are going to be ashamed. And in verse 25,

is the promise that all of Israel will be saved. Compare with this the similar

promise that the apostle Paul makes in Romans.

L the beginning of chapter 46 we again return to the specific theme of

return from, of the deliverance from the exile. We never get very far away from

this theme in this portion of our section, but very often, as in the last half of

45, we have statements of general nature which include it and also go quite a

bit beyond it, suggesting other aspects of God's grace that He will make clear,

that we can expect Him to make clearer in subsequent passages.

Chapter 46 begins with a very specific reference to the gods of Babylon.

These gods, Bel and Nebo, the gods who seemed to be supreme in the world,

now that Babylon had conquered all the other nations, these are going to fail.

They have to be carried, they will be too heavy a load for the beasts, they cannot

carry the burden, they themselves will go into captivity. The reference to the

gods of Babylon, makes it specific, the references to Cyrus here are given in

very general terms. But immediately from this, He returns to His blessing to4

Israel. You might say that in this chapter, starting with verse 3, we have the same

series of themes as we had in chapter 45, verses 16-19. The failure of the idols

is in 46.1, 2. In 3, 4 is God's mercy to Israel, here g. yen in rather general

terms but in striking contrast to 1,2. The idols of Babylon have to be carried,

they cannot deliver the burden, But God is the one who carried His people, evai
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to old age will He carry the people of Israel. Then the third theme in chapter

16-19 was God's great power, and here again we have this theme stressed in

verse 5, to whom will ye liken me and make me equal? The great power of God,

yet in connection with this power of God, the idea of the idols is again brought

in and verses 6,7 reert to the stress in verses 1, 2, the idols are powerless,

they can do nothing, it is only God h o is able to accomplish what is needdd,

and the stress on the power of God and the futility of idols again naturally leads

here as it has in soj many instances to God's power to predict the future, which

is stressed so strongly in verses 9-11. It is interesting that here the power to

predict the future is made more specific than it was in the latter part of chapter 45.

It is more like in 44 where it specifically named Cyrus and told what he was going

to do. Here God declares that what He has determined is going to take place

and He speaks of Himself as "calling a ravenous bird from the east." The man that

executes my counsel from a far country. This strikingly parallels the many refer-

a Ire
ences we hav? Cyrus and clearly another way of pointing out that God is

bringing this "beast of prey" who conquers many lands and overcomes area after

area, that God is bringing him to accomplish His great work and to, the nature of

which is not specified here as having been already so clearly specified at the

end of chapter 44 and the beginning of chapter 45.

In chapter 45 we had no direct word of criticism of any Israelite, It is

possible that verses 9, 10, with their woe to the one that -ti-y strives against

His maker might be referring tothe Israelites, but it could be referring to the

e4 Idolaters or to any enemies of the Lord. There is no clear reference to God's

people as including those who are not accepting Him or following Him. In 46

however, the disappointment that the Lord has already brought out in previous

cpters at the ingratitude of His people and their eilure to be true to Him
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comes again to expression. The first suggestion of it is at the end of verse 8,

where ble says remember this and show yourselves men, quite evidently He must

be speaking to the Israelites here. Bring it again to mind, 0 ye transgressors.

A suggestion here, just a suggestion, of His disappointment, with the attitude of

His people as a whole, but in verse148 12 this is brought out very strongly.

Hearken unto me ye stouthearted, that are far from righteousness. I bring near my

righteousness. Verse 13 gives us again the clear assurance, that He is going to

accomplish His purposes, His salvation will not tarry. He will place salvation

in ' Zion for Israel His glory, a wonderful parallel, although somewhat different

in its precise application to the statement in verse 25 of chart er 45, and to the

many other wonderful promises that God gives to His people.

After this mixture of specific promises in connection with deliverance

from exile, with general statements of God's wonderful mercy, He now devotes

an entire chapter to the overthrow of the Babylonian oppressors. Chapter 47 is

entirely given over to the destruction of the Chaldeans, who have been so haughty

a nd filled with pride. They have felt that the whole world was in their hands.

They now are to find that suddenly they will be cut off and destroyed. They

will be a stubble and fire will burn them. No one would be able to save them.

It is remarkable how suddenly and quickly the Babylonian empire was

destroyed. The death throes of the Assyrian empire occupy the period of nearly

ten years, but the Babylonian empire fell almost like a house of cards when OFF

Cyrus, after conquering all the regions to the north and many of those to the

west fell upon Babylon and took it over...
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In chapter forty-nine it has been pothted out that in verses one to

,' six it is definitely the servant speing. This is made unquestionable by

his quthtin the Lord in verse three as saying, ar my servant" and.

quoting Him again in verse five and in verse six as referring to the speakr

as His servant. So that verse one to six seems undoubtedly to be the servant

speaking. It is the individual servant who represents Israel as proven by

verse three but not Israel as a whole as Proven by verses five and six where

he is distinguished from Israel. There is one question, however, about the

possibility of applying the whole of verses one to six to the servant and

that is the fact that in verse four it is a little difficult to fit it in

with the general impression we have received so far in the book as to what

the ideal servant is to do. We have had the picture in chapter forty-two

of his calmness and keir his intrepidity as he moves forward with no fear

and no discouragement to accomplish his great work. That doesn't quite seem

to fit with verse four. And so the question is raised is verse for the

servant still sneaking or is it Israel interjecting Israel's wonderments. Is

it possible for Israel to fulfill this week ideal work of the servant in

view of Israel's weakness and lack of success. It's a little hard to think

it is Israel interjecting because the "I said" is used exactly as the "my"

and. "I" in the other verses. And. so this leads us to the other possibility.

Is it here instead of that the servant actually giving a phase of his work.

The apparent failure of the actual accomplishment of Christ in his life here.

It was suggested that we might compare the cry of the Lord over Jerusalem--His

cry of anguish there and representing omething of the feeling expressed in

four. We have a definite rob1em here. What decision to make about verse four.

Now this next was suggested that as you go on tb verse seven and the follow

ing verses there are two possibilities. It is clear in verse seven that the

Lord. is speaking. Well, it is also clear in verse six that the Lord. is speaking
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but in verse six the servant is quoting what the Lord. said to the servant.

Now in verse seven is Isaiah simply giving us something which the Lord has

declared or is the servant here conttnuing to quote what the Lord has said to

the servant. Certainly verse eight seems to fit in quite well with this in

terpretation that the servant is quoting the words of the Lord to the servant.

The general form of verse seven is quite parallel to that of verse six although

the content is different. It seems to be the Lord speaking about the servant.

It was suggested that a good evidence for considering it 'to be the servant here

quoting the words of the Lord. to him is the comparison of chapter fifty

three where the servant is described as going throggh the suffering similar to

that described here. Verses seven to twelve seem to form a definite unit. If

r2- the Lord is speaking here the Lord. speaks right through verse twelve. If the

servant is quoting the Lord he quotes the Lord. right through verse te1va.. Now

in verse thia if the Lord. is sfleaking up to this point might perhaps be the

Lord. continuing although there is a certain difficulty with this. It might, on

the other hand, be a chorus or Isaiah or the servant. If the servant is quoting

the Lord from seven to twelve then quite probably it is the servant speaking.

In any event the meaning of thirteen is clear and it doesn't make much difference

who said. it. It is not like four where the meaning is largely dependent on the

4question of who said it. Verses fourteen to seventeen are &&early the Lord. not

the servant speaking. The Lord is answering a problem which is raised.. The-

problem is closed. in verse fourteen. Who closes the problem? Does the Lord

te what Zion says in order to answer it. Does Isaiah give what Isaiah says

and then the Lord. answers it. Does the servant quote what Isaiai sys. This

last is probably the less likely of the three but it really doesn't make much

I difference who states it. The important thing is who answers it. The problen
c2) 1. 7
closed the problem that is in the mind of Zion and then we find the Lord

'1giving His answer in verses fifteen to seventeen. Verse eighteen and following

is probably a continuation of what the Lord has said in verses fifteen to seveh-
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teen. It certainly seems to fit well together with it. Now in that case

it is all dealing with XX Israel. Dealing with God's promised. blessing

for Israel. There is only one thing to raise a question about, that is a

r.'O statement in verse twenty children which thou shalt have, after thou. hast

lost the other" and. in twenty-one "Then shalt thou say in thine heart, Who hath

begotten me these, seeing I have lost my children." These two verses suggest

the possibility that these are adopted children or spiritual, children rather

than natural children. That is a problem which we might leave to cothider but

a very serious problem. Is this here dealing with Israel as it increases

receiving material blessing or do these two verses suggest spiritual blessing

coming through the servant. If it were not for these two verses we would have

no difficulty considering all the rest of the -chapter in dealing with physical

blessing to physical Israel. These two verses raise the question which we

might hold in abeyance for the moment. At any rate, it seems to be probably

a rather continuous passage from verse fifteen to twenty-six. It would apear,

to me that there are two general possibIlites regarding this chapter. One is

we have the servant speaking in verses one to twelve and in these verses the

general work of the servant is described with the great emphasis on his deliverance

of his people from sin and the outgoing of the Gospel and. then from verse fourteen

on we have the problem of material Israel and God's continuing mercy to Israel

throughout with no particular reference to the servant at all. The

other possibi].it is that verse one to twelve s as we have considered it the
------------

servant speaking telling of the Lord's blessing to and through him, his delivery

from sin and the going out of the Gospel and then as in verse fourteen and

following the Lord turns back to the objection of Zion that she is forsaken

and. answers the objection with declaring that both material and spiritual

blessings are in store and of the spiritual. blessing as described in verses

twenty and twenty-one particularly includes the other children whom Zion wonders
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who has begotten them. The Lord. has begotten for Zion the spiritual seed

of Abraham that these are included but that also material blessings to Israel

are involved. in the rest of the chapter. Now there are these two possiblilties

it seems to me. In't know of any third thou/gh there may be one but we might

take this problem and consider it somewhat later. What about verse twenty-four?

q In verse twenty-four a further presentation of the difficulty parallel to verse

fourteen, but if we exclude terse twenty-four from what the Lord. speaks is there

any difficulty in attributing everything else from verse fourteen to twenty-six

to the Lord., noting of course that the Lord. is quoting in verse twenty-o4e

from someone else "Then shalt thou say in thine heart. This one is not the

servant whom the Lord. is here quoting but surely it is Israel. It is a
chapter

strikingly parallel to the statement in Isaiah twenty-nine. In ese twenty-nine

verses twenty-two and. twenty-three "Jacob shall not now be ashamed, neither shall

his face now wax pale. But when he soeth his childre, the work of mine hands,

in the midst of him, they shall sanctify my name." It is strikingly parallel

to the problem here "Then shalt thou (Israel) say in thine heart, ho hath

begotten me these, seeing I have lost my children." In the first three verses

of chapter fifty the idea of the last verses of forty-nine is continued. The

Lord speaks further about the deliverance of Israel and in verses two and three

declares that he is able to deliver them and will do so. In verse one the

first half of the verse fits in still with this same theme "what makes you think

the Lord has cast you off?" Compare verse fourteen of the previous chapter.

vrriat makes you think Hess done that? No He hasn't done it; you have sold your

self for your iniquity. This little touch on the theme of the iniquity of

Israel in the end. of verse one here is not found at all in the last half of

chapter forty-nine nor in verses two and. three of chapter fifty.

From verses three to four there is quite a sharp change. Surely it is

3s.f
not the same person speaking in verse four as in verse three. That is hardly
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conceivable. Who is speaking in verse four. Just how does it fit in with

the general thought here. Is verse four to nine the servant Sieaking? That

surely fits excellentrfrom five to nine. I suppose four does also thought

it seems a little bit strange. Five to nine is o definitely the servant

that almost certainly four should. be too. In this case we have a sharp

transition between three and. four. The Lord declares His great Dower, He will

deliver. He is very slightly touched on that thought. The reason they need

deliverance is not because God chose to cast them off. It is not because God.

was nable to protect them. It is only because their iniquities and their

transgressions had brought them to iis situation. So that would rather

naturally lead to the servant of God speaking and declaring how he is going

to save them from these iniquities and transgressions which led to the

Babylonian exile and which i± not solved will inevitably lead. them to other

worse trouble afterwards. verse four fits in

excellently with the life of Christ. His speaking with the doctors, his preach

ins, his whorting and his declaring the Word. That is all true and yet it is

an idea which seems somewhat novel in the context in Isaiah here where we don't

yet know about Christ. Is it perhaps our first glimpse of a very interesting

asect of his life.

Four to nine seems closely tied together by the first person pronoun, It

'a"Ois interesting that in four we have "he wakeneth mine ear" and in five "he hth

opened mine The very phrase "mine ear" used in both. This would seem

to tie it together and suggest that it is the same one speaking. At any rate,

it seems to me it would. be quite unnatural to think of some other party inter

jecting just the one verse here. There is no special reason for it

although I don't quite feel that it is impossible.

Now in verses five to nine, is there any possibility that this is Israel

speaking or is it definitely the servant speaking. The statements of his not
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being rebellious, his giving his back to the smiters, etc., seems to sound

more like the servant than like Israel; they don't fit the picture of Israel

going into bondage at all. The thing that seems to at first sight to look

against it being the servant is the declarations of his deprnidence on God who

is going to help him. Yet as we look at the New Testament we find that Christ

constatly looked to His P4ther for help and He lived in the strength of His

Fa/ther but the Holy Spit rested. upon Him and endued Him with power. Sof

this thought here of the servant needing the help of God is certainly not

contrary at all to the New Testament teaching about the servant. Does the

end of verse four refer to the habit ofChrist arising early in the morning

to go and pray to the XXX Father? How do verses five to nine come to be

insertad at this point. The modernist would doubtless say "these are from

a servant's which in some way has been inserted, here without any

unity with what Drecedee it. We, of course, do not interpret it that way.

We look for a unity of thought. We find our unity of thought in the fact that

in verse one they have been told that it is for their iniquity that they have

gone into captivity and now the answer to the problem of iniquity of Israel

is given. The servant will bear their sins. That is not clearly brought out

in these verses here. It is something which the reader of Isaiah would not

fully understand at this point. It is not until we get to chapter fifty-three

that the idea is fully explained which is here suggested in such an interesting

way.
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2/9 Important thing is not who poses the problem but who answers it.
2/10 15-17 The problem answered
2/10 18

5/1-S 49:20-21 Spiritual, or natural children?

/6-io Two general possibilities regarding this chapter suggested
4/1-5 (cont'd)

4/7-9 50:1-5
4/9-10 3-4

5/1-10 50:4-9

6/4 so:4
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Isa.43.14 is a verse which gave me considerable uneasiness. As the verse

stands in the English, it seems to be a statement that God has delivered His people

from the Babylonians. Stated in the past, one immediately feels that a prediction of

deliverance should be translated rather in the future, even if it should be a prophetic

perfect that is used. It could be something pointing to the future, using a prophetic

perfect, and yet it would seem that most likely it refers to something that has already

happened at the time, with which the chapter is dealing. If it was a prophetic perfect,

j surely it should have been rendered past in the English.

There is an additional difficulty, the statements of the verse are rather strange

and hard to fit in with the idea of it referring to deliverance. When it says that he

has sent to Babylon and brought down all their nobles, the statement bFW "brought down

ihs1 interpreted as meaning "overcome" or "overwhelmed". In Hebrew I know of

no case --certainly very few, if any cases--where the verb "to come down" is used in the

positive to mean "overthrow." It would seem to req'ure another word with it, like "bring

down to confusion" or to "bring down to destruction." Now simply to bring down. To

cause to come down usually refers to physical motion, not to a defeat.

The English word "nobles" is a guess on the part of the translators. There

seems to be no evidence for it in the Hebrew. The form of the word which is used in the

the Hebrew would seem more naturally to mean 'fugitives ." Once or twice this word is

so translated in the 0. T. There is not a great deal of evidence for the word in this

form having that naning. But it should be noticed that the noun is derived from the

verb which is quite common and which means to flee. Therefore the meaning "fugitive"

would seem a very natural interpretation. A somewhat similar Hebrew word having a

half vowel instead of a long a under the first consonant means "bars." If the vocalization

were to be changed that could be considered as a possible interpretation in this

place. However, it hardly seems to fit the context.
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Some time ago I arrived at the hypothesis that this verse, in the light of the

previous and following verses, might be a reference to the past rather than to the coming

deliverance, and might refer to God's act in bringing the Babylonians to conquer the

Jews, thus in the verses immediately before, God is pointing out His great power. This

verse might say, You can be sure of my great power to deliver you when and if I choose

by the fact that it was I who brought you into captivity, under the Babylonians.

It is very clearly taught in Isaish and elsewhere that the conquest is not because

the Jews could not defend themselves, but because God brought the Babylonians , as

His scourge, to punish the Israelites. This being the case it is certainly not at all

impossible that verse 14 is to be considered as actually past, and as a reference to the

original conquest of the Israelites by the Babylonians. f!

Considering that this was probably the best interpretation in the light of the

context, I tried to figure how the various elements of the verse could fit into it properly,

and was quite baffled until recently, at one or two of the poirts involved.

The first objection that would strike the reader to this meaning, referring to

the conquest, i tbe fact that it begins with the words "for your sake." These words

would seem to suggest that this is to be something good for the Israelites, and that it

is for their sake that God is going to overthrow the Babylonians. However, the Hebrew

phrase, translated 'for your sake" can just as well be translated "on accouont of you,"

and surely it is on accouht of the Israelite that God caused , allowed the Babylonians

to capture Palestine, and to take them into captivity, It was a punishment for th1r

sins, a thought that was brought out very clearly in other verses even in this same

chapter here. So translating the Hebrew in that equally permissible way, this objection

to its referring to the conquest is removed. The statementi have sent to ylori'cou1d,

of course, be taken in either way.

The statement "I have brought down all their nobles" gave me considerable un

certainty. What would it mean to bring down people from Babylon. r discussed the
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matter with Dr. Speiser rather briefly, and he made a suggestion which impresses me

as an excellent one. The Hebrew word for "west" is'to the sea" and refers to the

going from Jerusalem, which is half a mile high, down to the sea which is a comparatively

short distance away, and yet very much lower. This being the case, since westward

always is stated in Hebrew as "toward the sea" it would be a very natural way of

referring to going westward, to speak of going down. I want to make a bit more study

of usage of this in Scripture to see what parallels I c find for it.

The suggestion was made that people always speak of going to Jerusalem as

going down. This, however, I do not think is true. We read in the psalms about Jerusalem

the place where the tribes go up. It is my impression that they the-y speak much more

frequently of going up to Jerusalem, than of going down to Jerusalem. But oing

westward from Babylon might be thought of as going down, even if it ended with a

place like Jerusalem, which had a higher altitude than Babylon. Sothis could refer

to the coming of the people from Babylon.

Now the next problem is the word translated "nobles" but which would

doubtless better be translated "fugitives." Just what relevance does "j fugitives" have

in the context? If it was a reference to the original conquest, nobles would be very

appropriate, fr.r we read in Jeremiah how the Babylonian nobles took theirplace in the

gate of Jerusalem, after the conquest, and reghlated the beginning ci the exile.

There seems to be, however, no philological justiflcatin for the interpretation of

"noble." What about the interpretation "fugitive"?

At the tine when Isaiah predicted, as given in Isaiah 39, that the Babylonians

would be the ones who would conquer Jerusalem, this seems an extremely unlikely

prediction. Babylon had for many years been subject to Assyria. Occasionally,

the Babylonians gained their freedom, then the Assyrian king would come with a

great army and would dat the Babylonian army and take the city. Some of the Chaldeans,

the leaders who were at this time in control of Babylon, often fled down to the
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marshland at the north of the Persian Gulf. Then they managed to hide in the

marshland in such a way that the Assyrians were unable to seize them. Occasionally,

a leader of Babylon would make his way off to Elam to the east and would there be

given political asylum. Then when things quitel down a bit these Chaldean leaders

would make their way back again, to Babylon, and again stir up insurrection. The.

Assyrians had so much trouble this way with Babylon that, on one or two cases, they

tried actually to destroy the city and to leave it a ruin. Thus the pplelt appelatlon

fugitive would not be at all out of place in reference to the leaders of Babylon in the

time of Isaiah.

When Isaiah made his prediction in Isa. 39 it seemed extremely unlikely that

L1 people from this land , which was constantly struggling to maintain itself against

the Assyrians, and usually fell before the Assyrian army, that this country, whose

leaders were so often fugitives, would be able to send an army so far to the west as

Jerusalem and to conquer that city. Thus at that time the reference "fugitive" would

be quite appropriate for speaking of the country.

The same consideration might be applied to the last part of the verse. The

Chaldeans whose cry is in the ships. This co uld be a designation of the Chaldeans

as men who were active in commercial and military operations on the Euphrates River.

It could refer to them... (an interruption)

The reference to the Chaldeans "whose cry is in the ships" uld suggest

that the Chaldeans who had lived for a large part of their career in the marshlands at the

northern end of the Persian Gulf and had secured control of Babylon, who were

doubtless very active in connection with the ships on the river, to think of these

people who were often fugitives from the Assyrians, and who had such a struggle to

maintain themselves at the time of Isaiah--to think of them as coming clear across the

desert to the west and conquering Jerusalem was something that wuki have impressed

one as extremely 1mprobabl in the day of Isaiah. So now as Isaiah looks forward
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to the time of the exile and in imagination puts himself in that situation, he says, just

see what happens. These ko seem to be just fUgitives, these thaldeans, whose

traveling activities seem to be restricted to ships on the Mediterranean, these people

God has brought clear across the desert in such force that they conquered Jerusaln

and todç the people off into exile. This God had predicted in the past, this God has

brought about exactly as he had predicted it. The fact that God was able to do this

great thing in the past is assurance that God can reverse it if He chooses and can de

liver the people from the Babylonians in the future. Just before and just after this

verse the emphasis is onthe power of God, the specific references to deliverance were

largely earlier in the chapter, or also found in great measure at the end of the next

chapter.
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1 4;i4 Prophetic perfect

1/4- "brought down" - not mean to overthrow, or defeat. Physical motion.

1/7 "nobles" - fugitives

2/1 4:l4 May be a ref. to past rather than to coming deliverance
Ref. to original 6iiueet of Israelites by Babylonians
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2/5 'for your ealce3"- on account of you " can be also Heb. mng.

2/10 "brought down all their nobles"

Speiser's suggestion. 1-leb. for "west" is "to the sea". Natural
way of referring to going westwari "going down".
Could refer to the coming of the people from Babylon.

3/6 43:14 "c" - fugitives

3/8-10 Historical situation with ref. to use of term "fugitive" here.
4/1-6 (cont'd)

4/7 -10 "whose cry is in the ships"

s/i-s 4i4



Is. 1 to-''- II
I

In the book of Isaiah here we are still looking at this section. We want to

ro a little faster now. We ar ].].1ookin however, at the section from 56:9

on. I think we are gaining new insight each time we have discussed this material.

This discussion of the sin of the leaders of the people and the people as a whole.

Then God's declaration at the end of chapter 57 that He would bring great

blessing to those who are the ones who are trusting in Him. Then in 58 the discussion

0 the wrong attitude toward ceremonies. Ceremonies are a help in the develop

ment of the religious life. Ceremonies are a guide in bringing one closer to Rod.

Ceremonies are of assistance along the way as one tries to follow Him, but they are

a&ypr _gn end in themselves. If one takes the ceremony and forgets the reali, he

would be better off if he didn't have the ceremony at all. So he says make the

ceremony a reality. Make it show a sincere attitude in your heart that you are

really tryUig to help the seedy and to stand for what is righteous and to do what

is good. Then follow the ceremonies that God has given you as a help in your

Christian life. Then will your life break forth as the morning and your health

will spring forth speedily. Righteousness will go before you. When Israel

adopts this attitude, God will bless Israel. When the Christian adopts this

attitude God will bless the Christiah. Anyone who takes this attitude is going to

find material blessing from the Lord, but materill_blessing never come apart from

spiritual blessings. There may be tithes when there will be no material blessing

and times of great persecution and hardship and difficulty, but these times, after

all, are not the predominant times in the history of the followers of God. They

are .any but they are taken for the whole as the exceptional. ven take the three

hundred years which w call the time of persecution before Christianity became

a state religion or even a definitely permitted. religion in the Roman world. Daring

those years we have tremendous persecution, but between the persecutions there were

periods three or four times as long as the persecutions in which the Christians

prospered. The very fact of their righteous living may have caused them to go

forward and to prosper arid God blessed them in material iays. Two hundred years



ago, I giesz it would be two hundred now, in Thgland. there was a group known as the

Quakers, a group which was anxious to serve the Lord. There were certain points

on which they would differ from us in their interpretation but they were sincerely

anxious to serve the Lord and. to put Him first and they certainly had the heart of

true Christianity. There are Quakers today who have. There are many of them today

h° have completely lost touch with the great evangelical teachings. But they were

truly evangelical. Christians, the Quakers of two hundred Zge years ago. Yet with

their peculiar ideas and attitudes they were persecuted and the Ouaker hardly had

any protection of the law. It w as considered fair gain to steal his goods and to

plunder his house. They went through terribleese.cution in Israel. Inspite of it

they prospered. Iventually the time cane when they were prosperous and well-to-do

in ngland ft and. they certainly became so in America. Th---)d & very large

portion of the wealth of Philadelphia is in the hands of the Quaker families. God

has blessed in a material way over the course of the years those who have followed

Him, not necessarily in any one individual life, not necessarily any Christians in

one particular year, but over the course of the years God gives material blessings

to those who follow Him. And God promises material blessings will come to those
While

who follow Him. Tkxxethose who do not may prosper greatly for a certain period

of time are bound eventually to have misery not only fr the next life but in this

life as well.

So in this particular chapter I think a great part of the emphasis is on the

material blessings thaw ill come. Those who are truly following God and using the

cereTfl0e5 as He desires them to are to see the re-establishment of the material

prosperity of former days, the rebui'ding of the old waste places, the setting up

again of that which they have enjoyed or their ancestors enjoyed before. In the last

verse there is a note which seems particularly to be addressed to Israel, u1 will

cause you to ride upon the high places of the earth and feed thee with the heritage

of Jacob, thy father, for the mouth of the Lord hath spoken it."



That thirteenth verse as we noticed where it said turn away from aoing

thy pleasure on my holy day" I doubt has specifically reference to amusements.

I do not think that is altogether a proper use of this verse. I think the theme

of this verse is that it is 'od's day and not your day; that it is a day to do

what He wants rather than what you want to do. Of course, the attitude which is

characteristic in a special way of the Sabbath is an attitude which would be

characteristic of the whole life. The question regarding anything should be not

what gives me pleasure but what is the Lord's pleasure and that which is the Lor's

pl-asure in the end may give us pleasure. Then in 59 we have in the begInniig

the discussion of the terrible moral situation, the people saying, "Well, God can't

help us' and. yet He says it is not fair to say that God can't help us. You haven't

given God a try. You haven't given Him a fair chance to help you. You have

separtted yourselves from God by your in.iquitites. Your sins have spparated. Him

from you. There is wickedness and evil upon you. Of course, these people did.

not recognize that fact. Very seldom do the people who are addressed in the

teriis used in this book recognize that they are evil. They think that they are

righteOUs good people. They are faithful church goers. They are supporters of

the work. They are certainly perfectly safe before the Lord. But the prophet

points what their real character is and these verses

are verses for us not to simply pass over and say, "Oh, well, that is a description

of those wicked people and God put His curse on them but they do not have any

direct relevance for us." They are a description of character which find their

fullest expression in people who are o'itside of thejale of Christianity, but they

are wicked characteristic which are in the heart of wicked man and which any one

of us may have t0 ouite an extent without realizing it. The Lord wants us to examine

our hearts. Theoretically there is much to be said for the confessional, the

institution of the Roman Catholic Chruch. That is to say, done as intended, as to

be done, it could be a very wonderful thing for a man who is truly a man of Pod

to act as the confidant of another Christian and to assist that Christian in entering







into his heart and mind in order to see what is opened up for him that which is

wrong and show him what he deeds to bring before God and to see that it is

under the blood and turned away from. Done right it could be a very, very useful

thing and it is indeed a part of the work of any true Christian minister, not to

try to pry into other people's affatrs but when people come to you, help them with

their roubles and t0 show them that the main cause of their trouble is the sin

within their hearts ancL to reveal this to them. This is for a true man of God who

has a great advantage in doing this. x when he has the attitude which a man would

have coming to confessional in the Roman Catholic Church considering that you had

4ight to thus ask these questions.and thus enter into the innermost resources

of his heart. An institution which had a very proper purpose originally developed

into something whIiiiü t uixtx became a mere professional thing, to some

extent a substitution for a heart's repentance, to some extent even an inciter

to wIcked9A5 it developed it b'caine a very harmful institution. tit it rep

resents a rue phase of true Christian service. 8ertainly if one can do it for

ie's self, s if one can Inquisite one's self, that i* the most tmportant thing

of all. All, that the father confesser really could do wo'ild be to help the man

to do hat wouL. be his duty himself, to examine his heart and to mx learn how

much wickedness is truly there. It is one of the things that I praise the Lord most

for in my college course that at times, not simply that He kept me from the unbeli f

that was being taught very subtefly in some of the xii classes ( that was a very

great kindness which the Lord did for me but that was not nearly as bai,i in t e

college there as it became shortly afterwards) but in the course I noticed seveiil

times when the pleasant life of the college and. the many things that appealed

to various Irstincts put one in a position where he founu. that some earthly

goal W'.5 seeming brighter to be the great thing that he was working for. I

remember in debating one time when I expected to receive a position Ii4he top

debating team and. failed to get it. I realized right afterwards that I had been

paying too much attention to that thing. That that ting had become an end in
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itself and a goal for me, and I had. one of the most blessed. experiences with the

Lord. that I have ever haLl in in?ife right after that experience when the Lord.

showed me that it wasn't a tenth of importance whether I mate that particular

team or not as it was whether He was truly first in everything in my life. I

remember how very grateful was to the Lord for that particular thing. I think

it j a thing that we need over and over in our lives-that theLord. will show us

where we are slipping into the ways of wickedness. There is no one of us kko is

ever fully sanctified. But there are big steps that ww take forward in our

sanctification tki± but we don't stay there. We slip back, so we must look to Him.

We are like Peter when we look to ourselves we slip into the zxxx waves

immediately. It is only as we look to Him th.t we can stand above the waves and

can ride upon the high places and se the heretage of Jacob afar.

So in verse 9 we have that prayer of confession, a prayer of declaration of the

terrible sins to which the people have coe. We wait for light and behold

obscurity, for brightness but we walk in darkness. We grope for the wall like the

blind. The condition into which the human being falls when he begins following

hims.if and trusting himself I-iteaa of trusting Goa. The unfortunate thing is that

ev'rytk±ixjr,-x group of people, efery race, every secion of humanity at some

time or other gets into exactly the situation described in verses 9 to 15, but most

don't
realize it and think that they are really going forward when actually they

are just c i the situation described here. The paragraph ends in the midile

verse 15. It is a very, very strange verse division that combines the last

section of one long prt here and the very beginning of another and makes them one

verse. CertainlY instead of a paragraph beginning "and he saw that there w,--..s

man" it should begin "and the Lord saw it and it desp1ased Him". Certainly

it Is a very vital verse division right in the middle of verse 15. So we have

here this passage of rebuke from 59, rebuke axxvirw against sin an the prayer of



confession of sin and the punishment that is coming as a result of the sin

the condition into whtth the people had slipped and then the passage of

blessing and. this passage which begins at t 15a is a passage which certainly

goes at least to the end of the chapter and. thn we find that the blessing

continues through charter 60 and 61 and 62 and 63, but at 63 at vrese 7 an

entirely new section begins. We'll k say this that from 63_tp the end of the

book is a unified section. It is a section which has a unified structure a

unified section. There is nothing immediately before it has a close relation-

ship to it. So that is a definite section. Now from the beginning of chapter
ci rc...

0 these passages 60, 61, and 62, and 63:1-6 are to be considered a portion

of one section which began at 59:15b or are they to be considered as separate

sections here? As you know in the book of Isat&i the large sections are usually

more than chapters. 5o it would seem kk rather reasonable that these are not

all just separate sections. Xither from the beginning of 60 to 63:6 it is a

section by itself or that it goes with what belongs before it. There is a certain

unitY at least, an immediate obvious unity. 141 '-
6

There is an immediate obvious unity between 59:l5 b and 63:6 that it is all blessing.

It all teals with the wonderful work which God is doing for his people. None of

it is made up of god's rebuke to His people for thetr sin or His declaration to

them that they will receive punishment. So that it would seem at least a possibility

to be considered whether this is the third one of three passages of blessing or

whether this is as a whole makes ene passage of blessing. That is a possibility to

be consia.ered.. Now in order to decide that we look through the passage and. see

if we find sharp divisions in it or if we find something of an underlying unity

to it. When we do that we immediately note certain rather interesting facts. We

note that the passage as a whole seems to end. on a very similar note to that with

which it begins. That is a v ry intrresting thing. That does not alone absolutely

prove that it is one unified, subject, but it dertainly suggests it. You note the
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begin-ing of the passage, "The Lord saw and it displeased Him. There was no

jugmt and He say that there was no man and wondered that there w as no inter
I-..

/Sctcessor, therefore His arm brought salvation unto him end his righteousness sustained

him, for he put on righteousness as a breastplate and the helmet of salvation on

his head and put on the garments of vengeance and was clad with zeal as a coat

According to their deeds, accordingly he will repay fury to His adversaries and.

recompense to his enemis to the islands he will repay recompense." Now this

passage describing God's punishment against the wicked forces o'itside of the

grOlP of hi-s followers. This passage has a remarkable similarity to chapter 63,

. p
verses 1 to 6. ho is this who comth from dom with died garments from

This that glorious in his apparel, tYPtx taveling in the greatness of hi:

strength. I that speak inrighte0lsessi mighty to save. erefore art thou

read in thy aparel and thy garments like he that spreaaeth in the winefat. I have

trodden the winepress alone. -aop1e---e Of the people there is none with me.

I will tread them i my anger and. trample them in my fury. Their blood, will be

sprinkled upon my garments and I will stain all my raiment for the day of vengeance

is in my heRrt and the year of my redeemed is comet' Then look at the last two

verses and see the remarkable similarity itxtx with the beginning. "The Lord

saw that there ws no Judgment, he saw that there was no man, and wondered that ther

was no intercessor, therefore his arm brought salvation to him." Listen to this

now--verse 5. "And I looked and. there was none to help and I saw that there w,s none

to uphold. Therefore my own arm brought salvation unto me and. my fury upheld me

and I will tre 'd down the people in my anger and make them drunk with my fury and

i will bring down their strength to the earth." It is absolutely impossible to fail

to see when you put them side by side the remarkable similarity between 63:l.6 and.

59:l5b to 18. Recompense God's fury upon His enemies, upon them who are thought of

as outside of his vineyard; He h&s trodden the winepress alone. There was none wt

him. He is spoken of as his arm brought salvation to him--his righteousness sus-

tained him. e looked and there was none to help, none to uphold. 'e wondered
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that there was no man. He wondered that there was no intercessor. Therefore

His arm brought salvation to him. Therefore mine own arm brought salvation

to me. What a remarkable similarity l I don't think you wo'ilu. find any other

passage in the book of Isaiah that uld have half the similarity to either of these

passages that they have for each other. Incact In fact I doubt if you xxit would

iind a passage ijwhere else in the -bible that would have the similerity to either

0f these passages that they have for each other. Therefore it seems to me that it is

inescapable that there is a close relationship between these two passages. Of

course, you might have the discussion of the same theme exactly taken up in

two different main sections of the book--entirely possible. But when you have what

is a continuous passage of blessing and have this long passage of blessing
)whether

there are divisions within it or not, starting with this specific rather unique

note and ending with the sine note exactly with somany points of similarity between

the beginning and. end, it eertainly creates a presumption in your mind that err-iv

the passage is a passage. starting on the same noe and. ±kxx the same rather

extended idea and ending on the same extended idea with a number of details

corresponding very closely to it. 'Ne

Now that suggests then the cue tion, H we have here a unified passage , do we

have other marks of similarity of structure? If the first thing in it corresponds

exactly with the last thing in it, do we have in between these a long section

with just an intvoduction and a conclusion arid then a main section divided into parts?

Or does a structire of similarity between the beginning and the end extend further?

Well, it is rather interesting when we auggeit that idea as a possibility to note th.t

117at the beginning of it at the end of chanter 59 after verse we read the statement,

"so shall they fear the name of the Lord from the west and his glory from the rising

of the sun when the enemy shall come in like a flood. The spirit of the Lora shall

lift up a standard against them. and the redeiner shall cope to Zion and unto them

that turn from transgression in Jacob. Thus saith the Lord As for me this i
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my covenant with them. My spirit that is u%pon me and my words that I have put in

thy mouth shall not depart from out of th, mouth or from the mouth of th.y seed.

A redeemer coming to Zion and. establishing an everlasting covenant. We have this

note in verses tx 19 to 21.

Now let us look at what immediately preceded the passage in chapter 63 and see

.f axly similar structure is suggested there. There we find, verses 10 to 12, "Go

through, go through the gate. xkxKxpx Prepare the way of the people. Cast up a

highway. Oather up the stones. Lift up a standard for the people." What does

that suggest? When the enemy shall come in like a flood, the Spirit of the

Lord shall *,lift a standard against him. Behold the lord has proclaimed t* the

end of the world, say ye to the dter of ion, behold, thy salvation cometh.

Behold his reward is with him and. his work before him. ere we 1T that the

redeemer shall come to Zion and unto them that turn from transgression, saith

the Lord, and they zuktx shall call them the holy people, the redeemed of the

Lord, and thou shalt be called soughtout, a city not forwaken. As for me this is

y covenant with them, my spirit is upon thee and the words that are put in thy

mo"th shall not depart out of tk thy mouth or thy seed or thy seed's seed from

henceforth and forever." Certainly there ar many points ñizx of similarity

between this passage in verses 10 to 12 and Verses 19 to 21, even though the

similarity is not quite as marked as that of the verses t which we looked previously.

So we might say w have a--if you call l5a to 1 "a" and then call 19 to 21

"b". If you speak of that in that way, you certainly then would find that you could

call chapter 63:1-6 "a" and you w uld be justified I think undoubtedly although

not quite so conclusively justified as in $3:1-6 Incalling *xx 62:10-12 "b" 'also.

So you have a passage starting wIth"a" and then"b" and then That is a very

interesting similarity. Does this similarity go any further?

Well, let us look aftrr the end of 59 at what we have in chapter 60 . In chapte

60 we fin, the exhortation' to rise and shine. Thy light is come. The glory of the

Lord is risen upon thee. The Gentiles will come to thy 1,ght and to thy rising.
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Here is a deaciption which seems probably to refer -th.stetc principally to

Israel because it is often contrasted with the gentiles. It is a description of

matal blessing, great material blessing and great advancement which is to come

to certain ones and it is described i+onsiáerable detail, the relationship to other

nations round about. This descrition we find, in chapter 60. It i3 impossible

to avoid or keep from seeing a very marked similarity in chapter 62, verses 1 to

9. "For Zion's sake I will not h&].d my peace, and for sake I will not

rest. Let the righteousness thereof go forth as brightness." Similar to the

beginning of 60. "Arise, shine , for thy lKtk light is come ann. the Gentiles shall

come to th1
light." 62, verse and the Gentiles shall see thy righteousness

and. all kings thy glory and thou shalt be called by a new name.' You go on aria you

find gr''at blessings promised to Zion, to Jerusalem, by the Lord, and blessings which

will be seen of the Gentiles throughout all the earth described in chapter 62:1-9

and yoi4find a very similar theme contained in the 22 verses of chapter 60. There

is such a marked similarity that if I read you almost any verse of one or the other

0f these you would have difficulty telling which of the two chapters it belonged in.

you might easily separate from most other chapters at which we have looked.

Certainly it is altogether different from the passages which we have called "all and

Ilbil.

So we have "a", 'b", and "c" and. then we have "C", "b", and "a'. That is an e

interesting str,icittr Well, "&' and. "b1' and "c" you night say would be leading up

t a peak sort of and then "c", "b" , and 1a" coming down from this peak. You could

call it that--going up the steps and going clown or yOU could speak of it perhaps

as an envelope style with the outer wrapping and then the I 'ier. That laces

chanter 61 in a way at the climax f it. It plcces 61 at the center of it. dhat do

we find in 61? We have an individual speaking and proci.aiming that God is doing a

work through him. The spirit of the Lord God is upon him because the Lord has anointed

him to procilim the acceptable year of the Lord and the day of vengeance of our God.
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There we have the redeemer himself steaking in chapter 61 declaring the great work

which He does and before and fter it we have the outworking upon Zion and the

wonderful blessing which CO!!S Lo Zion and. then before and after th.t we have the

raising of the standard and. the everlasting covenant which God makes with his

people and before and after that you have God coming in great judgment an great

power and showing His wrath upon those who have oppossed his work and. his people.

Now it seems to me that when we note that structure there which is in the very

ezzenae of the passge as it is arranged it is pretty hard to avoid feeling that this

is definitely a unified passage. That it forms one ±2' definite unit with a unified

structure, a unified progress. fzxx of thought. Not a progrebss of thought .t

such as we are apt to have in most of our talks--introduction, points, and ccn-

/ clusion--hut a progress starting and going up to a point and then coming back and

retracing the various lines of interest th.t we have built as before. You might say

that you start iith certain needs and God answers the need and says that these

particular
needs will be met and. then He shows how they will be met. They are met

e the redeeme. After descriing the work of the redeemer he retraces his steps

and shows us how there flows out of te work of the redeemer all tose wonderful

blessings w1ch he has first aescribed as meeting the g±eat need. There is a

very interesting structure here which I think we observe very much. I think that is

one of the finer principles of study of Scripture. That is to look at the Scripture

and try to see what kind of a structure we have. See how much of it is a unified

section nd what definite principles there are in it and where there is a ehange to

a different structure or to a different general subject u suggesting another mail

section of the narrative. When you get the structure, not simply by the fact that

ix it begins with a certain word, behold, or hear yes every so often or somet ing

like that. Thosenay be in it as indications but get the rain structure first and when

you get it see how these fit in with it. Then you are ready to understand the thought

better and to interpret the verses in the light of the context. z.-



Why not say for 61 that the redeemer describes His world Now I haven't worked

out the best possible labels for these by any "jeans. Some of you may suggest

better labels than I have thought of. We want to see just what is in then. Surely

the way it egins it is the speaking and surely he is describing his work.

He is telling what he is goigg to do. Now there are those who say that at the beginning

of 61 the Lord Jesus speaks and describes Eis first coming and then that He stops.

That is to say that in the New Testament where Christ read this, He stop ed. exactly

at t'e point where he finishes the description of the first coming and begins the

descfiption of the second coming. Now that is tkx an interesting question. Does

the redeeier her describe first the first coming and. then describe the second

or does he present his work in general without dealing first with one coming

and. then with another. Dons he perhaps speak touching on one aix or the tother and

going back and forth ancL dealing just with one and. just with other. Or does he

describe his work in general without dividing it into the phases of the work which

he gives? What is our answer to that? I think we should first look at the

.uotation in the New Testament. Is that Luke tx 4:18? Yes. Luke '4:18 13 the

precise quotation; 16 is leading up to the quotation Let us note there what Christ

did. He came to Nazareth where he had been brought up.4s the custom was he went into
khe synagogue on the Sabbath Day and stood up to read. nd there was delivered to
him the book of the prophet Isaiah, and when he opened the book he fond the place
where It was written, "The spirit of the Lord is upon me because he has anointed me

to preach the gospel to the poor. He hath sent me to heal the broken hearted and to

preach deliverance to the captives and the recovering of sight to the blind and to
set at liberty those that are bruised, to preach the acceptable year of the Lord."
And he closcd the book and he gave it again to the minister and. sat down. The eyes

of all them that were in the synagogue were fastened on him ana. he began to say to

them, 'This day is this ScriT)ture fulfilled in your ear. " All bear witness and w.4

wondered at the words which proceeded out of his mouth. There we have--if there was
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any question in reading chapter 61 whether this was the lord Jesus Christ here

described, the answer is surely given to us when the Lord Jesus Christ Himself

said, "This day is this Scrioture fulfilled in your ear." jut now it is said

He ends with the words, "To preach the acceptable year of the lord." Therefore

up to this Doint is the first advent and from this point on is the second. Do you

think that is altogether right? What do you think about that? What is your

judgment? (Student answers) I think it would be a quetion whether this is a

sharp division. There are many who hold, that interpretation, but I think there is

reason 9tb0n it. Naturally the emphasis ±1 of the Lord in His p reaching that

aay was on His coming and He is stressing those matters that deal. with the first

coming. But does the fact that he readU, up to a certain point mean that all up to

that point deals with the first coming and that everything after that deals with the

second coming. It doesn't quite seem that you can Ttfy draw such a clear line

as that. To proclaim the acceptable year of the lord in the day of vengeance of

our God--He certainly proclaimed both when He first came. And whether the acceptable

years the year of acceptation, the year of jubilee of the Lord isrea1ly the first

coming anyway. He proclaimed it in His first coming but is it itself really the

first coming? Is it perhaps also a part of the second coming? I just think that

perhaps in this particular case there has been too sharp ,a line drawn in the

inter-pretation
of this that it perhaps is not just the meaning of the New Testament

reading. Well, at y rate, though, we agree that the Lord Jesus Christ describng

His work. There is no Question about it. It is a redeemer describing His work and

it is a high point of prophecy which is I think a very interesting point.

(Question) I think that the quotation follows ±z pretty closely iv.x except for

that. Most of t}e words could be very close synonyms except for the opening of the

prison for those who are bound, the release for those who are braised. I would

question a little bit the translation ther. You don't open the prison for the

bruised ones. You open it for the bound ones. It makes one wonder whether the word
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bruised in the Old nglish had a little different sense that it does today. That

would be interesting to look i'tto in the Greek there. But the thought there of

giving sight to the blind, of course, is all, through this passage--giving light to

those that are in darkness. But the specific idea of light to the blind. I have

not looked into the Septuagent to see whether bruised precisely follows the

Septuagent. Was Christ reading from the Septu.agent? Was He reading from the

Or is perhaps the gospel author quoting the zxu commonly accepted

Greek translation of the passage which He road in the synagogue in-Aramaic or

even in Hebrew? You see then are various things that we are not certain about.

(Question) No. He opened the place. We read in Luke that He openea. the book and.

f0uncl. where it was written. Now I think it is quite unlikely that what it says

here was written in the book. I think the book that they handed him, the book

0f the prophet 1 Isaiah, would either be an Aramaic translation or it woula be a

Hebrew translation. This in Luke is in (reek. Now is Luke translating the exact

Hebrew that He read? Is Luke translating the exact part of Luke which He reau.? or

is Luke presenting the commonly accppted 3reek translation of the passage which lie

read? He found the place where it was written. That is the thing that we could

make more of a guess after we exactly compare the Aramaic, the Hebrew, and. the

Septuagent. Of course, there are many different textual criticisms. But still we

hav a lot of evidence. ven without the whole problem being solved, you can reach

certain definite conclusions on it. But whether he is attempting here to give

exactly what He read or sv**itx simply quo tiug the passage. and. whether "he walz at

closed the book when He finished these words or whether it means that e is

quoting some words to remind you of the passage and possibly He read. a longer

passage. Possibly they simply cuote a section of the passage which He read. It

say that our Lord said these words and as soon as He had finished these words

He closed the book. It says that He found the place where it ws written and He

closed the book. It is altogether possible that He read a longer passage.

(Question) That's right if it had been written now. But, of course, the verse



divisions were not put in until, centuries after that time. So where He would stop

would not be an obvious verse mark there to indicate it.

(Luestion) Welli maybe He would have to go on through the chapter then.

(Question) That would be twice as long as half of it. His general thought is

the acceptable, the blessing, rather than the vengeance part. I find self when

I am reading to you in class and pointing out ideas often reading half a verse

and. reading a section of a verse simply to give an idea what I'm pointing to.

I'm not at all to point to the place He would necessarily stop at what made a

complete unit. It would be rather hard if you are going to give a complete unit

to stop ñixaxR short of the end of verse 3. If you are going to stop short of

the end. of verse 3, I'm not sure whether you might as well stop almost one place as

another. I'M not saying that He read more and I don't see any proof that He didn't

read more. It seems to me that it is a possibility that He re more of a passage

than thise two verses.

Well, at any rate, the thing that is positive in it is that Christ Himself said

that He was fulfilling these words. He is the redeemer. He is the one who occupies

this place here in the book of Isaiah. Up to that point we have been in previous

passages pointing and. then from that point we have the same stages gone through.

It is a very interesting structure indeed.

(Question) It would be interesting to compare it through and see whether all

the phrases before it are for the first coming and all those afterwards refer to

the second coming. What (0 you think about that? Mr. Alling disagrees with our

suggesti0 But it is a suggestion. (Student answers) It certainly is a

possibility that you suggest that he is picturing the whole work of the Redeemer.

There are different things He might do. He might simply describe the work of the

Redeemer as a unit without saying it which Is done one time and which is done another

time. Just like I might say, What do you do in the week. Well, you might say, I

teach Old Testament History, I teach Church History, and we study the book of Isaiah

together. I might name different courses without any particular attention to the
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fact that one ay two of them occur and another day three of them occur and the

particular order in which they occur. I might deal with thing in a logical

arrangement rather than in a 0hr0f0b0gcal arrangement. On the other hand, I might

describe thert first part of the week and then describe the last part of the

week. Or I might compare the different sorts of things that I do--something the

first part, something the last part, something the fiat part, something the

last part. I might compare and contrast them in the different parts. There are

three different methods which might be used. Or you might use a combination of the

flax three. It is interesting to look at the passage and see whether there was a

specific method used. Whether it is a picture of the Redeemer with His work in

general without flu dividing it into His coming or whether it deals with one coming

and then another coming or whether it deals with the two comings and picks them up

in differnt heads and under each head deals with both comings. There are different

possibilities at which one would have t0 look at the passage to make a conclusion.

(Cuestion) In chapter 63:16 and in 59:15b to 18. The primary theme is

undoubtedly vengeance. It is not vengeance on His erring people. It is vengeance on

the enemies of God. It is vengeance on those who have injured His people and. those

who have been persecuting and injuring and causing trouble to the people of God.

That, of course, is a blessing to the people of God so we put it under a blessing

passage. But I really doubt if in either one of them there is anything which stresses

the idea of the the blessing aspect except just this one word "salvation". It would

seem to suggest then that the particular aspect of salvation here thogght of is the

salvation which comes from the femoval of the adversary and from the destruction of
sections

the adversary. That word occurs in both but there is hardly

anything in either section of specific blessing upon the people directly. It is the

blessing which comes from the removal of the adversary and the destruction of the

adversary. They are both of them, it sems to me, passages of vengeance, but ven-

geance upon the enemies of Gad, not upon those who are thought of as His people. It

is, therefore, a blessing passage but is also a passage of vengeance. If it were not
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for that one word. "salvation" I don't think we would feel that there was any sort

of an occulation in tie truth here. I question w1*" whether the one wor is

sp"cific to warrant it.

(question)

Yes, I guess we couL. say that--one act. hey stress that here are people who

are in misery. They are roaring like bears and mourning like doves and. groping for

the wall like the blind. They are in a terrible situation, the situation that they

are in is a r'sult 0f their sin. But it is a situation in which God's people are left

in miSe1'Yfa1d in which God's people are at the prey of those. There is no interecessor

or man to rescue them. Clod Himself perform the act of rescuing them. It is the

might intervention of God for deliverance, for vengeance toward the enemy. It

seems to me that that is the whole note in verses 15b to 18 and in also 62:1-6.

I don't see any particular mention in either of those passagas of a particular

blessing. Now you take verse 18. "According to their deeds accordingly 'e will

repay fury to the adversaries and kindness to his friends." Fury to his adversaries

and recompense to his enemies to the islands which are the people of Greece beyond.

He will repay recompense. The whole theme it seemi to me iboth passages is

vengeance. It is deliverance of God's people through vengeance upon the enemies.

Well, I think our time is about up. This is an interesting structure--this

envelope structure. I thought of it for want of a better title. Maybe some of you

can sugget a better one for this passage. This structure then envelope

or pyramid--very good--

At our last class we were looking at 1satah 59:l5b to . We noticed that this

section had a part at the beginnIn which corresponds to a section at the ónd of it.

In both of which the general discussion is of God.ts sovereign interposition to over

throw His adversaries. 'hi1e both of these sections Isaiah 59:15b to 19a and

Isaiah 63:1-6 are from the viewpoint of God's people. That is, they are not given

as rebuke and condemnation but as deliverance for God's people by the overcoming

of the adversary. That is certainly the tone back of it. Yet, the stress in them is
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a stress of jirient upon the adversaries. It is the destruction of that which is

hindering the progress of God's work and. interfering with the accomplishment of

His wet* in the world. It is the final victory. Let us say rather it is a great

victory, an overwhelming victory of righteousness against all opposed. which is

brought about by the single-handed sovereign interposition of the Almighty God. I

think that you will agree with me that it is certainly the same thing which is

described in these two passages. Tre is a very close similarity between the two

passages and it would be hard to find anything else anywhere else in the "i )le that

is quite as similar, anywherc' near as similar, to eith'r one of them as they are

to one another. Then there is a brief passage after the first of these and. just

before the last of them--two brief passages which have a number of notes in

common and which might perhaps be expressed this way, "a banner is raised and. a

redeemer is come to Zion, because those two notes are stressed both in the early

section and inthe later section . There is quie a zimilarity between them. Then

we have a chapter, chapter 60, working from the beginning and another chapter

rking from the end, 62, in which great splendid conditions are described.

Condition of blessing and happiness in which there is a great stress laid. upon the

material prosperity. In the middle then, working from both directions this way, we

come in the middLe to what would seem to he the high point of the whole passage.

Chapter 61. The question is, does this passage include all of 61 or only the

first part of it and the last part of it go with what follows? Or does it perhaps
only

include notall of chapter 16 but does it continue into the beginning of the next

chapter? Well, I think that a good argument can be made for making this to

include the whole of chapter 6]. and extending into the beginning of chapter 62. I

don't know that it is necessary that we start at that point right at the moment, but

I think that the one thing that is of interest is that the general sppcoach is in

the third person in general in the previous chapter. In chapter 60 it is a descrip

tion of that wonderful condition that exists and which is established by the Lord

but the emphasis is on the situation, on a conuition. And the same is true of
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chapter 62, the early part. But in 2 61 we have bne speaking in the beginning of

the chapter and this one is still speaking in the latter part of the chapter. That

is to say, there is a very strong note of the first person, not merely the d.ramatical

use of the first person, but the fist person thought of as a subject of discussion.

Now you take in the previous chapter in chapter 60 you have the .rst person used

considerably but it is rather incidental to the main thing which is that which

happened--verse 15 for instnce, 'where thou hast been forsaken and hated that no

man went to thee, I will make thee an eternal excellency." The emphasis is on

the change that is accomplished. Similarly in 1?, "for brass I will bring gold;

for Iron I will bring silver." The emphasis is on the change that is made--even

perhaps in verse 22, "I the Lord wIlhasten it in its time"--what--"that a little

cne will become a thousand." A great emphasis is on the change. But in chapter

61 there is a great deal said about the one who is speaking. The spirit of the Lord

is upon me. He has sent me to do this. I must do this. O down to verse L "for

I the Lord led judgment. I will direct their works in truth." Verse 10, "I will

greatly rejoice in the Lord. My soul shall be joyful axrty God for he hath taft

clothed me with the garments of salvation. He hath covered we with the robe of
not

righteonsness.U 62 begins with "for Zion's sake will I hold neace." There is

a strong i iecive element here that we haven't found particularly in the

chapter 64 or following. There is an inividual speaking in the first person, an

indivic.ual who receives great blessings from the Lord, an Indiviaual who performs

mIity work. The emphsIs is not just on the work, the accomplishment, it is also

on the one who is doing the work. So I thought that perhaps to entitle it, "the

Redeemer describes His work" would give a fairly good idea of it. Now 4e as the

chaPter begins you might think the prophet is speaking--"the spirit of the Lord od

is upon me." The spirit of the Lord God was upon the prophet. But as you go on

you find that it is pretty hard to consider that it is the prophet who is really

before us here. He has sent me to bind UD the broken hearèád, to comfort tkx all

that mourn, to give them beauty for ahses. The prophet certainly could not be
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spoken of in those terms. That goes far beyond what would apply to the prophet.

Then over in verse 10, The hath c&othed me with the garments of salvation. He hath

coveted me with the robe of righteousness." That certainly doesn't seem to

decr1 the prophet. Of course, the next chapter begins, "for Zion's sake will I

not hold my peace until the righteousness thereof go forth."

(question) That is , of course, a fundamental problem of the chapter. There is

one here -(who is doing groat thing and this one who is an indlviu.ual

of considerable importance who does great things is one who speaks of himself as

possessing a relationship to the Lord, thexx spirit of the Lord is upon him,

the Lord has anointed him, the Lord has clothed him with the garments of salvation.

Yet, in verse 8 we read, "for I the Lord. will have judgment. Robbery for burnt

offering. I will direct their work in peace. I will greatly rejoice in the Lord.
if

I, the Lord, will rejoice gret1y in the Lord, unless there is a sharp

change of person, this belongs to the same hhl?t in the whole chapter. If it does,

the one speaks of himself as Jehovah. The word "Lord" here is definitely

in verse 8. He speaks of himself as having a relationship to Jehovah arid that

constitutes a pvoblem which the only way you could get around and have two different

persons speaking is to have a sharp transition--one speaks aria, the other speaks.

That, of course, is not at all impossible. But the way it is put together here

eests that this is not the answer to it. There is some very strange situationsug. "

here which one can speak of himself in relation to Jehovah arid yet can speak of

himself as actually being Jehovah. Of course, those of you who have had the prophets

course know that earlier in thbook we have had the Redeemer Himself actually

speaking. But in chapter 49 we had a long chapter in which it was the great Redeemer

Himself who was speaking. We have had shorter passages elsewhere where the Redeemer

had clearly been in the first person. I think that we can say that the prophet

certainly give the oUrners beauty for ashes or be clothed with a robe of

righteousness. These phrass here fit in very definitely with the idea that the
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same one here is speaking as was speaking in isaiah 149. It is & great Redeemer

Himself who ts speaking, one who has a unique relationship to God and yet one who

actually in verse 8, unless you have a transition there, speaks of himself as God..

He speaks of Himself as being Jehovah. ' I

(uestion) Yes. The New Testament clearly recognizes this that Jesus is Jehovah,

that He is the second person of the Trinity. But it is interesting ku to fina in

the Old Testament scasm occasional passages which are difficult to understand on

any other basis than that they treat figuratively. That they presuppose that

definite truth even though they do not explain it thoroughly. I think in chapter

48 and 9 we have very clear suggestions to the Trinity which arasy to explain

on the viewpoint of the Trinity and hard to explain any other way. But in this

chapter we have one not quite as clear as those but me fairly clear.
-1--

(cuestion)The

which is translated Jehovah in the Revised Version in the Authorized Version is

given as the Jews give it. They pronounce it as an liii and. the Authorized Version

renie it Lord just as the Septuagent. But in most cases where it is preceded. by

another it is not pronounced as an "i" but as IIjtt and. has the vowel points of

flohim it instead, of those of Elohime. 3ut in the xxx Authori&ed Version if the

word Lord. is in capitals or if the word God is in capitals, yo now that it rep

resents ' 1J --that either of those is the name of God. So it is much

easier for an nlish-speaking person to understand what is really said and renders

it as Jehovah even though that is not the original translation, but the Septuagent

did translate it clearly as Elohim and. I think we have good warrants for sticking to

that but if you do, it is very important that we keep

caPta11Zat0fl or scmeth!ng and that we make very clear to people what it means. That

is rather to make clear if you don't know anytning about Hebrew.

Well, now thereis a very interesting thin df we have the servant speaking.

We have the Redeemer speaking. I think we can fairly call him the servant. The=
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We had many descriptions of His wonderful character between Isaiah 41 and 53 and.

this would certainly seem to fit in well with those passages.

Now in this passage here we I think would agree at the end of verse 3 there is

a subdivision of the passage and that at the end of verse 3 you have a definite

section, one paragraph, that is on long sentence, in which the sergant is talking

principally about what he is going to say. He tells us something about what he is

going to ao, but the emphasis is mainly on what he says. "To preach good tidings,

to procalim liberty and the opening of the prisons, to proclaim the acceptable year

and the a.ay of vengeance to comfort those that mourn, to appoint to them that

moh1r in Zion." There is certainly a great stress on the speaking even though

it is not an ineffectual speaking. It is a speaking which accomplishes. So if

you took as a title for those three verses, the servant declares his message, the

title would be somewhat insufficient becaus he decI&res not only what he is going

to say but what is going to happen as the result of his activity, but the stress i

certainly upon his speaking. He speaks it and it comes to pass. It is similar

to some extenè to the idea presented in genesis 1 where the Lord speaks and it

happens. He appoints, he gives, he declaro5, and the results come to pass which

he proclaimed. He is declaring his effectualness. This perhaps would be better

than just his message. I don't know. He going actually to do things, but the stress

is largely upon the zpeaking. He is not saying ±xi here that he brings the

acceptable year of God and the day of vengeance ut i that he declares

them, he iroclaimes t1em, he comforts them that mourn. Now, of course,

cmrort may be words or it may not. Here it is both doubtless. So if you call

verses 1-3 the servant declars his message, then certainly in verse 4 you have his

people spoken of. Whether verses 4 and 5 are speaking of the people unuoubtedly

verse 6 is speaking of the people. Verse 7 is, and 4 an 5 can fit quite nicely

with them. Verse 8 speaks of his covenant with his people and verse 9 of the way

people outside will recognize that these are the seed which the Lord as blessea.

You have a great stress on the Redeemer's people here. There is a certain stress
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on the actual things thrt happened but t±i the entity is on the people. So I

think you might as well say that verse to 9 could be called the glory of the

Redeemer's people* Then on verse 10 you don't have the people so much in mind

any more, but you have in verses 10 and 1]. and. in verve 1 of chapter 62, you have

stressed the idea that which the servant is doigg is going to be fulfilled--that the

work is actually going to be accomplished. He will greatly rejoice in the Lord.

The Lord has clothed him with the garments of salvation, the Lord has decked him

with the robe of righteousness. As the earth brings forth her bu.t so the Lord.

will cause righteousness and praise to spring forth to all the nations; for zion's

sake I will not hold. my peace until the righteousness thereof be fulfilled.
fit

Versel0 to 11 or to 62:la or to 62:1 it might be easy to make an exact sharp point

where this present section ends and it goes on to the next. There is an easy

transition between this and the next chapter which is so similar to chapter 60, but

certainly two or three verses here could be properly entitled the assured

completion of the Redeemer's mirmirs mission. He is going to carry out that for

which he has come. He is not struggling in vain in order to try to ao this.

Now we mentioned last time the matter that in Luke :16 to 21 the statement
first

ends with the1hrase of verse 2. It is ouestionable whether you cannot completely

carry this out--before that it is the first coming and after it is the second

coning. The three verses seem to deal with the work of Christ entirely. Yet, in

the earlier portion what he preaches and proclaims is perhaps more stressed,ln the

latter portion e-haps ther- is more stress on that which is actually accomplished.

Of course, the universal note in the last part of verse 2 wux to comfort all that

mourn, while it is not vengeance it is blessing. Perhaps it is conveyed in

a note of a greater widespread activity zkz than would be thought of right in the

immediate connection with it. It refers either to lasting results of the first

coming r to that which will be accomplished, at the second coming. So while I don't

think we can draw a sharp line, I think we can sy it begins with his excM.iming

these tings but it passes on and is the idea of the actual fulfillment which aay
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very well refer to that which he effectively does.

Then in all, three of these verses except for one phrase, "the day of vengeance",

the stress in on what he does to the minds and hearts of people rather than on

physical or material, things. The stress in on the comforting of hearts, giving

people the oil of joy for mourning. The stress in the effect on the heart

even on where we read about binding up- It is binding un the broken hearbed.

So there is a tremendous stress on the spiritual and m611&'1 attituae which he

gives to people. Of course, not an empty comfort but a comfort of the type of

which James speaks where he says, "Don't say to somebddy, be warm and clothed and

then pay no attention to them, but actually do something for them. This repres sits

a comfort which is related to an actual effect. But the mph.sis is upon the

spiritual comfort rather than the specific thing that is done in the external

sphere. The., one tktx term that "day of vengeance" has a note of punishment. It

is the only one that does. But yet, of course, even that is looked at from the

viewpoint of the righteous who are avenged. The day of vengeance of God's will

against these who are opposed.
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the Holy Spirit. We find this note already in the book of Isaiah in chapter 11,

verse 2, where the Messianic king is spoken of and it was told that the Spirit of

God will swell upon them and the eight different designations were used of the

spirit there or was it six--I forget. In Isaiah 11:2. The spirit is, I believe

there ar six designations describing the Spirit. It speaks of the Spirit ana. then

there are six designations about it. The Spirit without measure was given to

Christ. and to Him alone has the Spirit been given without measure. In Isaiah fix

14.8 :16 we have the servant of God directly connected with the Spirit. The Lord

has sent me and His Spirit. Whether it is the Lord and. His Spirit who have -t-5',-

me or that the Lord. has sent me and. had sent His Spirit--whichever way one takes it
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there, it is a definite close relation between the Spirit and the ser#ant of God.

He has anointed, Jehovah has anoi ted, me. That word. "anoint" is, of course,

the wordfrorn which we get our Christ the Messiah, the anointed. one. Yet, it is

interesting that this is the only place in the entire book where Isaiah uses this

term -'- in relation to the Redeemer. Nowhere else in Is.iah

which is the Messianic book of parexcellence, nowhere else in the hook is

this word. "Messiah" used in connection with the Redeemer. Ordinarily in the

Scripture, anointing is applied to a king or a priest designated for the work of

ruling or of interceding. But here we find it directly connected with the

prophetic work. Hp has anointed me to preach good. tidings unto the meek. He

declares that his good tidings are for the meek. Christ said, "Blessed. are the

meek for they shall inherit the earth." God's blessings are for tho e WiO

express their own unworthiness and humbly accept his gospel and. his goou. tidings.

The very words fit tidings here. The Lord has anointad me to preach the gospel

unto the meek.

In the third verse as we have noticed. it is the broken hearted whoie says

he will bind up. The blessings here are th- principally spiritual

in nature. The stress is not here upon physical healing. Then we hve the liberty

of the captives. The opening of the prison to them that are Dound. Now this

liberty to the chapter is more specific than the statement opening the prison to
That

bound ones. Nit seems to be quite general, but this term liberate is the term which

is used. for the proclamation ±x in the year of jubilee in Leviticus 25].0 and in

zekiel +6:l7. That is the word , the jubilee. The freeing of those

who were enslaved for death. There was a proclamation we rad. in those passages.

Leviticus 25:10. Let us look at it. "Ye shall hallow the fiftieth year and.

proclaim liberty throughout all the land and to all the inhabitents thereof. It

shall be a jubilee unto you and ye shall return every man to his possession and

ye shall return every man unto his family."
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You have the same situation referred to again in Ezekiel L:l7 where we read

"If the prince give a Rift unto hs son, x the inheritance shall be his son's

and it shall be his possession by inheritance, but if he give a gift of his

inheritance to one of his servants, then it shall be his to the year of liberty

and. after it shall return to the king and his inheritance shall be

his son's." This year of liberty is the year of jubil&e, the year when people

were released and when the land retunned. to its rightful own\ier. So proclaiming

the opening of prison to them tht are bound might be a general statement showing

something that might happen at various times but proclaiming lib"rty to the captives

is just one time of agr'-'atprocamation and now the time is here when the

liberty comes, the year of liberation, the time of liberation. It wouldn't seem

to predict he giving of freedom one at a time to each who believes in the Lord

as Saviour but it would seem to refer to something which comes at the same time

for all and we find an 1ntereting parallel to that in Romans 8:l8-24. You

remernber that in Romans 8:l8 to 24 we have the account that there is something

coming which the whole of the creation or the creature is looking forward to.

Because in verse 18, "I reckon that the suffering of this present time are not

worthy to be compared with the glory that shall be revealed for the earnest

expectation of the - 26 which may be translated creature' or "creation'

the created thing or the created creature or the creation, waits for the

manifestation of the sons of God or the creature or the cration. Wheth'r you think

of the zrz± creature as meaning the human body or the creation as meaning the

bodies of the human beings and of the animals and. the very nature itself. The

creation or the crature was made subject to vanity, not willingly rbut by

reason in hope because the creure or cr'ation itself. That is

the 'iatural body of the man or the whole creation which includes the man--any way

you take it, the mans bouy is c'rtain1y included--shall be delivered from the
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bondage of corruption unto the gloricas liberty of the chilaren of rod. 'de know that

the whole the word is translated cretion in the

tx± Authorized Version. It is the identical word. The whole creature or the

whole creation. The word ix "whole" seems to suggest that it is not merely

the body but the whole of nature thit is involved. If so, vne wona.ers why that

wouldn't carry back into the previous verses and cause that it should be

translated the same way here. The whole creation groaneth and travails in pain

until now. Not only they but ourselves also which have the firstfruits. e have

the firstfrults of the Spirit. e graon within ourselves waiting for the adoption

to wit the redemption of our x bodies. So it would scem to be taught here

that there is a time at which the nation receives liberty. Liberty from the
A

bondage of corruption. That time would seem torefer to here in Isaiah here

where he speaks of proclaimng liberty to those who are suffering the results of

sin ana misery which is in this world as a result of the curse which has come as

the result of sin and to them there is to be liberty, there is to be release from

the effects of sin and so it would seem not to he merely a general declaration
t1l._J

Extxix that there can be a release to any inaividua) tpt right at the time

that is accepted. That m be included in the latter phrase, the opening of the

prison to them that are bound, but this would seem to refers to one pu-ticular

time at which lib"rty wo'ild come.

The next vrrse goes on wit the idea of a specific time--to proclaim the acceptable

year of the Lord. More literally--the year of acceptance, or the American Revised

Version has it, the year of favor. To proclaim the year of acceptance or the

0f favor of our Lor. and the day of vengeance of our God. Now the contrast is

interesting. He pours out his favor over a long period, a year of favor, but the

day of vengeance. It seems to suggest an outpouring of vengeance over a brief

period and an outpouring of favor or acceptance over a long period. This phrase,

acceptab1e yPar" is rather hard to translate exactly. The words are often rendered
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favor and in one case it is rendered self-will. We find that in Genesis &9:6.

There we read that "Oh my soul, comenot thou into their secret, unto their

assembly. Mine honor, be not thou united, for in their anpry they slew a man

and in their self-will they ,jig down a wall." There is selwi1l. It doesn't

sound like acceptance. In their proceedings t0 do that which was desired. These

were petty humans setting themselves up to accomplish what they desirea. Over here

it is God in His righteouswwx self-will. God showing His sovereing favor.

It contains a note both cf God's sovereign pl"asure and His favor unto those whom

He blesses. It is a favor for Isaiah and he uses it many times particularly in the

latter part of this book. Thus in chapter 60, verse 7, we find the word used and.

translated "acceptance". They shall come wm up with accepNtance on mine

altar and in the same chapter, verse l0we read in my favor have I han. mercy on

thee. In my self-will, in my grace, in my personal sovereign decision. In my favor

have I had mercy upon thee. The idea of the word is I think fairly definite, but

it is not a word which cvrresponds with one exact ngllsh word. Conseuuently it is

har to make k clear the particular context for it is hard to know what word would

best express the word in the English. It is one thing that you all are familiar

with, of course, about the transltion, that you cannot simply translate wora for

word literally and then have an exact translation. The words do not correspond that

way. What are the ideas of te w? What are the aspectscontained in the thought

of the wod? How do those various aspects fit into the context? That is true, of

course, of our English words. They usually have a specific idea , but the idea

may cut in one direction or in another direction, and consequently you get a certaii.

ara 1x covered in this construction or in this direction anc. you don't have one

covered, just the same way in the other particular language. It is vry intresting

how when you work very long in a foreign language. Pretty soon you get the feeling

for words tl to the "ointwhere you just feel you c.-n't translate it and you find

yo'urself pretty soon using those words. I noticed this one time when we were in G

Germany. We were speaking German and we wouldn't bring English wora,s into it. But
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when we we'e taLkin Ynlish we found ourselves quoting German words all the time.

We got used to the idea of those words that we were using all the time and then

talking aong ourselves we Americans would bring in the German epressions constantly.

It would just seem that they would exactly present the idea. I remember one time

ther' were two of us--one was a pastor of a large Pr'sbyterjan Church in

North Dakota. Another fellow and I ±t and. he were discussing and he said

1 wonder how the Arten problem is in Amn'rica." when we all laughea at him.

He said, "I guess there are iany woris that the German expresses better than

the Inglish1 but I don't think "arbeiten" is one of them. We were using the

term belt" for . labor problem. We just would get into that feeling and we

would just get where we would bring it in. It, of Co1rSe, is one thing brings

home the fact--the value of tr'nslation of studying on is that you can make

a better translation but that you can et a better understanding, a better

.10feeling, and. youay not be able to put it in a better translation, but you may be

able to understand it far better. than was possible.

(Question)--I thought you said the acceptable year of the Lord would come after

day of liberation.) No, I didn't say that. I didn't mean to say that the

erioo. would necessarily be tied up together but I think that would be quite

reasonable " I don't think it is so stated here. I think it would be tite

reasonable to say that the proclaiming of the liberty is the declaration of the

release from the bondage of conniption that it is the jubilee declaration of the

0tworking of that which would accomplish it. what might very well be the beginning

of the year of favor of the Lord. I don't think we can be dogmatic about it. That

is s0.Ute what would be the principle here.

('ie t ion)
--All take place at onee? ) It*onld certainly seem to suggest it.

(Then you have the acceptable year of the Lord would be a long period.) Well, that

is only an inference from the fact mg that the wor year and day is used. You would

be t to say if you thought of it that the year of this or the year of that or

the 'Y of this or the day of that. If you used the word "year" or
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you use year and day they are not exactly in a parallel. You might say the day

when this happened or the time when that haprened just to use other words. It

doesn't seem that you would say the day and. the year unless there was indIction

that there w as something that endured, for a longer time. It is only an

implication btt I think quite a reasonable one. That the year of cejtion,

the year ±x when God by His sovereignty would bestow His special benefits upon

them. It is soriething thought of as a long interval. They both could be thought

of aS proclaiming . The happy one of the two is proclaimed firsreven though

chronologically it may follw the other one. As you mention the two, you think of

the beginning of thexxxx year and the day. That would be I think a reasonable

interpr'tatIon but one can't expect to draw too much specific material from a few

words, but one can see what the possibilites are.xxzEx Arid of course, to

comfort all that mourn for sin. He is procimIng not merely now that he will

preach tax good tidings to the meek but to comfort all that mourn. There is a

widespread expansion of that which is here described. It would harily seem to

describe slinoly the actions of our Lord as my w& he went about in Palestine

ealin e though there may have been may thousands as compared to the
in Palestine

many who were in misery -and in misery throughout the world. It is the same

wonderful blessing which he gives them but car ied to a far greater extent. And.

In verse 3 you have a specific connection with Zion. T0 cofort them that

" urn in Zion, to give them beauty for ashes. The oil of joy for mourning and

the garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness that they might be called trees

of righteousness, the planting of the Lord. that He might be glorified. This verse

3 would certainly seem to have his work in neral in mind, the work of the

Redeemer in its entirty. He brings joy for mourning, praise for heaviness.

He is going to that eventually in the Wx great outpo-ring of his glory to the

multitudes, but there is certainly that he can do it to individuals here and there.

They are to be call&d trees of righteousness, the picture we have in the first
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Psalm. Also in zekiel 7. Also in Revelation 21. The pttiire of the trees beside

the river of the wter of life,. -'

figurative expression that these people may be called trees of righteousness.

It is certainly people of who" esDeakJ They 'are called trees of righteoisness.

He is talking about people. These people who have been mourning they are going

to have beauty and joy and they are going to be trees of righteusness planted by

the Lord, the result of God's sovereign establishment. He makes the trees

and he does it in order that thro'gh them he may be glorified. The Redeemer Is

work is a work that tx will result in the glory of God. It results in the

establishments of trees of righteousness.

In these three verses then we have a wond.eri'ul summary.




lc
(cestiOn) -Appoint to them that mourn in Zion. This

specifically Zion is here taken. Zion is originally not Jerusalem, but a prt of

Jrh19al. It was a section in which David's house was.

It refers to that particular section of Jerusalem. From that the word domes to

e use,-,. for t'e whole of Jerusalem. Does the word here

particularly refer to the Jews or to the people of Jerusalem as those iQdviduals

to whom this duty comes in the first incident and it spreas on beyond that? Or is

ued in the more general sense? Those that ourn in Zion. Is it used perhaps

of the large arra that should be God's bt it is now unaer t ,e domain of wickedness.

itx±zxznrx The 'eople are mourning in it aria it is in the powr of the evil one.

But He givs them beauty for ashes. It is not Zion but those that mourn in Zion.

I doubt if we can be very specific as to a contraction of the thought

7-Whetherit indicates as starting from there and going out f:om there or whether

it is used here in another sense. It is a geographical designation.

(Ouestion) I wouldn't want to sneak dogmatically about that but it would impress

C that proclaiming liberty to the captives and proclaiming the acceptable year of the

Lord or the year of God's savor would seem to be indicated not a time of liberty for



this one or that one which may be Included in the term--those that are bout.

It may be included. in the expressions of the last verse, but the fifth would

include as an imo rtant part of the message k± the declaration that there was to

be one ereat outpouring of liberty like the jubilee--one time when the whole

creation is to be delivered from the bondage of sin UX from the results of

the curse, and that time would introciuce what would be called the year of

favor, the year of acceptance. I wouldn't want to build too much on that

particular phrase but I think that would b a very natural ay, the most natural

and obvious way to interpret these particular phrases here. Not enough to build

a doctrine upon it, but enoui to suggest that that is a natural interpretation

as any ana to see what we can see elsewhere in the Scriptures.

(Question) Well, I would think it would mean more than that. A y'ar of Qod's

special favor to the earth, to all the inhabitents. It would seem to tie up with

chapters 60 and 62.

('&iest. on) No, I think in Luke that the Ird is there declaring that He is the

one who is and He is proclaiming here that time. He is not saying

that they all are imeaiately accomplished., but he is saying that he is there

declaring it. I think that is a literal statement that He the Lor.i this day is

this t ing fulfilled before you. iou see me declaring these things. You see me

doing these t-ings. He doesn't mean that they are right there now but he is

telling his truth which includes tomethings that are there right now.

(c'u,etiun) Oh, yes. e have to guard o'rselves to be sure what we mean by such

a statement. If I would say, The 3altimore and Ohio train is almost always on

tithe. " That could mean that it is going to come in on time ten minutes from now

or it could mean aboit the train tomorrow morning. The statement could be fulfilled

many, many times because there woulu. e many trains that would. be gathered into this

particular expression. Now if I would say that the Isaiah class will consider

problems in the book of Isaiah, that again could be fulfilled at various times.
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ut to say that the Baltimore and Ohio train is always on time--to mention that

and to mean for thing that the Baltimore id Ohio is going to come here on time

and for nother thing to mean that there is going to be a great spiritual movement
in this country
that is going to come at the d.esipiated time for the movement. You woulu. be

taking it in two senses. I don't think you can do that. It is customary in the

middle ages-ixx to try to find four sentences for every statement in Scripure.

There ',l-.s the literal sentence; V..-re wasthe historical sentanee; the allegorical

sense, there was the spiritual sense. I think that is wrong. I think that avrse

may have any kind of a sense but one at one time. You may use as an illustration

of something. It may be ti,* txx giving a -fact anu. we may use that fact

as an illustration. That may be done, but hue verse is in that case specifically

telling a i ct but yotay use it as an illustration of somet ing else. Now if you

say the Redeemer is going to hind up, to comfort all that mourn, you woulLi seem

to refer that sometime when all are co"'forted, but there you conla include in the

statement that there are a few to be comforted. The great number would be that

w ich you hi sDecifically in mind. I think we have to vrry careful that we do

J
not take a statement azx that seems one type of statement and. them something that

is utterly different from it. If I say, that this is a very light book. I'M using

light in the sense of weight, and. if I say this is a very light , that is

'islig it in the sense of color. This woxx one might be very heavy I don't think

you would use light in tk both cases. 1ou would not e.pect it to be both of them.

A thing can cover two or more tings. One statement can cover any amount but it

'ean5 that they are involved in that one specific thing. hat it is a broa.i.

statement, not that it covers one.precise thing and another precise thing of an

entirely different type.

(Cueston) Yes. Luke L:l8. Well, not all of it. He has anointed me to preach

the gospel to the -poor. That would be immediately mean that vight at that time.

e sent me to heal the broken h-areed. He is certainly healing broken hearted now

but he has been keeping on and. is going to keep on healing broken hearted., and He is

7-14



going to keep on healing broken hearted all through this age and. In a most
special way

at His second coming--"to preach the word to the captives". That

could mean simply taking the prhase there to declare that anyone who is a captive
will, get it

may be delivered or to declare that certain ones,or to declare that there is a

time coming when there will be liberty for those who are under the curse. As

far as this is concerned it isw*ftr could mean any one of the two. -t'

But I think that the statement in IsaThh would make it rather definite as to

what that p-rticular phuEse means. That doesn't take away from the general

meaning of the previous ferso. This recovering of sight èf the blind is mentioned.

n Isaiah here. I wonder if it is included, in the Septuagent. I certainly

corresponds to something that Christ did in His first coming. It is in the

septuagent? Well, it would seem to me to be a phrase that got into the Septuagent

d corresponds to the fact even though it is not untne, even though it is not a

part of the Old Testament passage. Consequently he doesn't point out that this

isn't in theHebrew but He simply reads it. "TO set at liberty them that are

bruised That would be the opening of the prison to them that are bound.. That

is something that is a more general thing that xmxzxxtx covers the whole period.

So the only thing in it whichwo4d. seem to refer probably just

to the end time would be the deliving of the captives. That would seem in view of

the use in the previous and "to preach the acceptable year of the Lora11alsor

That would seem to refer to one specific thing as he is speaking.

(uesti n) Well, all of ths He is doing, probably not all of it at one

instance but all of it He i going to do that year.

(euestj n) Some of it is proc1imed by Him and. then one eventually.

(Question) No, I want to say that. "The Lord has anointed me to preach

good tidings to the meek and has sent me to bind up the broken hearted." That

would seem to throw up something immediate. The servant is preaching in a way

that will accomplish something. He is not merely giving stories; he is actually

doing something.
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1?.
(question)

6

which he says he is going to do at the immediate particular moments or days

or even centuries on the beis of the fact that he hac. these words in mind. The

thing that would be vital in his speaking would be that this is the one here

derscribe who is speaking. Isaiah is put izxiyx13ktx picturing Him as

speaking. Now He actually does the s)eakiulg as Isaiah presents that point of

view. He described Himself as the One who is commissioned and. sent to ao these

particular things. These particular things, a large part of them, is the

ixx preaching the declaration--which was a large part of it for him. The ful

fillnt of it certainly is not all to be confined with in)those particular cLays

or months.

( Ouestion) No, I don't follow that idea at all. If it were so stated; if he
present

sId u to this point all this refers to ifrt times, but if all were left for
sufficient

a later time, then we would have a basis on which to d-aw that conclusion.

It seems to me that the fact that He stops at a particular point aoe2n't mean

necessarily--the fact that our quotation here stops--doesn't necessarily mean

that He stopped at that point. It doesn't say'tatHestoDpedat this place or that

these are all the words that He read. It says that H found the place where it

was written. Now, it may be that He did stop there. On the other hand it seems to

me that He may have read the whole three verses. I don't see how we can know. I

aofl't think that the statement "he closed the book"and sat down" means that He

closed it after renuing just these verses. He may have ione it and He may have

read further in the book. It does mean that this is the place in the book -frt which

He read. I do not think that yoi can confine what is up to this point to the

first coming and what follows it to the second.

(Question) It would seem to have been customary in the synagogues when there

were visitors to give him a opportunity to speak if he desired t0 do so. e find.
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that Paul mate use of that privilege. 1±' Paul woulu. come into a new city, he would

o into the synagogue and. they would ordinarily give the visitor an opportunity

to tell them what he had in mind. He would read something from the Scripture

and then speak. That would seem to be the practice. We don't have a great deal

of evidence. We have quite a number of cases where Paul did that. TIis, of

course, is one wre Christ did so.

(Question) There is a system of regular readings in the sy nagogue which is

performed now. When that began we don't know. We have no evidence

on coming earlier than a few centuries after th time. As to just how early

it started we hae no way to tell. It may have been started before this. It is

altogether DoSsible that He went in there at t}e day when they read this particular

thing. On the other hand. it is also possible that they did not have spcial

passages at that time. We have no evidence of that.

(Question) It does say, "and there ws delivered unto him the book of the

proDhet Isaiah" but He could have asked for it. However, I don't think that proves

very much, because it would be--if he went in--Christ is God and knows all things

and He went into the synagogue to read., He could just as well have gone in on the

day when the particular passage was the passage to be nead. There is no reason

to think of it as an accidental thing. It is altogether possible, too, that if

they had regular readings, that He might have gone into many synagogues many

different times and read the Scripture and t1ked about it and that the writer

might 5j'1tlY have selected this particular one to tell us about. Because in this

particular instance what He said is something of importance to record. That is

1ogether possible. There is no eason to think that this is the only time

tx He went into the synagogue, but this is a time that the holy Spirit desires

t0 have.

(Question) He certainly talked more because it continues, "All bear him witness

and. wondered at the gracious words that proceeded aut of his mouth." If He only

said this cne text, I can't imagine how they would wonder at the gracious wora.s
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and say, not this Joseth's son?" It seems the implication is very clear.

These are the words with which He began and then went on and talked about them.

As to whether the ScriDture which lie reed was longer or just that length I don't

think we have evidence for. I would be very slow abott ufgxx±7 inferring

from the facts that that wich is quoted stops at certain oints. This we can

say--Christ said that this statement from Isaiah here, "The spirit of the Lord is

was something which referred to Himself. He said "This day you hear
upon mC'

the one talking who is there described in Isaiah. I am now uoing what 'saiah

pX± pictured the Redeemer doing. I am giving the very words that Ij

said the Redeemer would give." Of that we can be sure. We -re that He

read this many words whether He reaa- more or not we have no evidence. We can be

sure that He said that this day as they looked at him, in pour ears as you

listen, you are listening to the fulfillment of this passage. he said that mach.

How much more He said we are not certain. I think we should be very slow about

inferring.. But I certainly don't think that the fact that these woras were

read tht day--when He said this day is this fulfilled in your ears--that all

he things quoter here were things that they coula then see happening. All it

says is that He was the one who would do these things. And He was pre:ching to

to them deliverance of the captives. He was preaching to them the liberty which is

1n Christ. he was declaring to them that there is coming that time when there will

be a release from the prison when the curse will be removed.-that time for which

the whole creation grth and travaileth. He is not saying it is coming

immediately. He is the one who is going to bring it. Re is going to bring it as

a result of the great work which He did on Calvar. He is going to bring it

one particular time when the whole results of that work will resuwid. That was

a very interesting question and I'm glad we looked itto it a little and note what
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we can draw from it with absolute certainty and. on the other hand. what there is

that we can infer with ordinary knowledge and what there is on which we are

absolutely ignorant. I would scy as to whether He just said the sentence in

verse 21 or said more, we can be sure He said more . That is only the beginning

of His talk. But as to whether He read only these words or read further we

simply won't We have no waY in the world. to fina out.

(Question) I think it introduces what follows.

(Question) The following verses arthe opposite. he is going to cause

something to be the appointed destiny of those that mourn. That which is to be

placed before them, that which is to be alotted. to them is a change

-from-ofbeauty instead of ashes. They are to be given the oil of joy instead of

mourning. They are to be given the garment of praise instea of the spirit of

heaviness. This is the object lesson of the idea consumed. This is aone
}' \ i)

with the result that they will be Rt c'4.1±h righteousness.All this,

of course, is a result of what He is preaching and it would seem to me rather

..extremely arbitrary that up to the day of the Lord is the first coming and

from there on is the second coming. I don't say that it is impossible. It might

be correct, but it would seem to me unlikely. But all of this is the Redeemer

speaking and declaring His purpose. He has come to do the great work back

in IsaI c2. He has come to bring the fulfillment of God-'s promises that the

reign of sin is to have an end and the curse is to be removed. There is to be a

year of favor of the Lord, a time when the Lord instead of looking upon the earth

with a curse, looks uDon it with favor. There is also to be a day of vengeance,

a day in which theLord will requite sin and. wickedness and put an end. to it. There

is to be a time when all that -ourn will be comforted.. All of these things are

the res'ilt of what He does on Calvary's Cross when He died. That is not specifically
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menticned in the passage it is in the background quite cLef-nitelY.

So we have this perto. here in wch the Redeemer escr1bes His work. He has

here described what He is going to do. He has shown the joy that is to come as

a result of the message which He is proclaiming and His outworking as He does

that which is kxx involved in it. Verses to 9 show the glory of the Redeemer's

people and verselO to 6Z:l show the assured fulfillment, the asured completion,

of His mission. It is not the hope that this will be accomplished. It is not

the possibility that perhaps this thing will happen but that it certainly will

happen. First the hx change txx±kx of the people to the oil of joy and.

then the glory of his people which is the Cross and then the assured completion

0f the message. Now the glory of His people which is the central part of this

testimony here has considerable cornment in the previous chanter and that which

follows. But I think that there is a somewhat different emphasis in it. I think

that in it He is lookeng not so much at the full result of His work as He is

looking at the people who have thetr sorrow turned into joy and looking at various

aspects in which they will rtAxii realize the results. He starts in that they are

going to build up the old wastes. The areas that have been desolate for a long

time are going to be restored.. This, of co'irse, someone might say is fulfilled-in

the return from exile. There was a rebuilding when they returned from

exile. There was a repair. If this verse stood alone it might well be that the

return from the exile s the fulfillment of it. But this verse seems to foll

definitely the r'su1ts of t}e Redeemer's mission and Christ says that it is He

who spaaks there in Nazareth, and it would suggest that these refer to something

subsequent to His time there rather than previously. Also these are only the

introduction to a larger passage. The larger passage would should us whether

the hegiflfl' of it is rightly to be nderstood. as part of the fulfiliftment
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in one particular occasion or in another particular occasion. I might make a

prediction. I might say a etter carrier is going to come here and is going to

bring a letter from k±iu California which he will deliver to Mr. Gordon

telling him of the marriage his rich uncle out there. Well, now, if I were to

make th t statement, you would think the first part thf it--a letter carrier

j going to come ana bring a letter from California---ana tomorrow the It letter

carrier came and brought a letter from California telling Mr. Moffjtt that they

wanted him to preach at the first Church of California. You would

say for the first part of it that m it is a fulfillment of the prediction.

Then when you fins. who the letter is for and what it said, you would say no. This

is not the seine. It doesn't go on. A prediction, then, aE may be fulfilled

in one place. It may be fulfilled in another place. We look at the whole

picture
to see whether it is the real, fulfillment or not. The return from the

exile would apDear as though it ight be a fulfillment of this, but as you go on,

the question is, does the rcst of it fit that particular situation or not. Is that

the fulfillment or do we look for someting else to he the fulfillment. So as we

look on to wat follows the restoring of desolations and. repairing an area that

has been wasted, we see certain things aescribea. there which hara.ly fit the return

from exile and make us think that that though It began as if it were the ulfIllment

actually proves not to be and the thing must be looked for later.

(uestion--Mr. Moffitt) That is a very interesting

question-matteris to be asked about. is It a pre-Action of Pentecost or is it the beginning

of a prediction of Pentecost and then as you go on you see that it isn't Pentecost

and it must be someti-in else. Or is it a prediction of something that began at

Pentecost and ktx continued through. and includes within itself more than the
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one event? Those are both possibilities. That, of course, would be a possible

interpretation here. They built up the old waste. They raised up the former

desolations; they lived there for a long time, and after they have lived there for

a long time they go on and fulfill the remaining verses. That would be entirely

0SSi)le. That is, that it would be a continuous thing with various stages which

might be separt by a long period. But if there is a break and a sending

off into exile again, that would seem to put an end to that particular thing.

If the letter carrier came here tomorrow and brought the letter from

California to Mr. M0ffitt and then if a week from now someone came in, not a letter

carrier and said, "Here is a letter which I w.s asked to deliver prsonally to

Mr. Gordon," you would not say that t1e prediction began in the one sense and

continud through and was fulfilled because they are two distinct things. The

one that 'ogan with the letter carrier coming in with a letter from California

didn't end uthe way it had been predicted and therefore in that case there is a

second thing-two separate things. One particular thing is that they run on for

thousands of yars ifxc or hundreds of years if you want, but there must b a

continuity. There cannot be a change o4 th._nt t-i into something

a different type or situation. There must b a definite continuity. Now that

is t:e thing which You can't express always in the simplest language an. perhaps

it is better to look at different instances as we go on and draw our--.'(,

principles rather than try to discuss tkx all the possibilities in the realm of

the theoretical. I wanted to get that p rticular point across that a prediction,

a continuous prediction, wo'ila. seem to suggest one thing

even though there night be long gaps of time interposing the definite relation

betwe-n them, not merely too d± dissimilar or unrelated aubjects which

start one way anu. finished another.

(Question) No, he x1x might turn over to some entirely d.ifierent

subjecbut it would be definitely rel.ted. There should be a definite relation
7 2 -,F

ship whether chronological or logical even contract, definite reason for the change,
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a definite relationship, unless you finish this and start a brand new message

Such things happen. But yo' want to find evia.ence that such is the case. Ordinarily

we assume a continuity unless there is evidence that there is no continuity.

But the:- may the fact tht you describe four things doesn't meadthat they

follow in chronological order. You may describe something that happens now and

then show something tl-'at happens later on that is related--a thing that happens

now and a kku1 thing that hap 'ens later. There must be a relation, scme sort of

a. logical reasoning why you follow that sort of thing and don't come upon it

arbirarly. You may say we had apples our first day we were here for dessert and

a little later we han oranges and a little later W had grapefruit and. we began

in the fall eating ham and lamb chops but more recently we have been eating pork

chops and veal. Originally we had cauliflower and more recently it has been

sinach and. turnips. That is to say, you don't have to go on in a chronological

order. You can start in anc. go through but you go through

on different lines. You wouldn't say when we first came there we used to have

apples, but now we have pork choos and we used to have veal cutlet ana now we have

cheese and rapefriiit. There must be a logical relationship. But the logical

relationship can be--there can be different types of logical relationship. You

have to study to see what they are but we can be assured that there is a

relationship. Because someti g in the first mentioned in such a relationship

that doesn't mean that it necessarily is the right relationship. Some other

could be the proper clue, but theee is a clue. Now of course, the clue can be
11. yq-

aifferpnt. t- can be different, types of clues. Like it describes Jesus coing

up from Jericho and He talks to one man first ana then He preaches a certain

and. it Isn't necessarily a logical relationship. That may be just what He

aid along that road. It doesn't have to be necessarily a logical relationship.

It might be simply a chronological relationship that this is the oraer Li which He
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of an order. There is a reason for it. S0 in this case then we have the glory

of the Redeemed people shown and the eginning here and the return from Babylon

and here is the f'ilfiUinent. e are buiLiing the desolation. e are building

up the former desolation. Then the other prophecies were not fulfilled and. the

people read. 'Salah more carefully and they knew that Isaith predicteu. that they

would return fro Babylon. He predicts that very clearly in other olaces. But

then there are predictiona--there are plenty of sections in Isaiah to show that

as certain as the matter of returning from Babylon is it is not the most TT*

via' consideration. Going into Babylon as on account of sin, if the sin.

question isn't dealt with, there is no tremendous, final victory -getting

rid of the exile. Th'e will be others and other difficulties. The sin
particular

problem is that which cises it. So when you have this i-b4ve pasgge4

aftxxx and certain !R other passages which start in as if tkrnx they discuss

the exile d go on to tell what hap ens when they return from exile, you say,

no these show that the eEeturn fro" exile xuxxtx wonderful as it was

in t}'e manifestation of God's blessing as it was, is not the answer as dealt with

the xx need of the passage. These are dealin& with that which is to coC after

the sin cuestion has been fully dealt with, after the vital thing has happened,

the death of Christ on Calvary when He presents t'e whole outward I - -

in the lives of His people. So we have in this passage here I think not so much

a specific passage as probably in chapter 62, a specific passage dealing with a

particular situation which is going to be a result of the work of the Redeemer

but terhaps here in verses to 9 more of a general picture of the way in which

all of the people of the Redeemer's people are to find particular glory as a

result of their relation to Him. Consequently it could have its greatest

expression in that outworking which we find In chapter 60 and 62 which seems rather
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irople are to enjoy unexampled blessing, the time of absolute anci universal

peace and joy. That would be a time which would b included in the glory of the

Redeemer's people described in verse 9 but which would not be an necessarily

all that was involved in this particular prediction here. This wo].d be described

in general the glory which is to come to the Redeemer's people and. that glory
of fulfillment

could find various elements at different times. Thus the building of the old

waste and. repairing the former desolation and repairigg the waste cities are

some things that to a small extent could take place at the return fro exile.

1t could from a greater extent take place whentever people are filled with the

Spirit of God and go forward to make a great change in the situation .S

happened after the Reformation invarious parts of urope. It would be still more

true when the entire wastes and desolation of sin is removed and Gouts people

are enabled to establish themselves for His protection and glory and. t'-is would

be the rehuildinof the condition, the restoration of the great city which

has been desolate.

(question)

xx He is talking to people and he addresses them in direct discourse. I

don't think there is anything unusual in that. e often speak of people in the

third person and. then turn to address them in the third person. Here He is referring

to His people and He says that they are to enjoy prosperity, great prosperity, in
tasks

which the mterialAfor them will be done by strangers. Those who are in the

Babylonian captivity, persecuted people of God, and mistreat and enslaved and.

in servitude. They are to render service to them and. to do things for them. The

stranger will stand and feed. your flocks and the sons of the alliens will be your

plowmen and your vine dressers. Now, of course, if you wanted to spiritualize the

verse., you might say this vrse describes the DeoDl, coming from te dstant lands

to bring the Wora of God. and bear te message of Gou..tx Strangers will
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come and. f"ed your flock and bring the gospel to the sheep of the lord and the

sons (;f the aliens, people from a distance, those will come and. dress the vines

for the people of God's kingdom. That is a spiritualizea inerpretation of The

verse which seems to me to hardly fit the verse. It is referring to material

referring to Gouts people rleasei from
things and not to spiritual things.

duties
the necessity of material t-which are performed for them in order that they

may be the priests of the Lord., in order that they may be the ministers of God,

They will be relieved of the necessities of material work. Others

will do. They will enjoy the riches of that which has been heaped up upon earth

for those who are strong and crude and unscrupulous. It is said to be given

to those 1ILll have been true to the lord. That is something which

to some extent takes place all through the ages although God's people are persecuted.

and reviled for a time, we find that inevitably in the course of

a stated time they to the top and they are the one who are receiving the material

blessing. But then, of course, the process goes on further, and those who are

in this cositlon forget Goa and turn away from Him and !' .

So that crocess in this age could hardly be assimilated but probably is involved

in the general concept here. There would be a specific and complete fulfillment

of this very likely, but in this particular passage that we hare this general

declaration of the glory of the Redeemer's work fulfilled in particular aspects

\. with various groups. You will be called the priests of the Lord. Men willal1

you ministers of His. For your shame you will have double and. for your con-

fusion they shall rejoice in the Lod.. Ther fore, in their land they will jk~

tffttxx possess the double. Certainly it is on a small scale. You find.

this too. You think of the Quakers a few hundred years ago persecuted and reviled

and Qhasti5Cd out of ngland and nobody punished who would destroy their property

or injure them and reaching a state of occu.lence aria. material wealth and a great

number of them have secured this. It is a clearing out of the general principle
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here prsented but not I think the most

In verse 8 he continues the glory of His people. The Lord loves judgment.

He hates robbery. He hates that which unjustly secured ana thinks that

presenting that to the Lord is going to win His favor. He loves righteous

attitude. and righteous judgment. He loves gifts and. sacrifices. which are

given of a ure heart arid not from the hart of sin. He is going to direct

the work of people of this type, people who are true followers of Christ. He

is going to direct them and make an everlasting covenant with them. Those that

see them will acknowledge that they are those which the Lord, will bless. This

refrs to I think all the Redeemer's people, not to anyone individual, but to

His eplP as a whole. These things are to happen at various times out it woulo.

seem very rasonale that this is mnde possible. To be more clearly trans

ated. it would h.ve to be that they all would have to be fulfilled at once.

Then at one time it would come t0 all evôn if it came to many at separate times

at other times. Well, this verse 5, it woulo. seem to me is mateHal blessing.

I do not think it is dealing properly with the Word of God to take the word aside

and make out it a verse abo't pr'aching the Gospel-carrying the message of

salvation to different lands.

ñxzixuxbi,x±kx That is a wonderful teaching contained in Is' iah repeatedly but

I don't think it holds in this particular case.

Now we have then the certainty of the assured com-cletion of the

mission and it is a little hard to see exactly where this ends because, of course,

results of the Redeemer's mission are followed ver much in chapter 62 as also

j chapter 60. The year of the favor of the Lord, seems to be described. in both

pce,s and this, of course, is the result of the Redeemer's mission and so the,a

assured completion of it ].xx fits rather gently into that aria there isn't a

ikxx sha line, perhaps, where he makes the change and. finishes aria starts the

other. It is quite definitely a change of thought. I will greatly rejoice in the
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Lord. My soul will rejoice in my God, for He has t±gxxx clothed me with the

garments of salvation. It is not the command. He is told. to do somet'ing. It
clothed.

that the edeemer has been of the Lord. with the garments of salvation.

He has covered, me with a robe of rigteo'isness as a bridegroom covers himself

ith ornaments and as a bride adorns herself with jewelry. That is rather strange

note there. It us look at v'rse 10 in the Hebrew. It is a rather stange

word. It means tertinent. It is used of the pertinence of the tele--/ou would

say the vesse of the temple. The pertinence of an army are th weapons that

they use. It is translated the armes or weapons. It is not the big thing like

the buldin but it is the accessories, the things that go with it, the smaller

tis that are with it. Ornaments is a good translation. It is those t ings

which are connectea w ich are the smaller t'ings which are used of God. So in

t is case the two words. The one is masculine and the oher is femin. S0 that
clothed

is a verY strange thing that it is not that God has me and covered me as

one covers a bridegroom ana as on adorns a bride but it is that he has covered

me and adorns me as a bridegroom cov'rs himself an as a bride adorns herself.

Thus you have a comparison btween that which God does for him aria that which the

bridegroom and the bride does fo" themselves. It a very intereting little note.

The note there is erhs a slit sugstion of the fact that x when God

anoints the Redeemer, he is in a sense anointing Ed-self because lie is &oa. It

is a slight suggestion.

(question) Yes. That, of course, is out of the cuesion. we ar' protected\

with the salvation which God, gives us, but here the Lord has ut on him the robe of

riteousness and the garments of salvation, which fit him to be the Saviour

of the .orld

(Qurstion)In 59. Yes, he mt on rig teousness as a breastplate and the helmet

upon his he&.. Of r'co'1rse, tht is protection__a helmet of protection. He is

invulnerable. This is a different idea. This is the garment and pertains to
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salvtion which declares him to be the nviour. ust as the bridegroom doelftrr

garments show him to be a bridegroom. The veil an long dress show her

to be a bride. The garments wbic the Lord -outs upon the Redeemer iniicate to all

the wordd. that e is indeed the Svioiir, that he is the one. There is a

similarity but it is quite a different type of thing. So the Redeemer is given

/ô'1
His power by the lord and His power is of

There is no cuestion of the fulfillment of the words. as to whether the Redeemer

xx±x±1x will ilfill His wok. He wins repeatedly and when everytling looks

as if there is a great vittory for the Lord. things work out bust the opposite w

and Satan seizes hold and tarries things off. Satan is indeed determined.

We will often be tremendously discouraged x±x if we expect things to wvrk out just

the way they ought to be done because they don't. Lven though Satan is the prince

of this world, God controls Satan and God is going to work his righteous purposes

in the end. Perhaps He wants, we expect it to come so e completely other way.

perhaps he is going to work through us or perhaps He is going to work inspite of us

But we know that if we ii" close to Him and sek to ao His will and to have his

will work out through us we know that the results are in His hanas whether they

ie out dust tEx along the li'ne we have exaec ted and planned. or whether we find.

that it is like Milton, who was so nXioUs to serve the Lord ana had. his !.tx great

plans and. efforts an ctivities of serving the Lora and then he was sratten with

olindness and He seemed to be laid. aide. He felt absolutely miserable that he

Couldn't serve the Lord. Then he wrote that wonderful poem. They also serve

who only stand. and wit. If it was God's will to lay him in a certain place, if

it is God's will to dRra deprive him of the fulfillment of all that he had planned.

for and o.ountea on if he was really devoted. to theLord. and truly doing his best to

fulfill the Lord's will, he can be sure that it is indeed the Lord's will that

this happened ana that the Lord can be just s much pleased with him as if the

deed which he had expected to ao had been done. We will not be able to tell now

who are the ones who will receive the great reward fm the Lord's hands. One
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as one much used of the Lord but the Lord may be working th rough him things

that ar" far greater than what is done through someone else who is used in a

tremendous way. But the question is, is each of them doing his very utmost

to serve the Lord. and is he doing his very utmost to live close to the Lord. and

to follow the Lord. If he is where the Lord eventually directs his stew and

used him is the place where the Lord wants him. So there is no need for us to be

anious or impatient abuut the way things come in this world althou4 it is

atafl'S world -and God is on his throne and if we are seeking his will our place

as a believer is the place of his choice. It is a great lesson there. It is the

Lord\tho clothed him with the gar!flents of salvation. It is the Lord who covers

them with the robe of righteousness. But, of course, in the case of this thing

T-e .s the Redeemer who is indeed God. So the Lord. govers him as a bridegroom

with the armeflt5. O in the 11th verse the 'arth brings forth her bud and. the

garden blossoms with the fulness of spring. he bud doesn't say, "Well, I have got

to get busy and work hard or I come cut. You have to tear up

the plant where you planted seeds evry day to see if the seed is sprouting or not.

It is ilanted and it is going to c me up. The Lord will cause righteousness

and praise to spring forth. You. move it forwara. You can't stop it. But

you may be God's instrument to move it foriar1 or to stop it. Me may have a great

turpose to wvck through you but His purpose will indeed be fulfilled. It is a

wonderful comfort and people say that those who have this view of Gods power that

they naturally e)Dect to lie bak and do nothing. TI-As is just the death of all

enterprise and all work and. yet you find that hux those who have this vision are

the ones who are ctual1y working hard and accomplishing. The world just can't
I in

figure it out. -'

We re 1ookin at the great section of the book of 'saiei which runs from
chapter

hi-oh r na--ftnji ch-,-t.. 59:15b to £:6, a section w ic' is a section of blessing.

God's mercy upon His people, a section which follows a continuous passage of rebuke
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but in which there is no direct rebuke of God's people. He declares His over

throwing of the enemies and His blessing to His own in this section. Thre is

a great section looking forward to the mighty blessing which God is going to bring

after the judgment described in the rebuke passage preCeding it. Now we have

noticed the envelcpe structure of this passage. irst, God is sovereign in a

position to overthrow His adversaries. Chapter 59:15b to 19a. Paru.led by

63:1-6. A rema'kable parallel between these two sections. e noticea. the

second section, a banner is raised and a Redeemer comes to Zion. 59:19b t0 21.

Paralleled with a banner is raised and. a Redeemer come to Zion in 62:l02.

A remarkable similarity again between these two sections--those which are nearer

the middle from the two ends of the envelop. Then we noticed that there is a

section in chapter 60, that is the whole of chapter 60, very similar to chapter

62:1-9. oth of these sections seem to describe a situation. They describe a

condition, a remarkable contrast to the time of misery and of confusion and of

turmoil which is present in Israel at the time of Isaiah as the result of the sin

of man. These describe a time of blessedness, a time of happiness, a time of peace

and joy. These two--once section a whole chapter, 22 verses; the corresponding

one nine verses. There are many points of similarity between the two sections

verses beinE almost identical in some places. It is vry clear that the envelope

structure continues in these two which are called 'c" moving from the two ends toward

the middle. Then we have in the middle that climtic section ithere the Redeemer

describes His work, the elven ver-rs of chapter 61. -and last tithe we noticed how

we co"Jd divide that chapter into three parts, first, the servant declares his

messa&e , sedond, the glory of the Redeemer's people given in fairly general

teems inclnAg certainly primarily that which is discussed in

chapters 60 and 2 but also possibly going beyond it. And. then verse 10 to

62:1 the assured coo1etion of the Redeemer's mission. Now we looked at that
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rather in detail last time. It mild be interesting to go further into this

Oder±'fl chapter but I think inasmuch as our semester is moving rapidly

forward that it might be better that we should now look at section "c", the section

which precedes end follows it.

Now axl intere ting thing about t}-is section is that it comes right after

3ection 'b". Well, the first part does. The last part precedes "b". N1i1le this

t certainly suggests it. Now sectiondoes not prove a chronological progress,

"b" I don't think we'll look at toaay. We might take a definite stuuy of it

later but I do think that it i worth while to look briefly at a New Testament

ouotation of section "b" which you might look at more fully another time.

Section "b" I entitled a banner is raised and a Redaemer comes to Lion. That is how

I entitled it. Now in this section which --the first is 59:19b to ?l and the

second 'b" is 62:10-12. In the first of t3ese we have a verse which is quoted by

the Apostle aul in the New Testament in Romans 11. Lt us look t this just for

a moment. We are not going to study it today but we will o that later on. Just

-or the general situation. Verse 20, "And the redeemer will come to Zion and to

them that turn from transgression in Jacob, saith the lord." This is uoted in

Romans 11:27. There in Romans 11 we have a passage at which we have looked a .ood

many times already because It is a passage in which the apostle described his woer-

u1 figure of the olive tree. He describes how this oive tree the natural branches

some 0f the natural branches, had been wafted out end some wild branc:es had. been

grafted in. Then he said in verse 21.1., "For if thou wert cut out of the olive

treexwk±Ek which is wild by nature and grafted contrary to nature into a good. olive

tree, how much more shall these which be the natural branches be grafted into their

wn olive trefor I would not brethern that ye should be ignorant of this mystery."

Verse 25 continues, "that ye should be wise in your own conceit that blindness in

part is happening to Israel until the fulness of the Gentiles be come in an so

all Israel shall be saved." In other wxx words Paul says, here is a situation
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in which ce 'tam natural branches have been torn out of the olive tree and. certain

wild branches have been grafted in, but the natural branches are to be grafted. in

again. The time is ning when they are going to be put i again and h says that

blindness in prt is hapenin to Israel until the fulless o± th gentiles come

in and. then all Israel is going to be saved. What is his proof of it? As it is

written, there shall, come out of Zion the deliverer and shall take away unGoaliness

from Jacob for this is my covenant unto them when I will take away their siis.

Tow as to the full barig and. relationship of these passages we wild have taken

it up in any order we wanted but I think for our present purpose we could. just

note them now and study them at a later time. We note now that Pail quotes this

verse in Isaiah as proof that all Israel shall be saved. As prooof that the

natu 1 branc es are going eventually to oe grafted. into the olive tree and most

Bible students regardless of their viewpoint, regardless of geteral excatological

attitudes, the great bulk of 3ilc stuu.ents with comparatively few exceptions

have hold that at the nLi of t}is age there is ccing to come a great o turning

of Israel unto the Lor., a grat converting of Israel as a nation, a nation

born from the dead.. That has been held by most interpreters. That seems quite

clearly to be Paul's teacig a this o'nt here. He basis it upon this verse

f Is'-'j. herfore if this verse of Isaiah describes the conversion of the Jews

as a nation to the Loru,, which is to take place at the e u, of this age, then

that xIkx vouL. raise a certain presumption, although not a proof by any rig- azzis,

that what follows in chapter 60, t'oe description of that wonaerful period there,

ouLi be something that would be something that would. follow after the conversion

of the "Tews. i - t Joe sn't prove it at all--it sugge3t$it. It suggests it

as a working hypothesis to work on.and to see whetr the great peroE c blessing

'.iescribed in c'ater E and described there as coming aftr the banner is raised

and t'e redeemer comes to Zion or ,t lest is some relation to it, bi-it -probably

afterwards. That is a perioa in a relation t0 it. 0 f coil---e, i is also a
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relation to the work which the Rc'deemer described in 61.

So let us look at chapter 60 then nd let us see what we have contained. in

chter bO. It usfirst glance rapidly at the chapter a nd. see what is correct.

Verses 1 and 3less the lictht of God's glory. Arise, shine, for thy light is

come. arkne3S shall cover the earth, gross darkness the people, but the Lord

s}-]J arise upon thee and. his glory shall be seen.'1 here is a rather suden

outpost of God's glory. The sudden shining of His light through the earth pre-

sented in verses land . This is a note--this extenti0fl of light is a note

which is found rather commonly through the book of Isai. I will probably

assign you in the future the survey of the similar passages in the book of

Isaiah. Get the phrases in a concordance and see how often it occurs. Th U

occurs more thUx frequently in .3.ah than in all the other prophetical books

ut togher. It is an idea which binds te book as a whole group. Now, of course,

these tow v"rses do not &ow a great deal about what ktxfx time the chapter

refers to . They do suggest that the chapter here described be-,ins with a rather

5,1den out;)ouri'tg of the Word of God--a rather suden etention of it. hat is

su-estea by it. Just when that will he. he wo verses in themselves do not

Drove a griat deal.

low in vers s 3 and L we have a great ingathcring. There is no aoubt of that,

that that is the central thoght of those two vrsee. The Gentiles shall come

to thy light or the nations will come to the lt. You can take it either way.

It means nations in general or it means those natio-is w ich are outsiae of Israel.

They will come to thy light and kings to the brightness of thy rising. Here is
I Zhthe coming of the kings of the earth to x this great".. Is this a

description that describes the preseit gospel age and the outgoing of the gospel

and the coming of the nations to the light and. kings coming to the brightness of

thy rising. .bat does this "thy' refer to? Does it rican the rising of the

'!essjah? Is it a descrition of the resurrection here? Arise, sine, for thy
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light is come. The glory of the Lord. is risen upon thee. Gentiles shall come to

thY light and. kings to the brightness of thy rising. Lift up thine eys round

about thee Add see. They gather themselves together. They come to thee. Thy

son shall come from far and ±hixx thy ax daughters shall be nurse at thy side.

Tow I would. like to take just about one or two minutes. I would like you'o look

tx keeping your nlish Bible before you. l&oking at these four verses, all

roncuns, look at the Hebrew at these )ronouns and. then we shall comre it in about

two minutes to give you a regime whether this is the Messiah.,whose light the

Gentiles are to come and at whose brgtass of whose rising kings will c,,-,-e. Of

course, everybody has their Hebrrw Bible here. You wouldn't be prepared for this

class without it.

On the verbs and on the nouns. Rise thou Shine thou 'fi A)

For thy , oh woman, light is come and the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee

oh woman- In verse behold the iarkness shall cover the earth and gross darkness

the people, but the Lord shall arise uon thee, oh woman, and his glory shall shine

upon thee, oh woman and. the Gentiles shall, come to A±XX thy'.i!ht, oh woman,

and the kings to the brightness of thy rising, oh woman. It is a woman who is

addressed. Consequently it would seem to me that we have a pretty good basis in

Hebrew exegesis to cl"im that the woman addressed ts npthe -~aaz.-ah, simply on the

matter of gender. Now the English version does not bring that out. Reading it in

nglish anyone could very well the impression from these ver3Ps that the Messiah

is addressed. There is nothing in the verses that could not fit the Messiah, but in

the Hebrew you find that it is a woman. The Messiah is never addressed as a

wo jan.

(Question) If you get on tix into the context further, you find that verse 5'

thou shalt go together is hardly addressed to the Messiah an 6 ' a multitude of

camels shall cover thee' is hardly the Messiah. There are various expressions in the

following verses that are cr±tx certainly not the Messiah. Sôrneone else raised the

uestion whether it is a change of te person addressed or the fact that it still j

continues . I think it would. suggest that the same person is adaressea. through the
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passage. So I think that on the ground of the grammar we can rule out

the !essiah interpretation as being one hundred percent wrong. It is clearly not

the Messiah here addressed. Who then is aidressed.? (Student answers) }iat is

addressed is either axxuxx land or a people. That use in 614. would suggest a

people unless we find. something which makes it very sgggestive of a land.

,,...-/La people would be

(Question) -A L

In verse 6 we find, that the camels cover thee. It sounds more like a land.

So that suggests a land. !wkxwxx Is it necessar;T to think of a land. simply persay

or of a land of people more or less bound together? People connected with the land.

But certainly there is an emphasis in these verses which seem to tie up with the land

rather than the people. Either a land persay or a people connected with the land.

Then we have these divisions in the chapter. First, the light of God's glory. /

Second, the Gentiles will come to thy light. They come to see thy soncome from 3
Qc I

far. It might be a people of whom others come &..t_-t4.me and yetuit sounds as if they

already were come as ±k thy people.And there certainly is a strong suggestion

a land here. I say that proves it thus far but there is a suggestion.
jr'k4z

I don't think we will find. it it is a land persay. It 1-9 a land or a people

The land of the people. Now

Now the next division I think is a rather long one. Number 3. I have called

t from verse 5 to ].7c, dividing verse 17 into three parts. I have called material

prosperity. Section three from verse 5 to l7b is quite definitely expressing material

things. Now this 'Particular section we might ask the question, is this a description

of the glory of the church? Or is it something that relates to Israel? Which of the

two is here in mind? Is it in either event spiritual blessings which are here describd

or is ft my title justified--material prosperity? Certainly there is spiritual

blessing involved in 1 and 2--light coming and covering the land and certainly ,-
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in 3 and 1 Gentiles coming to thy light and to the brightness of the thy rising
might is

express a spiritual and. nip,ntal approach or it might express a physical
gaining

coming for the purpose of _knowldge and seeing the tflkx l1ght. The--e

is a spiritual aspect whether there is also a physical movement involved or

"10t, but it so nds as if there might be a physical movement Certainly in the

specific line it would. suggest a comint to thu the land. But then in verse 5

the forces of the Gentiles willxxxtix come to thee. A multitude of camels

will cover thee. They will bring gold and incense. The flocks of 3heba will be

there. The rams of Mebiath will come up with acceptance on my altar. I will

glorify the house of my glory. Verse 9, the isles will wait for me and. ships of

Tarshish will bring thy sons from far. ad their 3ilver and their gold with them.

Then all the sons of strangers will build up thy walls and tki their kings will

minh5tr to them. In my wrath I smote thee but in my favor have I had mercy

n t}'ee. Surely that sounds more like Israel than like the church. In i' wratho

i s-iote thee but in '-iy favor I had mercy on thee. That would certainly seem to

mean Israel rather than the church unless it is a late stage of the church which

has been previously been rejected. I don't know what the evidence would be-.

in relation to church. Thy ggtes will be opened continually and men will bring

to thee the forces of the Gentiles. 12, for the nation and k1a.ion that will not

serve thee shall perish. Yea, those nations shall be utterly wasted. That is the

only note of destruction anywhere within the chapter. The chapter is all one of

beautiful blessing. Here is the only noteof any kind of destruction. There is no

sense of rebuke because it is destruction of those that will not serve thee. They

will perish and they wile utterly sasted.. That might show that it is a time in wh

which there will be destruction of those that do not commit. 'e reed. of Christ

who will rule with a rod of iron or it might mean that at the beginning of the

perioa there is a destruction of many who do not submit and enter into a relation-

ship. O it does not prove that there is war and turmoil within thperiod

described. It might mean that or it might mean the previous things in the period
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but it does show the destruction here which does not assume this relationship.

It shows a situation in which there is a control from on nation over others and

the glory aflc blessing from others brought to the one. Now, of course, we often

spiritual blessings. we have the

have material statements used. as figures for sp

church described under physical terms. Tt certainly would be absurd for anyone

to sup-Pest that the Bible is all to be taken literally. It has many extremely

beaUti1 figures in it. But a figure must describe something specific. It

must have a definite meaning. There must be some sense to te figure and we should

always see first wIether the literal meaning of something rakes sense or whether

it makes a better sense than to take a thing in a figurative way. Now taking this

in a literal sense it certainly makes a very rasonable sense. Here is a descrip

tion o± a land or a people connected with a ñ land that has previously been

rejected by God and. had been smitten by him but now are receiving mercy from him

arid they are in a situation in which there tz main exzrke exercise is over

other people and ti-ere is great wea'th brought to them from other peoples bu

these other reoples are not in a state of trampling subjection to them but in

a state in which they come in order to get life from them. They come to tre

"lory of t-eir rising. They come cause there is light and they receive liit

from tht which is there to be found. There is a willing and loving subjection

made, but there is a condition of great material blessing which seems to be

described and it seems to me that it is rather aifficult to get out ofis

verses 5 to l7 nyt}ing that is other than a clear conditthcn escrib

ing a wonderful state of material blessing, material xxi prosperity. There

are spiritual elements in it. It is not material prosperity divorced, from

that, but it is material prosperity in connection with spiritual blessing but

definitely a condition of material prosperity.

Now verse 15, whereas thou hast been forsaken and hated so that no man went

through thee, I will make thee an eternal exce1ency and a joy for many

generations. That would seem to describe a land that has been in desolation
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centuries has been 'odden down and has been on the outskirts of civilization

and it has gone through that situation in comparative backwardness in comprative

insecurity. One hundred years ago people w±xx in 2urope and America

hardly knew the rain features of the land of Palestine. They got the main features

from the ible. No one had any idea one hundred ten years ago. No, ody had

any 1d of how steep a drop it was from Jerusalem clear down to the Jordan

Valley. Zx Or how high the hill country was. The great features of

geocraphy were practically unknown. Uward Robinson, a great student of

Andover Seminary a little over one hundred ten years ago set to work to write a

geography of Palestine and getting all the sources available, he oumA tht there

just wasn't enough to write a decent geography. He had to go ovr

there '-nd he had to get an -b guide and he had to get a missionary from rpt

to go with him and an Arab guide and went to the country and. examinea. it in order

to get the main feat's. It was something that was on the outskirts ana.

previous to 1914 it was unsafe to be out in the country in Palestine after dark,

It was a general condition of upheaval and confusion. That has been more or less

typical of Palestine since the time of Christ and, of course, it ';as daring the

exile, too. But he says here thou hast been forsaken and hated so that no man

zx comes through thee, but I will make thee an eternal excellency and. a joy of

many generations. It would seem to describe a change in the condition of Palestine.

A change in the condition of the land of Israel. A place out on the outskirts

of Palestine to being the very center of the dominion of the earth. A place

w}-ich the people rushed to to get the light that was found there and to which they

willingly bring their wealth.

Verse 16 is also very interesting. Thou shalt also suck the milk of the

Gentiles and. shall suck the breast of te king and. shalt know that I the Lord

n thy Saviour and thy Redeemer, the mighty Cod of Jacob. ihis, of course, is a

verse which is to be taken figuratively. it is very clear. 1±x he fact that it
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is a figure is made clear by the fact that it is the breast of kings, not the

breast of queens. There is nothing of a material element 1 it. I mean that

it is not a literal element. It is a figure. Wèxux it is a figure not 0±

destruction. This would not be mix a figure of that. It is a figure of receiving

sustenance and material blessing, receiving that which is aonducive to

satisfaction and advancement and prosperity, willingly supplied by the nations

the earth and. by the kings and rulers. It fits exactly then. It is a figurative

statement AX ztxzwxzzffxx corresponding to the literal statement previously

about the rrriiltiti'.de of camels coring and. bringing gold and silver and all that up

to the land of Palestine. It is a figure to show us exactly that sort of tLing.

It is not a description of olunder or anythi 'g of thatkthx kind. It certainly

is not xi-x here a fiire of spiritual blessing. There is much spiritulA

blessing in the chapter and. this is a figure for material blessing, you see. He

says that tx±x. thou shalt know that I the Lord am thy Saviour and the Redeemer,

the mighty one of Jacob. All throu2h the stress is laid upon the God

is bringing, God is glorifying. This is all a part of God's wonderful proviuence,

of God's wonderful blessing. It is God's sovereignty that is brining in. It

is not the power of their great achievement. It is God who is oigg it. But

it it certainly is not a picture of the e7tension of the church. It is not a

1ture of the going out of the gospel through the nations. there are phrases in

the early prt of the chapter which could fit that, but the chapter as a whole

shows us that those verses are fitted rather with the beginning of a great period

of national prosperity and. blessing over Palestine which becomes a headquarters for

general dominance of the earth.

In verse 17, for brass I will bring gold, fo1iron I will bring silver, and for

wood brass, and for stone, iron. That is a description of tie wonderful

material blessing. There should be a period there and a new verse begin with "c"

here. They shouldn't have the last prt of verse 17 be a part of the same verse.

It is a part of the same chanter, but it is the beginning of a new paragraph.
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Number 14" Three is material prosperity described. There is no question

about that I believe. You cannot possibly have a figure here for spiri.tial.

The prophet is taking this on a highr level and passages like this means to

take a thing aria change it to something different. 3ut there must be a relation

ship, there must be a reason why the figure is congruous and appropriate. As

such he material thing may be a figure of spiritu 1 blessing. But this is not

that sort of a passage. There are 1P1res j the pas;--age but there are

figures 01' a time in which there is great material prosperity fi-

brought about through the sovereignty of God and. recoriiized as the

result of God's great acts end of God's control.
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But now we have a section frorn l?c to 18 which I entitle external peace

end safety. It is a brief passage bnt the teaching of it is uite clear. I will

also make thy officers peace aria thine e: acters righteousness. that are the

exactors? They are the tax collectors. Thy tax gatherers will bring

rihtousness. Thy officers will 'o peac-. 'j-her- are mighty few lands where

people n speak of the officers as bing peac. ven in our own country of

democracy and liberty, even in our own country, occasionally iou will have the

experience of coming up against a "iinor official of the government and finding
attitude

an autocratic, domineering taken toward you where the man is pitty

proud of his petty authority and there is nothing of peace or righteousness in

his manner. I have had a few exteriences of that kind which have disgusted me

horouhly and ever since I have been surorised and delighted with so many

instances I have found. of the very fine "d gracious attitude on the psrt of people

in government service. On the whole I think in our country they are vry gooa.

But there are those instances in our country and certainly in most countries there

are far more instances. You take a petty man and ut him in. a position of a little

authority and how he does like t0 domineer over us. I found in Germany when I

was a student there that --this is twenty years ago--he began to aomineer, they
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would /

and he would te it from them. I aon't know ñyx why unless he was so iseU to

tking it from is superiors that when someboay clia it he would take it. I found

that that act'ially worked and I as amazeu. That is not the kind. ox_?.

described here. Thine officers peace and thine exactors, thy tax gatherers,

the ones who t'ke things away from you, they shall bring righteousness. They

will that which is reasonable -,nd proper and righteous. '( '

It is a division because bfore this it is the material blessing of this 1nU and

the prosperity that cores from its r'laticn with others. Now we are describing

the o±tx officers of the land, the condition within the land as zx civic

rite0us5s and freedom from danger. It is the same setting but it is a different

aspect of the setting. That is verse 18 aria this last part of 17. You remember

that in the da-s of Christ's first corning that the auolicaris, the tax gatherers,

that was synominous for a thief an a rob er. It had been that way in many a

country. That the tax gatherer, the person WiO came and. took away from you for the

government, hau. been a person or task that ha been notea for corruption and for

craftiness. This is a wonderful promise that in this lane ter will be

righteousness.z Violence shall no more be in thy land. Wasting or destruction in

thy borders. Thou shalt call thy wall salvation and thy gates praise. Here is a

picture of the land in which peace reigns. her- is no violence or no estunction.

t is a pki.tx picture of a land in which it is not necessary to lock oors, to put

brs on rtes, to have policemen walking 'r"inU in order to -put down thurroil.

I heard someone recently speaking of going up to Chester and zzkx jokingly

said, "Watch out that you don't get shot or arrested. " Time magatine about

three weeks ago had. an account in it of how a man from Virginia was in Chester

and he stunk a rifle out of the window of a building and he shot seven people in the

and Jd22ed them. They had to call about sixty policemen 'eore they were able

to subdue the man and. eventually he shot himself. Now that is the sort of thing
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that could take place anywhere and does occasionally take olace. Many of you

remember about a year ago that right over here about four or fiv z blocks

over three young men of good families in Wilmington here seized a young woman

andxx±x treated her most cruelly and It was a wonder she didn't die. of the

wicked and cruel treatment that they gave her. Lawyers made a very hard. effo

to prove that the young woman was a woman of immoral life an I don't think they

succeeded in proving it but even if they ha It would not have justified the

treatment that the men gave her. I believe that they were convicted. I didn't

hear the end. of the ttial. That was a terrible happening and it happened right

here in Wilmington. Those things are not common in our land. They are compara

tively uncommon but they do occur. They '-iay occur in any town in our land

and i many a land the,-, occur far more than they occur in any land, certainly

j any land which has not had as much of t"e outgoing of the gospel. Certainly

there is hardly a place which has been morn blessed with the gospel and yet they

do occur, and they did occur even in the times of the wiaest proclamation of the

gosDel. There has never been a time when every individual had been a real Christian

in our land or any other land there has never been a time when there has not

been certain outbreaks of violence or of destruction to proo.uce this. Here violence

shall no more b heard in our land or wasting or destrictioithin thy kaxxx

boarders. Here is a picture then of external peace and safety within the land.

It is pit picture of external ieace and safety in the land. It is a

picture of a condition which no nation has seen. It is a picture of a situation

which might be the result of the extention of the gospel if the gospel were

universally extended. But it is not the gospel itself which is here in mind but

the material situation which might come from the effects of the gospel or which

might came from an absolute control of Christ ruling with a rod of iron. It is the

ttton which is in mind here rather than the gospel or the preaching of the

gospel. It is th4Ituation of external peace and safety. It is here specifically

promised and promised for a certain land.
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I said. to a friend of mine once, "what does this verse mean where it says

that no one shall say to his neighbor, know the Lora, for all shall know the Lord.."

And this man was quite a student of the Old. Testament and a very good.

student of the Hebrew language said to me, 'That is perfectly Siaple. It means

that it is a prediction of the going out of the gospel. It means that every

Christian shall know the Lord. Therefore every Christian shall know the Lord.

yid no Chritian shall- aay to nother Christian, know the Lord., because all

Christians know the Lord." Well, it seems to me that that is an absurd interpre-

tation of the verse. It reduces it to utter nonsense. If you have a situation

of Christians scattered kRx her and there in the land, to say no man will sa

to his neighbor when some of the neighbors know the Lord and some Soe

are Christians and some aren't, no man shall say to his neighbor for all shall

know the lord on His interpretation means that no man shall say to someone who

knows the Lord, know the Lord, for all who know the Lord. shall kaow theLord. hat

is just what it would amount to. It would mean that every Christian shall know

the Lord. It is perfect nonsense. It must mean that kt is within some area. There..

is a compJ-te k0w1edge of the Lord within that ara. We do not finu. anyone who

needs to be evangelized because everyone there txxx knows the Lord. It must mean

that. Whether a great area or a small area--whatever area is included is an area

of C rnplete aomination of the knowledge of the Lo--a. .

In this case you have a similar situation. whether this is peaking of

Jerusalem or whether it is speaking 0±' all of Palestine, whether it is speaking of

the entire earth, whatevr is here spoken of is here described as being in a

situation where there is no more violence or destruction. It is in a situation

where there is complete peace and s'fety in the ministerial world. It is a situation

in which there tx.x are officers and they are peaceful officers. There is tax

0l1t10fl but it is done with a'bsol'ite justice. Certainly this is not a picture

0±' heaven. It is not a picture of some eternal state or sometin like that. It

is a picture of a specific earthly condition. All the ter'is ore of an earthly
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condition, a time when there is a complete change from that c previous xxxq
condition 4±[ewul

which the world, has known as a result of sin. So this picture then

is here given, this unified pkzxkxmx picture of the chapter beginning with the

sudden outpouring of the glory of God that might have come upon the land and. the

nation whatever was done. The light comes where there was forrnerlly darkness,

Darkness covered it before but now the light comes upon it. It is not a
c-c

trans from one place to another, from one ix c land to another, from one

world to another but a change of that land. or that world which was in iarkness

to one which comes t0 be covered with light. Those who were scattered come together

nd te kings come up to see the light and to learn the message of God, a picture

we have here and repeated in similar passages like in Miciah + and Isaiah 2 where
how

it describes all nations shall flow to Jerusalem and they zkx shall say,

Come let is leann e of &oa and let us hear the word of God. In Jerusalem

we can learn." It is a picture then of material prosperity, of one of blessing
in

coming, a x picture of a condition which there is external peace and safety,

a DictUre which parallels these other great pictures of a time of remarkable
material

period Of blessing upon the church.

Now someone may ask this question, ifx 1S it justifiable to call this

chapter a chapter of mlLnial blessing when the word millenial means a thous:iid

years in view of the fact that you read of these blessings--you rad certain terms

like forever or eternal. Verse 15, I shall he eternal excellency, a joy

of many nerations. Now the word that is translated "etrnal" is not the word
fô; Ic

that specifically means "eternal". It is a word wich means a long time. It is

used of the men of old, men of wa back and it is used of that which goes way

aheao. on a few t hundred or thousand years. It is a wwa which heaps upon itself.

&vr and ever expresses time on -and on wthout end, but which taken alone is not

eternal in the sense of endless but i a long, long period. NOW, of course, it

may be used. of a period so long to b seemngly endless but it uoes not say thr.t

at all. The joy of many generations oertainly suggests that it is a periou. which



has a termination. It is many generations. So this is a period, for which a time

of a thousand years would be sufficient to meet the terms, to !peci. It is a long

eriod of time which xizx stretches out into a long aistance. There is no

term in the passage to say that it cannot have an end or a change of state from

conc.ition.

Then we have the light of God's glory, the them of verses 1 and 2 , stressed

again in verses 19 to 20. Then in verses 21 to 22, I found it a little hara to

koW just how to specify these two vnrss because there ar a lot of different

ideas in them. I made the title, the permanence o± wide extension of the promid

blessing, but I'm not partiu1ar1y pleased with it. Those aspects are in it

b t there is more than that. "Thr people shall be all righteo's. They shall

inherit the land foreve'." There again is the phrase--for a long time. "The

branch of my planting,, work of my hands, that I may <e be glorified."

The tho'iht zfx again of God's blessing an th t it is tkx for the glory of God

that it is done. Then "a little one shall become a thousand and. a small one

a great nation." A ter which is of special interest in the coriarison of the

declaration of God's judgment which is stressed in Isa.iak 3 30:17. There we

road th,t "one thousand. shall flee at the rebuke of one, and at the reiike of live

shall x ye flee until ye be left as a beacon upon the top of a mountain and

an ensign upon a hill." There we had decrease and defeat as punishment and

chasetisemeflt, but hare we have increase as the sign of God's marvelous blessing.

So we have this'onderfu1 picture which I feel amply justifies the title of

millenial blessing and which again parallels very strikingly the first nine verses

of chapter 62.

(Question) There are ma phrases in Revelation 21 which wouLi seem to be

taken directly from this chapter and shows that there is a relations1ip undeniably.

t the question of the exact relationship of Revelation 21 to Revelation 20 is

'4. A'
Z_Zh11 4-

one on which very few can help. Personally I incline o ' -

although it is --lot a very widely held. view. It is true that there is certainly
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a similarity of phrases very definitely between Revelation 21 d this. For

Friday please, ev-rybocIy take this theme of the light, the 0utoing of the 1k*

light in vrses 1 and. 2 and bring me in all the parallels you fino. iIsaiah for

that and write them out please, and bring them in. Yon can do that ii an hour

And the other hour or two take g the last halt 01 the verse.
~ter~19, _verse~11,

Read it in the Authorized Version; then look it u in the Revised Version ani read

t the-I-?. See if you find, if the two agree exactly. Look it up in the Hebrew

nd see if they are both wrong or if you think they differ, which one is right.

Get evidence. 1jve this one-half verse a pretty good judgment an please write

out so e tre't'nt of that.



Is. 1Zto '7

The verse doesntt seem unified, does it? So shall they fear te nEjue of the

Lord ±x and the rising of the sun. When the enemy shall come in like a flood

the spirit of the lord will lift up the standard of Israel. There is no unity

0f that verse, is there. The first part of it tells of a wonderful spreading of

trust in God and. then the next goes on to a new ±tu crisis in which a banner

1 lifted. It doesn't make much sense as one verse. If you take it as the

Authorized Version has it, it ild seem to require that it s two verses. The

last verse in the previous paragraph and the other one the first ver e of a new

paragraph. But if you take the Revised Version it makes a good verse. l5 shall

they fear the name of the Lord. from the west and his glory from the rising

of the sun for He will come and t1-& righteous will be redeemed which the

&_ ' I- is-f- lJ ,c-,14 -1 -L- of the Lord cried."

the Revised Version. It makes one consistant sentence. It seems much more

unified. The only thing is that the verse divisions are later. 1e cannot quote

y dependence on the verse ±xkxx divisions. 1±' you have one continu

verse Lt seems to make better sense in the way that the Revised Version had it.

The Authorized Version that I have here I notice that there is a paragraph
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at the beginning of verse 20 which would. imply that it was considerably I

the sentence. by the translation by that paragraph. That doesn't seem to make

a very unified. sentence. If,. however, you make a new paragraph start there

when the enemy shall come iilike a flood. and the wspirit of the Lord. shall lift

up a standard. against him and the d±x Redeemer shall come to Zion"' and. /7 Z?.

shall tirn from transgression in Jacob. That makes a better unified sentence.

king your verse division in the middle. 0±' course, it must be the philology

that determines to see what makes a decent verse division and

what fits in with the context is very useful and vital but that which determines

must be the meaning of the word. So we must look t the words and see and as

Mr. -ustafson has pointed out we have one here that is quite rare. and. that

causes a certain difficulty. Now let us look at it in the Hebrew and see what

k







light it will throw on the problem.

(Question) As you know was transmitted by word. of mouth. The writing

was passed on in writing but the tradition of the ±±±± vocalization was

remembered and,passed on. Consequently it is not at all impossible that there

is an error at this point. But as the pointing stands sorrow would not seem

likely to modify n Now then th're is the question of what "sorrow"

means. Of course, the ithroized puts in an ariticle when there is none in the

original. It says, when the enemy shall come like a flood. The Revised leaves

one out where it is in the original. This says "like a flood)' and the Revised.

says "like a rushing stream". In both cases it is
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When an enemy shall conic in like the stream. That would seem not to refer to

any stream but like some big main stream like the River Euphrates--like the

river, like the river that floods over evertthing. Just as river comes in

,in flood so will sorrow come in .

Now what does sorrow mean? Does eDrow mean enemy? What is-the pvoper

meaning for it? In stream is a way of expressing a rushing stream. What

is the evidence of it? Where else do you find, the phrase, a

used to mean a rushing stream. You don't have such evidence /4

rushing and then put a footnote, x±xtktnk Hebrew translation. I think we

ought to be near it. Like the Chinese Version does, it says "come in

a-ehi&. rather than rushing.

I don' t know of any case whereH/'-'
'

means rushing. iere is a word.

sar. Here we have the Lord just flooding the world and repaying recompense

to the enemy and. to the islands and to the a.versaries and. all this. And. then

you say lie 1 coming like a narrow stream. It doesn't seem to fit that way.

It is showing that the Lord in a broad way sprea.Thg out over the earth. It

certainly is nothing of anarr0. You want to say like a rushing stream. That

might be but the narrow stream doesn't convey the idea of the way the Lord/t' ,LJ

The Lord's force isn't great because it is narrowed down. It is great and. it is
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wide also so that it is surely making a tremendous job. If you translate this

word 'Isar" as an adjective and assume that the article is with it which it

doesn't or else x assume that the mxxx were wrong in keeping the

article and that the pointing there should be so .that it is

like a narrow stream. It is a pretty b big rushing even then. The Lord

comes like a narrow stream to the Lord comes like a rushing stream. So that it

100ks to me as if as it stands that it is much more reasonable, to take the

first part of this phrase as "when an enemy comes in like the flooi, like the

great river, the River Euphrates that floods over all the land." It seems much

more reasonable to take the first part of it that way in view of the fact that you

ave your disagreement between an adjective and a noun and they are put together

and ±kof the fact that the idea of narrow doesn't fit particularly until they

ay "rushing" which is after all an implication which is by no means Milt

certain rather than a definite statement.

(Question-Mr. Gustafson) Yes, it might be.,' That is to say the immediate

context. This is describing a coming of the Lord but it is true we have had.

-" an enemy just before so an enemy fits perfectly in the context. In

fact, I dontt remember but I wouldn't be surprised, if this very word "sar" is

used. The very word 'Isar" translated "enemy" . So it would seem rather strange

to have it mean "narrog" here in the sense, that narrow must mean rushing. There

e many nv ens that are± narrow that aren't rushing. dhen a river narrows

down it rushes but it has to be a big river to nar"ow down. A 1itle stre m

can meander along and. pretty narrow. So that I ftx feel that the Revised Version

translation of the early part of the verse is rather extremely improbable. Now

when it cor.e5 to the latter part of the verse, which is it? 'The spirit of the

Lord will rtux raise up a banner against him" or a "rushing stream which

the breath of the Lord drives"? hereis the h"? The "w'.ich" is not

there. D6es that meant that it is wrong to translate it that way? We do have
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relative clauses without the which being used.. That does occur. So that it is

not at all impossible -that you have that at that point--that you have the

relative clause without a . S the "which" is not a difficult thing,

but i the "which" were there then the Rev'ised. Version would be clear to us.

The "xhik "which" isa't there and. that doesn't prove that the Authized Verton

is right. It removes what would be a strong argument for the Revised Version.

No one cn say that the "which" is required. It is only a possibility. Now

"which the breath of the Lord drives" or "the spirit of the Lord. will lift up a

standard against him". That is pquite different, isn't it. It rests on this

" word 9f And what does the word mean? How often does

the word OMMM the plural nuse occur in the Hebrew?

In Psalm 60, verse

This is . Now one is a
-

and. the other is a

If one of these is from mnaus?, what is the other one from? I me they are

both identical, aren't they. One is an infinitive, , and the other

is . The to forms would you is from

and. one if from , but what is your proof? The two are certainly the

same form. It would require proof to show that they are two different things.

They would seem to be the same identical thing whether it is or the other.

Now that word inthe Psalm 60, verse 6, in the Hebrew is translated in both

versions in the Authorized and the Revised.---"thou has iven a banner to them that

fear thee that it may be displayed because of the truth." How do they get the

idea of this being displayed? They get it from the idea ofmake abandon "Thou

hast given a , a to be ; a ,banner to be

bannered a banner to be aisD]ayed. That is another use very similar to this.

I is the only other one you have in the Scripture. In that case it. relates to

a banner. Now how do you get here the idea of drive out of this? It is an

idion that could develop. It wouldn't be impossible that such a usage would be

found but we need evidence of it. e cannot simply infer it without evidence.
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Here is a word. that means "flee" or something that might be a 41

of flee. If it is a of flee it might mean "cause to flee'.' If it means

t1CaUS¬ to flee" it would. be strange that there would be no other use of it anywhere.

Then "cause to flee" to mean forcing a river to flow, pushing it down. That is

quite different from causing to flee. So that it does seem that there is

a tremendous amount of conjecture in the Revised Version. hule the Authorized.

Version has got a very fine parallel in the thought, "a banner to be displayed".

Here the spirit of the Lord will be dKxF displayed against them and. raise a banner

against them. It has.a perfect parallel there.

(Question) This passa.fe in Zecharish 9:16 would seem to be another

parallel and would fit in quite nicely with the idea of the banner nd doesn't

give any 4x assistance to the idea of the driving. That is a further evidence

F that seems to fit in with the Authorized. Version.

(Question) That shows that there is a ..use expressing this

idea. Now, of course, it might be that the idea ws also being expressed in tx

another way. The fret that you have a here doesn't conclude

that there can't be a there with that sense but it does show that

there is no particular needs of another U form when youh.ve one form. There might

be two different forms with substantially the same meaning but there aren't

ordinarily. Ordinarily the language chooses one or the other. The fact of having

a is not a conclusive proof that have this sense

but it looks rather definitely against it. Then when you have the

doesn't particularly fit here because it isn't that he caused. the water to flee

riVS
but that he it. You don't cause water to flee. It is a different idea.

The fact that he drives i it is the breath of the Lord blowing on it. It

. The of "flee" really doesn't fit with the.idea o± blowing

the water ahead ...................................................................................................................................................................................
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thit further point on this verse, let us go on to the next one which is also

quite jtereting.

(Question) In 59:19, how would. you. parse it? What would you suggest?

(Ansjer) Well, no. Well, whether it I s as" or au". The "pull' there

would be the sense. In either case it would be a "pull'. d what form of a

"pul" would it be?

(Question) Verse 20 of te Authroized. Version the lines agree very closely.

Does somebody have an idea of a problem in verse 2? Something that suggest-5

a problem there? V¬rse 20? Yes, well what is the, difficulty about U1ish.''

Tht is a very good. question. How many here can tell us the exact form

7 Paul did not translate what we have here in our Hebrew text.

That is quite plain, isn't it. Our Hebrew text here is not what Paul is quoting

there. What do you do in such a case? Yes, see if it the Septu%gent.

and. you will that the Septugent here that it says, "and the Redeemer shall come

to Zion and. he shall turn, away transgressors from cob." That is much more

like what Paul wrote. He shall co"e ot of Zion, the Deliverer, the preposition

, a rather translation of 52 --in or out.

Both together. The iat part is exactly what Paul has--'shall turn away

unGodliness from Jacob."

(Question) Psalm lLi? Next time evrybociy please bring in little paper

j which you say,--is paul in Romans 11:26 quoting Psalm 14:7 or not? Tell us

why. Is he th"re quoting Isaiah 59:20? If he quotes it, why does he misquote?

What about the AuthviZed. Version translation of this anyway? Is it a good.

translation?

At the last hour we were looking at the quotation in Romans from the statement

in isaiah 59. We were noticing the comparison between the two statements.. I

asked you to look into this and to see just exactly what the situation is.. Did

Paul quote Isaiah correctly or does Paul 'raise 'salah's statements to a higher
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level? and change the thought of it in such a way as to put new spiritual content

into what w---.s formerly grossly material concepts? Now what is the situation

exactly? First, as to the words. Would you tell us about the translation'

Does Paul tell us a reasoable translation of this v'rse 20, reasonably accurate?

Mr. Ailing? Paul then is quoting the Septugent verbatum except

he leaves out two "kai s' and' he has "ek" instead of "an ek in". o then in bhat

case we'll say Paul then is not quoting from 'saiah but quoting from the Septugent.

Would you say that? God's Word, which is inspired? I don't think that is

hardly a fair statement.because the contrast is not the accuracy of the Septuagent

between 1saiah and the Penteteuch. The contrast is between the Penteteuch and the

rest of the Old Testament. situation would .se(




to be that the Penteteuch

which was the law, the foundation, the constitution, the basis, the beginning

not that it i. rnrre Impdrtnt, not that it is more true than the rest but it

certainly foundatjcnal to everything. That is translated with matriculously

accuracy. In fact, with such literalness that sometimes it doei't seem to be

really accurate because it is so literal. It doesn't give a good definite Greek

idea but it is word for word the Hebrew. After that--that would seem to have

been one definite task of translation--and, then it would seem that the rest of

the Old Testament--after all the Jews considered their ible to be the 1ebrew.

That was what they read. in their synagogues, that was what they studied, that was

their Bible. The Greek wa s just an added aid, , an interesting thing to have

d was never to them authoritative arid therefore the rest of the Septugent wwuld.

seem to be translated by different people at different times, some of it very

"
accurately and some of it fairly accurately and. some of it quite carelessly. I

believe you would find just as much difference between the historical books as

in Isaiah, perhaps much more. I don't think it is a .proper criticism of it to say

I-,
that there was any opposition to Isaiah's ideas.

1: (question) I think Jeremiah is much worse than Isaiah. I questiontt. My
-"

impression is that Isaiah is not such a Lad, translation, but even if it is I don't



think we would be justified in giving a reason like that for it. The Jws aftamay

always regard the book of Isaiah extremely highly, ±xx thought a great de.al

of the book. /

(Question) Septugent is not so very fa from the Hebrew content. The

type o± question is, what is our original Old Testament? There have been

shcolaT a few years ago who took the attitude that wherever the Septugent

and the Hebrew differ, follow the Septugent. The Septugent, after all, we

have Sptugent manuscripts that go back to the third century A.. D. even avery

little material, u2 quite a little material from the second century A. D. All

our Hebrew material--of all of it there was none earlier than the ninth century

A. D. until this recent discovery of this manuscript of Isaiah. Therefore the

attitude of many not so long ago was--when there is a difference, follow the

Septugent. That attitude is largely given up now even by critical scholars.

Largely given up for this reason although our actual hebrew manuscripts are late

it is quite vident that at least from say the fourth century and at least from

the second century A. . up to the ninth.that the Hebrew was preserved with

particular care. Any errors which have come into the Hebrew would seem to have

come in before that ±±xçc time. It was preserved with very extreme care from the

second. century on. So it is recognized now that our Hebrew text is a very

ancient text. Then itis recognized that there are many places at ±1± which the

Hebrrw makes good. sense and. the Septugent doesn't. Regardless of how good or bad

the original Septugent translation was the fact is that the Hebrew has been

'presrrved and transmitted- with great care while the Septugent was considered as

simply a popular ranslation and not as the inspired Word of God and no great

pains were taken in preserving the Septugent text. Al So all sorts of corruption

have come into the Septugent text in the coarse of transmission. Even our early

Septugent manuscripts are much more corrupt than our far later Hebrew manuscripts.

This is esi1y shown by a studs of the proper names where the proper names in the

Hebrew can be compared with the proper names that have been found- archeologically



on ancient monuments and are found to tally very closely with the spelling

while the Septugent proper names are in a terrific state---Bathsheba in the Septugen

S translated "Beersheba". It is observed to give the name of the twn instead.

of th name of the woman. when you have Tithii and. Omri fighting, the names are

confused so that they are both c:.lled by the same name-Ticini fights Tju.nj; 'ij

overCOS Tidni. There is one place where the Hebrew has a name of some of

Solomon's officrs and. names one man who over the house and the Greek evidently

wasn't familiar with the name and changed it into so and. so was over the

treaaury and so and so was over the finances and so and so, anu. then iCstead. of

giving the name it 's 'and he ran his 'louse" It changes the name into a11

com'on Greek verb. That is an easy thing to happen in copying b:i a lazy scribe

or a *tired scribe but it just i another evidence of the fact that the Septugent

has not been nearly so well pr-served as the Hebrew has been preserved. So in

general we would say that the e-original Hebrew is the inspired Word.

of God. The cuestion is, what is the original Hebrewt But the hebrew as

preserved is in general overwhelmingly far nearer the original manuscript than the

septugent. After that has been said, the fct remains that there are iz±xx

instances where the Septugent preserved the original Hebrew where some change has

taken place inth transmission of the Hebrew as we have it. One very striking

case of that is in Amos 9, the prcphecy therr that is quoted In the Apostolic

Council in Acts l. But now in this particular case we hove Paul writing to

people who are familiar with the Old Testament hxt building an important argument

on a verse from the Old Testament quoting it from the Septugent (but these people

would know the original) . If the Septugent translation brings out the point he

has in mind well enough ant. it is brought out in the original, we can say that

he might simpJ-Y follow the Septugent to remind them of the passage in genera).

But 1± the 5ptugent is incorrect and if the correct Hebrew rendering woulo. not

bring üit the "oint that Paul has in mind, then we can be sure that Paul would

- ia_
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change it and wo'iLL follow the original Hebrew which was doubtless thoroughl

familiEr. So in a case like this where we find that the Spptugent f differs

from the Hebrew and that he .follows the Septugent, we can say either that the

changes are not important (she thought is identhie.ally the sane) or we can say

that it represents an original text better than the text which is copied. So Paul

thea follows the SeDtugent except for these slight aifferences. But how about

the Septugent? .Joes the Septugent agree with the Hebrew?

(Question) In th first -,)-..-ace I wo"id say that tkcxzx inspiration m¬nz

that it is kept from error. Now it does not mean that the original thing is

free from crror. It ;mans that the the original thing is correctly quoted.

It is by inpiration that the apostle quotes fx from a Greek ;riter, that

doesn't mean that that C-reek writer was inspired, but that means that a correct

cuotation of the Greek writer is given. Now if you have a quotation fr from

the Hebrew unless it is in Hebrew it is not an exact quotation because it is

imcossible to give an exact quotation of anything in another language. You cannot

express just exactly the same thought. Some thoughts are left out aria. so:'e exoressád

in slightly different wys and. some thoughts are necessarily t2 true. at
1

4
you Cai2fiO' VO1v.. , /

Therefore the fact that you have a cijotation in the Nw Testanent does not mean

that the Greek which the New Testament dontains is an absolutely exact represet&

tion of what the original Hebrew means.
Yo4ouldntt

do that. It w ulci be

imoossible. So what it does mean it that the Yew Testament is cuoting, i referring

to an 01i Testament passage "It is building an argument upon that Old Testament

passage. The aotation which is given reminds you of that oassage. It reminus

yOU of it in such a way as to bring out that feature of the Yassage to which

re i'Preflce is being made. Well, now then you can say this--that inspiration would

mean that a New Testament quotation would not uild an argument upon an idea

which was not in the original. You can spy that definitely. You can not build

an argument which is not in the oriinal but when it comes to the inciaental Imakm
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other things in the vl.otation which are :ot connected to the immediate argument,

it does not necessarily mean that that uotation is absolutely exactly what the

original says ')-cause it couldn't be. It is an approximation. So you cannot

correct the original by an Yew T'stament cuotation from the Septugent exceDt

where those featur''s are basic to the New Testament argument. If they are, you

see, then,' of course, that must be the original Scripture cr it woulc be building

an argument uoon a false use of the Scripture.

(Question) There may have been mistakes in the New Tstazarn-#. here

may have been a mistake Cuestion) No, I S7 that when Paulunder ins9lration

of the Spirit made an argument based upon an Old T'tament passage arid gives a

ttion or that passage, his quotation gives in gxx general the sense of the
quo the thin

pà3sage. I would say that definitely. I would soy that his quotation if his

argument is based upon is n his quotation and is 11 the original.Then if you

dri't find it in the Hebrew, the Hebrew is wrong then. That is, the thin- his

argument is based on but something which is incidental to the quotation, not the

quotation on which his argument is based. It may be very difficult to put exactly

that into Hebrew. H simply follow the Septugent to give the standard,

accented translation. so long as what he states is a true statement It is -lot

exactly identical with the oxdtxxrv original. It can't be identical with th

original. So that to take all New Testament quotations from the Septu,gent ann to

proceed to correct the Hebrew on the basis of them, I think would be proceeding

on the wrong basis. I would, say that wherever an argwnnt is built upon a

statement of the 5ptuge1t which differs from the Hebrew as we have it, that is

evident that that particular rppre seats the Hebrew hw better than the Hebrew

as we have it. That is evident that that particular thing repr'-sents the original

Hebrew better than the Hebrew as it has Deen pr-served to us. Now in this partioular

case Paul, of course, is building an argument upon this satement. He SWS)
"So all Israel shall be saved as it is written, there shall come out of Zion the

deliverer and shall tarn away ungodliness from Jacob, for this is my, covenant unto
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them axx±i and shall take away their sin." That is his quotation and it says

that all Israel shall be saved. The proof of it is that Isaiah says that a

deliverer will come out of Zion and will, turn away ungodliness from Jacob. Now

as our Authorized Version xxtxx quotes the Hebrew he says, 'land the redeeder

shall cone to Zion" but the XRZ preposition the-.-e --the Redeemer CQS and he

is related to Zion but whether it is coning to Zion or coming in relation to Zion,

rtwing his start in Zion, I don't think w have any great problem there.

But in the later p.rt of the verse, unto then that turn away from trans

gression in Jac&), says the Lord., "sounds as if he means, are IV-he p. ople of

Jacob. '-'hose are those people who turn away from transgressions. They will

receive a Redeemr. It sounds like salvation by works doesn't it. It so'inds like

salvation by worhs. If you turn away fro what is wrong and. God will s"nd you a

Redeemer, he says this is my covenant with them, my spirit and my words will not

depart out of thy mouth or out of the mouth of thy seed or out of the bhe mouth

of t seed's seed from henceforth and forever. So there is a covenant, perpetual

covenant, of continuing relationship to God's Word.

Well, now Paul quotes it and. he says, "All Israel shall be saved as it is

written, the deliverer shall come out of Zion and shall turn away unGociliness from

Jacob." That is quite d.iffeent--to turn away unGodliness or to come to them

that turn from transgression. That is quite different. Of Coarse, Paul is quoting

the Septugent and the Septugent fits in e:actly into Paul's argament. Now i

the aeptugent correct there? Or is t incorrect? Now we look at the Hrbrew.

That term by the w,-,y is rather a strange ord anyway-the Dhras to return the

captivity. It is a common phrase in the Old Testament -and that ixxx is used

in the account--to return the captivity. It would sound transitive. It would

sound like a hiffici idea unless it means th.t God. returns to the captivity.

'I don't think it is ever tm translated "to" . It does mean ±xn return from

the cativity. Ther is no"miii n it and in this case if it is return from

captivity we would.: rather expect a mm here. So that with a comorative1y
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slight change of the Hebrew here you can get exactly what the Sep ugent has and

with xx still less of a change as with the inertion of the "hey" and with he

transposition of the /fr from t'e old. you can gt exactly what the Hebrew

pasS said siiply by omitting the final . you can get what is retty

close ai idea of what the Septugent has. Paul actually built his arguznent

right upon this so thr.t would seem to me to be pretty good evidence that

the accurate Hebrew was available in Paul's day. He did have this. Now that woild

be a vrY (1j CU1 point to check on this new manuscript and see what it has

i this prticu1ar case.

(Queston--Mr. Gustafson) Let us not imm tuoer with the text. Vry

definitely we must nevr tamper with the text, but we must remember that the

original Hebrew written many centuries before our manuscript. ixt The original

Hebrew did not have any &owel signs. In the process of copying and recopying

it is Dossibl° for errors to creep in and they have crept in in some cass,xi2

0t a great number, but they have come in in some cases. Now the earliest manu

scripts of the Hebrew which we have are in the ninth century A. D. So the

cuestion is, are t1ire places where these are not original? 'Jell, the _'~eptugent

translation was made before the time of Christ but it has been poorly preservea.

It differs from the Hebrew in many l:ces. Very often it is easy to see how

a scribe could have made a mitoke in the translation of the Hebrww or to see

how the thing could be pointed another way ad get what the Septugent has or to

see how the eptugent itself could easily have been corxpted in the process of

/
time. But when we have a New Testament cuotation of the Septugent I feel that we

are justified in saying that this Septugent translation is fairly near to the

original or it would not be tat±y q"oted in thRt form. 1e can say that it might

0r it might not be. It is corrupt and the Hebrew as preserved does not represent

)
the translation, but I think le: can say tht where an argument is based

(
n a teaching of the Septugent translation which differs from the Hebrew that then

\. we can know that our New Testament writer was basing it upon the true, original

Hebrew. and that in such a case as that w are Justifieu. in considering that the
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Hebrew has been erroneously transmitted in that result. See the point?

(question) if you require a hiphel, the hiphel would be the

infinitive construction, . All that it reuuires is to put a

"hey' after the and to hve the yo and the Emx±nx beth turned around

jfl orier, That often haptens in copying. If I typewrite very often I find
,fr kJ 0

that I spell "and" a-d-n. It is very easy to get letters in the wro- x

order. It frequently happens in anything ;ou copy. If I were to take a chapter

of the 3ible ann hall one 0±' you copy it and then han the next one copy it from that

cne and so on. Every-body copies it from the one before him. Then we got to the

end, we would find several j5A.16X places where there were tronspositins. I have

no doubt about that. No matter how car'ful you are It is very easy for trans

position to occur in coying. So to assle that there is a transposition of the

beth the yo and that the hey has been dropped out in this instance, that is

not at all im-uossible. e have oth'r cases where it is quite certain that that

has hanpened. In somexx places the 1 have re nized it and hay" put

a footnote in the margin of the Hebrew to indicate that ±h: they ore sure that

exactly that thing has happened. So that it is altogether possible that that

has happened but I think that probably you could gt the eptugent sense from

this simniy by omitting the yo anc -'eking no other changes. and have it mean

'for tranS0fl to turn away" wouU b the same thing as to turn away

transgression. That way it wouldn't even require the om'ssion of the hey.

I'm not certain that woula bxx do it. Certainly the insertion of the key. That

wy it woula re(,-a! re the omission cf the yo while the suggestion that makes it

exactly like the Seotugent, keeps the yo out transposes it with the b(-t- .

Q.uetion) Well, the thing is that. the yo is a l'tter which often occurs

as a vowel letter, ana in the case o vowel letters in the miadlo of a word, the

wow and the 'o--we b .ave hundreds and tho sands of tyues o± variations. It seems-

to be . rulc that tx the ow an; the yo were recoized where they were vowel
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letters simply as an indication of a wrong vowel and yo' woilin't put two many

of them in a ord. We are not norly as careful of a owel we are

about the relar consonants. Now th.t in this case, that rule sould not apply.

They should not be saying freedom about this particular one but it being the

very letter c: there is considerable freedom

in cthr'r cases, I think it nek's greater possibility on error.

(Custion) Well, it just depends how careful the scholar was. The scribe

wasn't so caroful about the wow and the od as vowel letters. W!-,s he careful

always to note specifically is this a vowel letter o isn't it? That would. be a

matter of questioning as to just hot; nuch care the scribe took.

(Question) Difficulty in the two Zions. Then the ed:emer shall come to

The Septugent says, "and. 'shall turn away unGodliness from Jacob." This

::ae "a to the returning one of which I would think would be

to mean the ones returning to ungoliness rather than the one s feturning from
- 7 )

ungodliness. If it were "from" you would expect the name -so that the passage

is peculiar as it stands. You would rather expect a mane if you were

"4
returning from ungodliness and -certainly doesn't rake sense if returning to

ungodliness. But if it is tx for unoLiiness to return, that, of curse,

is putting ungcdlines: as the suject of it.nx and Dutting it as an infinitive instaad

of a p rticiple. Then yo1l gt that idea out of it. You can't ± tce it as

an infinitive -s long os it has that yo in it. It coL.i be lashu and have

it would be wow base. The wow isn't aLioys written. There might have

been an original wow _)x±± there which has been XEX confused wit. t1e yc ani then

put after it or it couad have been no vowel there, no vowel letter iit. So that

it is not a gr'-at change. It is comparatively a slight change in the hebrew

letters as a result. With that comparatively slight change you get exactly what

the Septugent has. .'Tell, in such a case where the SeDtugent on the hebrew differ

in this way I would be inclined t0 ay ordinarily .follow the Hebrew. Go by the
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Hebrew where the two differ. But in some cases do;tless the Septuge-nt preserved

the correct and where the New Testament builds an r1enjupon it that I would

say is inspiration of your Hew Testament writer which causes you to believe th:.t

in those cases the Septugent has -preserved the correct translation. So that in

this case this wo'ilc be important then for two reasons. First. to shcw that

aul is not building an argument upon a false foundation and that when he built

the argument it was acua11y what was taught; and secondly to see what it taught.

That is taught in this passage here which Paul says.

between a xr±±x participle and an infinitive is difficult for American and

English-speaking students to grasp because in our Lnglish 1i.iae they are few

and. 0t clearly exprrsseci. So it is rather difficult to have the exact idea

but it is very vital. There is a very sharp distinctton between a participle

and. an Infinitive in Hebrew and the distinction is this--that the infinitive

always tirx refers to the action of the verb. It is a verb idea and it is the

action of the verb idea. It is the action idea, it is the action f the vcrb.

The participle always refrs to the person who performs the action described in

the verb. There is that sharp cListinction. The infinitive is a noun describing

the action of the vxx verb. The oarticiole is an adjective cescth modifying

the on who performs the act and it may be used as a noun to exx inaicate the

one wo performs the action. Now there are one or two illustrations of that

"ich might be worthwhile. Take the English word. "running. 'ihat i that Is

it an infinitive or a participle? UxxAzxxatxknaw i English we very often

speck of it as being maybe a participlei maybe a gerund. That is the term which

we use in Eni13h which really is exct1y the same thing as an infinitive except

that it H05 the form ending in -ing so it is confusing to add. another form. ..s

..a. "Running" may be an infinitive. I say "to run" is gcod exercise. "Runningit

is good. exercise. 1t means ezactly the same thing. Both of them are-
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forms of an infinitive. On the other hand. the nglish participle which is

entirely distinct from the .nglish infinitive in meaning has exactly the same

form as the infinitive. You see a running horse. It modifies the incdvidual

that performs the act. A horse is running. You see a running horse. It modifies

it. We say that the cuick ana the dead are there. That is using the adjective

as a substantive. In English we can do that with any plural aajective, but not

with a singular adjective. In most languages you can do it with singu1r as .iell

as plural. A participle being an 'adjective can e used as a noun but when used.

as a noun it indicates not the action but the c.ctcr. In Hebrew you take the

adjective "rurniln.-", the nc,un of the participle, b'lci be tie ones who were running.

3ut the ebrew would just use t1--e :ord "running" and. the plural partic.ple. So that

if it is a participle, it expresses indiviüual it expresses individuals to

perform the act whether it is an adjective modifing or whether it is a noun referring

to . A participle here would not me sense. It must be an adjective

unless it was that this one ' is the redeemer and is causing

to rur It can't be this redeemer is returning but that this redeemer is causing
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to return- what would 've to have a nane uner it. i don't think it would be I 7'"

I don't think that that is likely. I think that t is likely that

(Q.uestioi) Psalm l:7. Exactly what is it? so all Israel shall

be saved as it is written there shall cone out of Zion the aeliverer and shall turn

away 'mgodliness from Jacob." Psalm l!4:7 seys, UOh, that the salvation of Israel

out of Zion when the Lord bringetl1 back the captivity of His people, Jacob shall

rejoice and Israel shall be glad." Is that what Paul is quoting d you think?

I think that it is soaethi -g which is rather comon in books on Uew Testament

quotations xkwr to take a quotation and see if you find, two or three words in it

that are different from the assae in the Old Testament which it seems to refer to

to find some other place where those particular two or three wors are found and

say that that is what ttx is quotd.. I don't think it is true. I think it
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thing is what are these exact Old. Testament words? Here are two wors that the

New Testament dzn*tx builds an argument on. I don't think the New Testament

,,-does that. I think the New Testament builds its argument uDon the thought of

the Old Testament and gives a quotation to remind us of the passage. You find

that in Amos that where Acts 15 quotes Anos and Anos says that in the last a.ays

i'I will build again the tabernac1. that is allen". In the New Testament it

"after these things I -,.;ill build again." They say that the "after these tuiingsH

is taken fro- another passage. I don't think it is. I think it isn

nserti0fl of the author for a specific reason. I don't think he is simply

jcking words from another passage which has no connection with the imediate

sub.lect. You find that particular method used. a great deal in books on cuotations

or in your list of quotations in the lTcw Testament. They will pick up t two

or three words or more and say this is a quotation from that'hich is. hot

related to the particular argument. So I'm very glad this is brought up but I

don't think that Psalm 1U:7 has a thing to do with it.

(Question) That may be, but it doesn't quite fit into it.

Now our time is about gone and unfortunately I have to be in Philadelphia

rrid.ay afternoon this week and I hate to miss another of thse classes. It is the

only class that I believe I have missed at all this yu semester, but when I

had to miss it has been this class. So for Friday I wish you would turn a paper to

me and this paper which I wish you would turn in would answer two or three

uestions. It will take perhaps a minute to dictate them t0 you. Our present

consideration takes us up to chapter 63, verse 6. So take the next section after

63:6. How long is the next section? Turn in to me a statement on that. That is

numbr 1. Number 2. A prayer seems to begin about verse 7. Very soon, at least,

it is clearly a prayer. The first prt is perhaps not so clear but later on it

becomes quite clearly a prayer. How i':r does this prayer run? That is question

number 2. question number 3 'iho is stating the prayer? o is making the prayer?
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Is it Isaiah? I it the nationof Israel?as a whole? s it of the nation

of Israel, a od1y frerstm 7 Is it the true people of God whether sr.elite or

0t? Who is making the prayer? That is question number 3. Number L is what

s the outstanding argument of the prayer? Argument or arguments. That is,

name one main argument or two main arguments or three arguments. Not more than

three which are the things stressed in the prayer. One is stressed more than

the other. You can name it if you want. It is much more stressed. What are the

principle arguments of the Prayer? That is number 4. Question 5 . Is the

attitude of the prayer an attitude of contrition? Do you find real

penitence in it? Real penitence, turning away fror, sin, desiring to Jive

only good? , really worthy in God's sirut. Number 6. Is the primary thought of

the prayer a seeking of honor and g)ory of the Lord, or seeking the wet

welfare of those who are praying? Which is o'tstanding in this prayer?

Are they really seeking god's glory, those that make the prayer If so, what is

the evidence of it? Now write the answers to these que"tions and. please turn

it in Friday afternoon.
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Isaiah 61

1 How much time should be given to alleviation of human suffering?
Most human suffering due to greed, laziness, carelessness, mismanagement

2 Communist ideology and reality
Is. 61:2 year of the favor of the Lord, of the Lord's will
False views of Christianity:

a. Those who are not regenerated cannot know any truth
4 b. Necessary to abandon one set of presuppositions for another set

Two presuppositions shared by all men
a. There is a real world outside our consciousness
b. There are other consciousnesses and personalities which have an existence

independent of us
S Christian should have same attitude as scientiest

6 Science deals with more of a field than does science
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.in connection wit1nissionary work a question that is often asked is, shall the

missionary devote himself solely to the spiritual needs of the people, or shall he

attempt to help their physical needs as well. This question, of course, as carried

to an extreme by the Modernist missionaries, puts the physical needs first and fore

most to the utter exclusion of the spiritual need. Agricultural missions, economic

help, upbuilding of their lives so that they will be able to get enough to eat, is the

primary purpose of most modernistic missions. Now the question is asked , is it

wrong to neglect it? Is it necessary that we give our whole time to the alleviation

of human suffering? Nere ee of course the matter cones in that we must not go to

an extreme and neglect alleviating physical suffering when we can. Calvin devoted

a good bit of time to arranging a silk industry for Geneva, which moved that city

forward econbmically to a very great extent, and made it possible for it to have a

far greater influence in the world than would otherwise have been the case. However,

we must recognize that that which is most lasting and mc t vital is the spiritual work

rather than the work in the social or economic sphere. As a matter of fact, we find

that while some poverty and suffering comes as a result of circumstances which

are plainly beyond the control of any human forces, as for instance in the case of job,

this is comparatively infrequent. Most hunsuffer1ngorovertyçQma& -re-suit

either of mismanagement on someone's part or as a result of selfishness, greed,

carelessness oihe part of one or more people, and of course the result of these qualities

is the extension of suffering or poverty to large groups of people who are not directly

responsible perhaps for the original cause of the situation. Now the spread of the

gospel and the improvement of pee the spiritual lives of people, lead to the doing away

of greed, laziness, carelessness, and to the desire of people to live upright, self

respecting lives which will be helpful to the community. The result is that while often

immediate cbnsideration of social or economic questions is necessary on account of a
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questlonble situation, in the long run far more is done to make improvements in these

spheres by the spread of the gospel and the improvement of the spiritual position of

the people of a land, than would be done by direct emphasis onthe physical and economical

spheres. ..The thing that the communists make a great deal of this matter, although of

course from another viewpoint. They insist that ideology is tremendously important.

When we contrast , however, the ideology which is characteristic of our capitalist

and Christian nation and that which is characteristic of the nations in which the state

is uiuptiud the entity for which the people live, we find that economically the people

of the capitalistic nations are advanced much further than those ' of the nations in

which the state is an end in itself. It has been said that in Russia things are established

new and lovely and in fine condition and *lthin a year or two they look as if they were

many years old because they fall into disrepair. It is often said that is what is

everybody's business is nobody's business. People naturally take better care of their

own private property than of that which belongs to a group jointly. It is of course true

that With the extension of Christian principles, we find people more inteested in the

welfare of that which pertains to the community as a whole. Nevertheless, it certainly

Bible
is not the Biblical teaching that everything is to be owned jointly. The recognizes

that things are better cared for under an individual (5 1/2) or in other

words, under a Capitalistic type of organization. T1 ideology is tremendously

important, in the end even more important than the economic organization when it

comes to the economic results = as to the well-being of a community. *45 3/4)

(6 V4). . .the vrd Rasohm which is used in Isa.61:2, and translated in the AV acceptable,

to proclaim the acceptable year of our Lord, is a word whic1s rendered variously in

the English Bible. Looking through the Englishmen's it is quite easy to see what the

real meaning of it is. It is that which is one's good will or one's pleasure, and

particularly a pleasure that is favorable to others, something that leads one to be
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well-disposed toward others, because he likes what they do or because it is his good

pleasure to take such an attitude. It is the year of vor of the Lord, or the war of

the Lord's will. It is translated in such phrase, that to do His will, or in their self

will they dug down a wall This last reference in Gen.49 has little bit of a touch of

perhaps self-will in it, which is not characteri, of the word as a whble.

One occasionally hears two views regarding Christianity expressed, both of

which I consider to be definitely erroneous. One of these th the view that the facts

of the world-view of Christianity can be known only to one who has had a complete

change of his mind through the new birth, that those who do not have regeneration cannot

know any truth. This I consider to be absolutely false. I consider that sin has blinded

the eyes of people, so that they do not see the truth, that there is much misunderstand

ing among them as a result of the effects of sin upon the human he art, but I do not believe

that this is wholly remedied at once by the new birth. I think the new birth is a moral

and spiritual thing, rather than an intellectual thing. It starts one on the pathway

which leads to a clearer vision, and a better understanding, but it does not bring it

instantaneously. Also I do not believe that the one who has not been regenerated is

wholly devoid of ability to understand truth. Calvin speaks of that wonderful light

of truth which is displayed in the writings of the ancient classical wilt writers as

common grace. Certainly I believe that everything that is good, everything that succeeds

at all s some good in it, and I believe that that good is based on the common grace

of God and is truth. I believe that truth, anything that can be understood up to a

certain point by anyone, and if there is not a clearcnt line between the understanding

of the person who is not a Christian and the understanding of the person who is a

Christian. So it seems to me that while, for the Christian thae can be expected a

greater increase in ~Arness of understanding, beyond what he would've had if he had

never become a Christian, yet I do not believe that there is an absolute difference of

inability to underst =air-htruth, and complete ability to understand it, between
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the unregenerate and the regenerate man. Now the second view which is often held

or at least is held by the followers of one man whom I know, is t1 the Christian

world and life view rests upai certain definite presuppositions and all other views

rest upon other pre-suppositions, and that it is necessary to abandon the one set of

pre-suppositions and adopt the other set of pre-supposition, that otherwise there can

be no progress made in discussion. This I consider also to be totally false. I would

________ siqiply
not say that Christianity -t,ÔL LAinly is a matteVof accepting certain pre-suppositions.

In my opliiion, there are only two presuppositions of Christianity and these two pre

suppositions are shared by all men who think at all.

The first of these presuppositions is that there is a real world outside of our

consciousness, that the things which we see and hear and feel in the external world

represent a reality there and not merely figments of our imaginations. Now this of

course is something which we cannot prove, we cannot prove to someone else nor

to ourselves that our experience is not solely a matter of imagination. Yet if one

will take the position that it is so, that there is no external reality, and will sit

back in the corner and refuse to eat, or to establish relationships with other people

of any kind, or with things in the exuial world about him, one of two things will

happen. He will speedily die or he will soon find himself placed in an institution

reserved for people of such a type. The second presupposition is as fully widespread

and equally true, equally necessary to life on any sphere in this world. That is the

presupposition that there are other consciusnes and other personalities, which

have an existence independent of us, who can think and feel and will even as we can,

and vJlh whom we can come into contact.

Once one adopts the true pre-suppositions, neither of which can be conclusively

proven, and both of which to any reflective man sometimes appear strai ge or even un

likely, once these two are adopted, there is then no longer any reason , any need of
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further adoption of presupposition, either for a scientific world view or for a

Christian world view.

Let us look for a moment at the scientific world view. It is sometimes said

that scientists hato adopt certain pre-suppositions or else he L 11 ma.k no progress

in h science . This I do not believe. The scientist has these two' presuppositions

which I have mentioned. After that, he proceeds inductively. He finds that certain

things may be repeated many times and that given the same circumstances, the same

result occurs. Therefore he is justified in assiuming as extremely probably that

there is a causal relationship here and that whenever these conditions exist a similar

result will occur. e established a law or a principle that under given circumstances

in nature, given results occur. He does not presuppose that there are such laws,

he finds evidence which leads him to feel that it justifies him in reaching the conclusion

that they exist in the sphere of reality with which he has contact. Beyond that area

with which he has contact he has no right nor power to say whether these principles

apply or not.

Now what about the Christian attitude? His attitude should be exactly the

same as that of the scientist. One factor differs, that revelation enters more

specifically into his thinking than itito that of the scientist. In the case of the

scientist revelation enters very markably, because no scientist has ever performed

all the investigation and experiment to reatxh his conclusion. 1' It is based much upon

the work of others, and this work of others has given him ideas which are tremendously

important to him. He accepts these by communication from them, in other words, by

a revelation from these other personalities, whether given by word of mouth or in the

form of written material.
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... now the scientist then assumes that these other personalities exist, that what they

s ay is true as to the experiments which they have conducted, and the results which

they have observed. He is of course able to check as to their truth by repeating many

of the experiments himself. But he gains a large part of his knowledge by revelation

or communication of other scientk'est s and other observers. If he enters the study of

such a field as history, he finds himself largely dependent, in fact, almost entirely

dependent upon revelation or communication from other personalities. He has to examine

documents and source material and study them and try to deduce what they mean and

to draw the conclusions from it as to the historical facts in which he is interested.

The same is true if he is studying the geography cf a distant country. If he is not

able to go there himself and observe for himself, he has to base his knowledge entirely

upon the material which comes to him by revelation or communication of others.

Now in Christianity the only difference from science is that a larger field is

before us. We have to deal with material which like the geogr4 hy of a distant

country or the history of ancient time cannot be reached by us or experimented upon

by us. We are entirely dependent upon co,mnunication or fevelation for our knowledge.

We believe tI t Uiuut there are other personalities in the world who can comiinicate

their ideas to us. We do not have to assume the existence of a supraae being, we

do not have to assume the existence of an absolute d . We do not have to assume

the existence of one who is able , who controls all things, we have simply to admit

that if we believe that other human beings exist who can think and feel and express

themselves and reveal their ideas to us, it is not unreasonable to consider the

possibility whether there may be a greater being who alsoevlu reveals himself to

us, and who knowing things in a sphere to which we have no direct access any more than

we have to the geography of a distant land vh ich we cannot visit, or the history of a

past time outside of our own personal experience, who can reveal to us the facts re-
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garding such matters . Then we approach the Bible and ask ourseif the question.

This book claims to be such a revelation from such a being, =but= what evidence is

there for the truth of its claims? I believe that the evidence is such that a fair and

honest investigator must come to the conclusion that it is as conclusive as the evidence

regarding any other great facts of life, and consequently must accept it as a revelation

from a great personality. One who is far greater thar)ény of us and we must learn the

facts about him, what he has done, vth o he is, what his relationship is to us, from the

revelation which he gives us of himself.

(end of record) (4 1/2)
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1 58: The wrong attitude toward ceremonies - are never an end in themselves

Material blessing never come apart from spiritual blessings (?)

2/1- Persecution of the Quakers 200 years ego.
God gives material blessings to those who follow Him

2/10 58:14

/3 5813 The Lord's pleasure should be our pleasure. The test to apply to anything
3/3 59:1 The terrible moral situation of the people

Need to examine own hearts.
3/9 The confessional

4/1-7-- The confessional represented a true phase of' Christian service at one time.

4/8 Debating experience in college revealed the undue attention given to it.
5/1-5 Gratitude for God's showing importance of putting Him first.

5/6 59:9-15
59t15 Vs division in middle of vs. 15

6 59A5a
Discussion re chapter divisions

6/7 Unity between 59*15b and 63:6
6/9 Passage ends on similar note to that with which it begins

7 59:15b-l8 // 63:1-6 Similarity noted

8 Similarity cont'd
Preseumption created that the passage is unified that starts
and ends on same note.

8/9 59:l-
9/2 21

9/3 63:10-12 cf. .vs. 19-21
vs.15-18 // 6;1-6
vs.19-21 // 62,10-12

9/10 60:1
10 6ol cf. 6211-9

10/7 a-b-c c-b-a structure or envelope style

10/9 61,1

11 unified structure important to see

12 61l-2 NT quote in Luke 4l8
13 - Discussion on Jesus' stopping with "acceptable year of the Lord" in his

reading

14 6ll-2 Did Jesus read from the Aramaic translation or Hebrew translation?
14/9 Possibly He read a longer passage







Is.56:9-60:18 -2

15 61:1-2 Christ said He was fullfilling these words
15/8 Might describe work of Redeemer as a unit without saying which

thing is done at one time and which at another.

15/10 Illustration on what is taught and not chronologicalorder of their
16/1-4 being taught.

16/5 63:16 theme of vengeance on enemies of God. Aspect of "salvation" t#ht
59:15b-18 comes from removal of adversary and his destructithn. Blessing passage

but also passage of vengeance.

17/3-4 59:10-16
17/5 59:18 Theme of vengeance

17/8n 59:15b-63:6 Beginning and ending correspond
59:15b-19a
63:1-6

18 Stress on judgment upon the adversaries; overwhelming victory of
righteousness

18/4 A banner is raised, and a Redeemer is come to Zion

18/5 60, 62 Structure discussed
18/6 61 if if

19 61
19/3 60:15,17,22 Emphasis on the change that is accomplished

19/5 61 Emphasis on the One who is speaking. Strong subjective element no
present in ch. 64 or following

19/9 The Redeemer describes His work
20/1-2 Goes beyond what would apply to the prophet

20/3-10 Speaks of himself as in relation to Jehovah, yet of himself as
actually being Jehovah

20/10 61 Same one speaks as was speaking in Isa.49
21/1-2 Speaks of himself as having unique relationship to God, and yet speaks

of Himself as God.

21/3-4 Some passages in OT cannot be understood apart from their teaching
on the Trinity

21/5-10 Discussion on Names Jehovah and Elohim

22/2 61:3 Is a stress on speaking - a speaking that accomplishes
1-3 "The servant declares his message" not as good for a title as

"The servant declares His effectualness
22/8-10 61:1-9

23/1 61:4-9 The glory of the Redeemer's people
23/2- 9-11

23/7 61:2 with Lk. 4:16-18-21 First and second coming?
Better: 1st part stresses what he preaches and proclaims

2nd part stresses what He actually accomplished. A note of
wider activity - "all" who mourn

Begins with exclaming these things, and end with actual fulfillment of
them.
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24 611-3 Stress on the spiritual and mental attitude which He gives to people,

,thev than upon the specific thing that is done in the external

sphere.
24/6-8 11:2
24/9 48:16

25/3-5 61:1 "Anoint" - only occurrence in book of Isa. in relation to the Redeemer

Used in connect&dn with the prophetic work of Messiah

25/5-10 61:3 Spiritual healing and liberation. Lev. 25:10 -jubilee.

26 Ezek. 46:17 "year of liberty"
Opening prison - a general statement; proclaiming liberty -one time.

26/5-10 Comes at same time for all cf. Rom. 8:18-24

37 Rom.8:l8-24 cont'd - the whole creature or creation - whole of nature
27/5 A time when the nation receives liberty from bondage of corruption.

Refers to one particular time when liberty would come.

27/7 61:2 Idea of a specific time -- "year of acceptance or favor"
Yearof favor - he pours out his favor over a long period
Day of vengeance - brief period for this act

28 "favor" in one case is rendered "self-will" -i.e. Gen. 49:6
"In their proceedings to do that which was desired"
Year of his sovereign pleasure and favor to those whom He blesses

28:4 60:7 It is translated "acceptance"
10 my favor -- self-will, grace, sovereign pleasure

28/6-10 Cannot translate word for word literally and have an exact translation.
Difficulty of translating from another language

Not bring English Into German but would bring German expressions
into English

arbeiten
30/3 Illustration:"I wonder how the arbiten problem is in America."

29/8-10 "year" and "day"
30 implication that one is longer than the other
30/7 61:3
30/10 Trees of righteousness cf. Ps. 1; Ezek. 47; Rev. 21

31 Trees of righteousness are the people. They are planted, sovereignly
established by the Lord

31/5 Zion - to whom refer?

31/9 Meaning of proclaiming liberty to the captives
32/1-4 cont'd
32/6 Meaning of Lk. 4:l8ff

32/8 Illustration: Baltimore and Ohio train is almost always on time
33 What the statement cannot mean.

On finding 4 senses in every Scripture
33/6 Using the word "light" in various senses -- one at a time, but not

both at once of an entirely different type.
33/9 Lk.4:l8
34 61:1-3
35 Jesus' stopping at a certain point in his reading of 61 does not

mean he necessarily stopped at that point (????). Did not necessarily
stop after reading those 3 verses. Does mean this is the place from
which He read. Can't confine one half to 1st coming and other to 2nd.
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36/1-3 Practice of reading in synagogue

36 Christ reading in the synagogue
37 What we can be sure of about that event and what we can't be sure of.

37/6 61:1-3 He is the One who will do these things, but not saying it is coming
immediately

38/1-3 What we can know for sure, what we can infer with ordinary knowledge,
and what we are absolutely ignorant of

38/4 61:3 Arbitrary to say that up to "the day of the Lord"is first coming, and
from there on is second coming.

9/2-9 61:3-9 The glory of the Redeemer's people
6l:lO-62t1 The assured completion and fulfillment of His mission

39/7 61:4 Time of fulfillment after His coming rather than before.

40/1-8 Illustration of a prediction in which all the elements do not fit.
40/9 lB it a prediction of Pentecost or of something that began then?

41 Prediction must have continuity - can't begin one way and end another.

42/2-10 Ordinarily assume continuity unless there is evidence there is none.
Must be relation but not necessarily chronotgical order
Must be a logical relationship but there can be different types of
logical relationships

43/2-7 Return from Babylon is not the most vital consideration. Is sin
that caused the exile and unless that problem is dealt with there
will be other difficulties

44 61:4 The glory which is to come to the REDEEMER"S PEOPLE COULD FIND VARIOUS
FULLFILMENTS AT DIFFERENT TIMES.

61:5 Direct address. Change from third person(vs.4) to first (vs.5)
44/9 The verse when spiritualized
45 Hardly fits a spiritualized interpretation
45/7 61:6

46/2 61:8 He hates what is unjustly secured being given to Cod to win His favor.
46/6 61:5 Material blessing

46/10 61:10
49 "ornaments". Heb. - the accessories.

Comparison between that which Cod does for him and that which the bride
groom and the bride do for themselves.

47/7 Suggestion that when God anoints the Redeemer He is in a sense
anointing Himself because He is God.

48/ 61:10 Is no question of the fulfillment
Satan's seeming victory.
John Milton anxious to serve the Lord then went blind.

48/10 Unable to tell now who will be the ones to receive great rewards from
God's hands.

49/1-5 Inconspicuous service for the Lord.
4916 61:10-11 The Bud dees not say, I've got to get busy and work hard or I won't

come out. The Lord will cause righteousness -- you can't move it
forward or stop it.
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49/9 59:15b-62:6 Section of blessing following rebuke but not directly of God's
people

50/3 Envelope structure
a. 59:15b "-l9a II 63:1-6 sovereign overthrow of adversaries
b. 59:19b-21 II 62:10-12 banner raised, Redeemer comes
c. 60 II 62:1-9 time of misery contrasted with time

of happiness
50/8 61 div&des into three parts

51/4 chronological progress suggested - c after b
51/5-10 59:20 Quoted in Rom. 11:27. Figure of Olive Tree.

52/4 Paul. quotes this vs. as proof that all Israel shall be saved.
Majority of commentators have held that at end of this age there
will come a great turning of Israel unto the Lord

52/8 60: Ch. 60 describes period following conversion of the Jews --- a
likely assumption.

53 6$:l-2 The extension of light is a note found commonly through Isaiah
53/7 60:3-4 A great ingathering. The present gospel age.

What is meant by "thytt rising? Messiah's? The resurrection?

54 60:4,1-3 The pronouns are feminine. A woman is addressed. Messiah is
never addressed as a woman.

54/8 60:5 Not Messiah being addressed on the grounds of the grammar.
55 Must be either the land or the peop1e who are addressed.

55/3 60:6 Ties up with land more than with the people
The land of the people

55/5 The divisions of the chapter noted
vs. 1-2 the light of God's glory
vs.3-4 the gentiles come to thy light
vs. 5-l7c material prosperity

56/1- 60:5-12 Sounds more like Israel than the church
56/7 60:12 The only note of destruction in the chapter

57/2 Shows a situation in which there is a control from one nation
over others and glory and blessing from others brought to the one.

57 A figure must describe something specific and have definite meaning
57/4 Literal sense of passage makes reasonable sense.
57/7 60:5-17 Describes wonderful state of material blessing and prosperity

Is not divorced from spiritual elements, but is definitely a
condition of material prosperity.

57/9 60:15 Describes a land which has been desolate and rejected
58 100 yrs. ago people in Europe and America hardly knew the

main features of the land of Palestine.
58/4 Edward Robinson could not find enough to write a decent geography

so he went over to Palestine to get its main features
58/7 Describes a change of condition in the land of Palestine.

58/9 60:16 Figurative. Figure of receiving sustenance from earth's kings.
God's sovereignty is bringing this about. Not a picture of
the extension of the church or the going out of the gospel.

58/9 60:17 Material blessing.
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59 60:16 Figurative statement corresponding to literal statement previously.
Figure of material blessing

59 60:17

60 60:17c-18 Eternal peace and safety.
"exactors" = tax-collectors. Officers will be peace.

60/10 Experience in Germany

61/3 conditions of civic righteousness & freedom from danger

61/5 Tax collector often synonymous with a thief or robber.
61/6 Violence no more in thy land. Land where peace reigns

61/8 Illustrations on current violence in our land

62/6 A picture of external peace and safety, a condition no nation
has yet seen.

63 Illustration on what it means to have universal knowledge of the Lord.
No man shall say to his neighbor know the Lord .... for all shall
know the Lord. What it does not mean, what it does mean.

63/9 Not a picture of heaven or of the eternal state, but an earthly
condition.

64 60:19 Light comes where there had formerly been darkness.
64/5 cf. Micah 4 and Isaiah 2 -- external peace & safety

64 60:15 Question on "eternal" as opposed to millennial(l000 yr.)blessings.
Meaning of "eternhl"
"Many generations"

65/3 60:19-21
20-21 Permanence of wide extension of the promised blessing

"Little one shall become a thousand" cf. 30:17. There, decrease
and defeat; here, increase and blessing.

65/9 What is the relation of this passage to Rev. 20,21?
66 Assingment.

67 59:19 Not unified if taken as one verse. But taken as RV has it, it
makes a consistent sentence

67/7 59:19b Makes a new paragraph

68 Vocalization was transmitted by werd of mouth.
68/4 59:19b A.V. like a flood; R.V. like a mighty or rushing stream
68/5 Meaning of "enemy" and "rushing" (Heb.) -sar

69 59:19b Meaning of sar, trans. "enemy"
Rushing stream which the spirit of the Lord drives. Where is the

69/10

70 The "wUbh" (discussion not too clear)
Ps. 60:4,6 Discussion of grammar . Thou hast given a banner
that it may be displayed . .

71/1-4 Conjecture on the part of the RV
Zech 9:16

71/5-10 (Discussion not clear)
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72 59:19
72/5 20 Paul did not translate what we have in our Heb. text
72/7 Ps. 14
72/9 Did Paul quote Isa. correctly or does Paul raise it to a higher
73/1 level?

73/2 59:20 Paul's translation and quotation. LXX trans.
Pentateuch in the LXX. Differs from rest of OT

74 Discussion on the LXX and the Heb
74/7 Heb. has been preserved with grt. care while the LXX was con

sidered simply a popular translation and not the inspired Word
of God so no great pains were taken to preserve the LXX text.

74/9 LXX MSS much more corrupt than our later Heb. MSS

75 Properx names in LXX are in terrific state - examples given.
75/5 What is the original Hebrew?

75/10 Paul's use of the LXX
76 Where Paul follows the LXX, we can say that either the changes

are 1iot importaalit or we can say it represents an original
text better than the text which is copied.

76/3 Meaning of Inspiration - kept from error? Original correctly quoted

76/7 NT quotation of OT
Inspiration means that a NT quote would not build an argument

76/9 upon an idea which was not in the original.

77/2 The original can be corrected by a NT quote from the LXX except
where those features are basic to the NT argument.

77/3-10 NW quotation of OT. Paul's use of OT
59:20

78 Redeemer comes and he is related to Zion, or he comes to Zion
Those who turn away from transgession receive their Redeemer

78/6 Paul's quote.
Discussion on "to return the captivity"

79/1-3 Paul's use of LXX indicates that the accurate Heb. was available in
79/4-10 his day.

When we have a NT quote of the LXX, this suggests that the LXX is
79/10 fairly close to the original orit would not be quoted in that form.

80 Hiphll
Easy to get two letters in wrong order when copying

80/8 Vowel letters
81/1-4 cont'd
81/5-10 Two Zions. Discussion on "turn away ungodliness from Jacob"

82/4 Participle and infinitive - sharp distinction in Heb.
Infin. refers to the action of the berb; participle refers to
action of the person who performs the action described in the
verb.

82/8 Illustrations of diff. between infin. and participle.
83/1-7 cont'd
83/8-10 Ps. 14:7 - Right and wrong approach to OT quotes
84/3 Amos quoted in Acts 15. Important
84/8 63:6-7 Questions for study andanswer
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2 40: a preamble. Historical situation begins with oh. 41

7 2/5 ole?r stternent.
Uh. 40 a presentation of emotions which are characteristic
of section 40 - 56

3 0: an overture
3/5 "comfort y. not vocative as may appear in English
3/5-10 40:1-3

-r z 4 40:4-5 God's power
40:6-7 Man's reason and power. 1an can hold people in subjec-

tion but he is just grass
4/8 40:11 What a contrast in tnems between vs. 11 and 12

-r 5/1 40:18-20 idolatry
5 40:22- greatness of God and His power

- 26
27 9Lort

5/9 41:
'

6/1-5 41:1 Call all non-believers before Him and inunons them to give
7 an answer ituation describes in vs. 2-6

< 7 41:2 fits Cyrus (cf. also other passages)

? 8/2-3 41:1-2 clear statement
8/ 41:1-4 challenge addressed to the heathen

9 41:4 the not creation
The coming of Cyrus as a mighty force

10 41:5 Faced with a crisis they get together in order to defend
themselves against yrus.

I In their crisis they look to help from_idols.
10/7 They say, Let's make some new idols.
10/9 41:7 Th look for help to something they have made with their

04
ands.

,' 11/1 Irony. Idols fastened with nail. so it won't be knocked over

11/4 41:8 Israel is told not be be afrald
11/5-10 7 Take the vs. by itself. Doss not refer to making weapons

of war,but of making an idol .ftci1c of interp.
take the verse alone & see its possibilities.

12/2-4 story of M's class figuring how much gold it would take
to cover the__mercy seat.

/ 12/7 Lod has given us the bible not m.-rely to ten us what the

truth is but to get the truth into our minds and hearts.

T
14 41:8 Servant of the Lord (its meaning)

1 15 41:8-9 God's interest in Israel. Interested in them because
f tie has called them to do a particular work.
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,/ 16 41:8-9 Israel set apart for specific and until that purpose
is fulfilledlerael need not fear

16/4 Note incidetmi way in which this idea of servant is introduced

) 17 Important principle: raise all ipn6 that occur in any
(I passage. Then you'll be looking for answers

17/5 Stimulation to get ans. out of Bible, not out of head.

18/4-7 Marco Polo's interest in paper money

19 41:8-21

-f
20 41:21 Idol. Prediction

4 'l/l-3 41:24-25'
2l/3-8: method of Bible study

22 review summary

23 41:21-27 general picture

4( 2414-10 42:]. Ieaiah'a description of a prophet.

24A Isaiah's Hebrew

25 42 (discussion hard to follow hero)

40-56 Isa's message of comfort not only meets psychological needs
of contemporaries, but will fill need of the people 150 yre. later

26/6-10 Questions answered from class
27 cont'd

/c 27/8 on meaning of 'judgment"

28 '40-56 has very little in it about th coming king. Leads to it in
/ another direction

28/L_10 Illustration of confusing two lines of prophecyre Messiah

28/10 42:19

1 29 The 8erntin ch 41 and in ch. 42

30 Does Servant concept shift back and forth or are they two
phases or aspects of the same thing?

30/7 41:8 cont'd

31/1-5 Illustration re chanr4ng without transition
/




V2 43. Nofailure is suggested; wholly Israel
/77 42 Suggests failure
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